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a I Foreword

The world's production of marine fish has increased have occurred, and in extreme cases the survival of
fourfold since World War 11, reaching 86.4 million the resource will be seriously threatened.
metric tons in 1989. Fishing effort-expressed in The Food and Agriculture Organization re-
terms of both nutmber of vessels and catch capac- cently reported that most commercial fish resources
itv-has grown even faster, and yield per unit of ef- are being overexploited. If this trenid continiues
fort has therefore dropped signiificantly. Despite the unchecked, another natural resource disaster- is
sustained growth in the volume of production, its imminent. Finding a solution to the problem is ur-
value has diminished. High-value species have been gent. Fishery economists generally agree that the
systematically overexploited, and as these stocks most promising solution is to adopt fishery manage-
have declined, fishers have progressively turned to ment regimes that create "property rights" in fish-
low-value fish resources. Low-value species, such as eries, rather than continuinlg to treat fisheries as
small pelagics, used primarily in producing fishmeal common property, a situation that gives no one an
and fish oil, today represent 30 percent of total incentive to conserve the resources.
world catch. In the 1960s Sol Sinclair, a Canadiani fisheryv

The United Nations Conferenice on the Law of economist, proposed limiting entty or r1estrictinlg

the Sea (UNCLOS) took an important step toward access to fisheries as a substitute for a property rights
reducing overfishing in 1982. It gave the seal of ap- system. The wealth of experience with this approach
proval to the 200-mile exclusive economic zone, in a number of countries has contriibuted to a bet-
which most countries had already embraced. Bygiv- ter understanding of the options available for coII-
ing coastal states responsibility for managing the trolling open access and overfishing.
resources within their zones, UNCLOS reduced the The Symposium on Fisheiy Resourices Manage-
amount of resources considered global common ment held in Peru under the auspices of the World
property. But the establishment of exclusive eco- Bank and the Peruvian Ministry of Fisher-ies provided
nomic zones has not prevented overcapitalization an opportunity to presenit and discuss the experi-
and excessive fishing at the national level. The rea- ences of a number of countries in fishery' manage-
soIn is that most fisheries-both within and outside ment. The proceedings of the symposiumn are
the zones-continiue to be managed under open- expected to be helpful to Peru aswell as to other na-
access regimes, with the result that new fishers will tions in developing and implementinig managemiienit
continiue to enter these fisheries until all rents have regimes compatible with the uL-genit need to coII-
been dissipated. At this point overfishing will likely senrve the world's fish resources.

AvIichel Petit
Director
Agriculture and Natural Resources Department
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2 Preface

The abundance of the ocean's living resources led underexploited major fish stocks has decreased from
many to believe that they were practically inexhaust- nearly thirty to only seven over the past decade, and
ible. But events have shown how fragile fish resources one in every three major stocks is overfished. If these
can be when aggressively harvested under conditions developments continue unchecked, we may be wit-
of free and open access. North Sea herring, Califor- nessing a global fishery crisis in the making.
nian and South African sardines, Peruvian ancho- Fishing represents the best example of exploi-
veta, and, more recently, eastern Canadian cod have tation of common property resources. Free and
been depleted as a result of overfishing, with seri- open access to fisheries leads to sustained entry of
ous socioeconomic consequences. Overfishing re- new vessels (overcapitalization). New entries into a
sults from overinvestment-when harvesting effort fishery will continue until total costs equal total rev-
is allowed to exceed the level at which the resource enues, at which point all economic rents have been
can sustain itself. dissipated. World fishing effort-as measured by

An analysis conducted more than a decade ago number of vessels and by catch capacity-has grown
by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) even faster than marine production, which has in-
indicated that the largest annual harvest that the creased fourfold over the past four decades. As a
world's marine fish resources could sustain would result, we have too many vessels chasing too few fish.
be about 100 million tons. Actual trends in the world A recent FAO study shows that the total operating
catch, under conditions of predominantly open costs of the world fishing fleet exceed its total gross
access, largely bear this out. The world catch in- revenues by some US$22 billion. This situation can
creased rapidly from 20 million tons in the mid- be sustained only by heavily subsidizing a large share
1940s to 60 million tons by the early 1970s, growing of the fleet.
at a rate of about 6.5 percent a year. During a pe- As long as the size of the world's fleet remains
riod in the 1970s the catch seemed to have reached unchecked and a policy of open access continues to
a plateau, growing at a rate of less than 1.5 percent. be pursued both within and outside the exclusive
But in the 1980s growth in world fishery production economic zones, overfishing will continue to pose a
resumed, and in 1989 production reached a record serious threat to the conservation of the world's
86.4 million tons. In 1990 and 1991 production marine resources. The reluctance ofmanycountries
dropped, to 82.8 million and 81.8 million tons, but to reduce their fleets stems in part from problems
this may be attributable to natural fluctuations in the associated with the heavy financial obligations of the
stock of small pelagics, which now constitute about fleets and from the specter of unemployment that
30 percent of the world marine catch. decommissioning fishing vessels would raise. But

The statistics thus show a sustained increase in delaying reductions in fleet size for short-term po-
the total catch, but a breakdown of the figures re- litical benefits will only worsen the fishery crisis, and
veals a rather alarming scenario. The number of may have irreversible consequences.

ix



MANAGING FISHFRY R1SoURCES

Identifying appropriate policy options for man- capitalized fishery. In the absence of ITQs or an-
aging fishery resources has therefore become ur- other satisfactory form of property or use rights, a
gent. The most sensible way of going about this is to fisher exiting a fisherywould likely have to undergo
focus on the causes rather than the effects of over- bankruptcy.
investment and to learn from the experience of coun- Limits on total catches were considered effec-
tries with different fishery management policies. tive in coIntrolling overfishing but ineffective in

The Symposiumil on Fishery Resources Manage- preventing overinvestment. The reason is that an
menlt, the proceedings ofwhich are presented in this overcapitalized industry under financial stress may
paper, was or ganized for these purposes. In particu- exert pressure on authorities to permit fishing even
lar, it was organized in r esponse to Peru's need to when biological evidence indicates that fishing
fincd management solutions for its fishery sector, should cease. Transboundary resources shared by
wlhich the counitry is beginning to restructure under two or more countries raise even more complex
an ambitious new program. But with mismanage- management issues. Unless the countries sharing the
menit of fishery resotiices pervasive worldwide, the resource reach agreements on an appropriate co-
discussion of managemenit options and the recom- management strategy, the prospects for sustainable
menidationis made at the symposium should be use- exploitation are nil. Without such an agreement,
ful for all countries seeking policies to ensure the countries would operate the fishery under open-
sustainabilitv of their marine fisheries. access conditions without even limits on total catch.

The symposium covered theory and practice in Symposium participants emphasized the impor-
fisherNy managemenit as well as experiences with dif- tance of an appropriate legal framework in support
ferent fishery man-agement policies in Canada, of fishery management and cited examples of how
Chile, Iceland, New Zealand, Norvay, Peru, and the legal instruments may obstruct rather than assist in
United States. It also analyzed managemenit options the implementation of management systems. When
for traisbounldary stocks and world trends in fish- drafting fishery legislation, priority should be given
eryv managemenit, and discussed aerial surveillance to management practices that prevent overinvest-
techlniques for monitorinig fishing operations. ment and the resultinig overfishing and resource

The papers presented at the symposium dis- depletion. Essential to the success of fishery regula-
cussed the economiiic theory of common property tioii is a monitoring system to ensure compliance
and open access, and analyzed policy options that with restrictions.
are possible substitutes for private-property-based The proceedings of the symposium are intended
systems of maniaginig fishery resources, including to be widely disseminated to benefit those countries
limited entry, restricted access, and individual trans- seeking to implement sound managemenit regimes.
ferable quotas (ITQs). A system based on ITQs ap- The World Bank stands ready to assist interested
pears to be the most effective option for controllinig developing countries in the search for appropriate
the overiivestmeiit that leads to overfishing. And management strategies, in an effort to forestall over-
because ITQs may be sold, they provide a means for fishing and the degradation of the world's marine
fairly compenisating those needinig to leave an over- environment.

Eduardo A. Loayza
Fisheries Adviser
Agriculture and Natural Resources Department
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1 Abstract

The Symposium on Fishery Resources Management The symposium was organized by the World
held in Lima, Peru, inJune 1992 addressed several Bank and the Peruvian Ministry of Fisheries as a first
aspects of fishery management-theory and prac- step toward Peru's implementation of a fishery man-
tice, the experience of different countries, and cur- agement regime. But the recommendations pre-
rent world trends in fishery management. It also sented at the symposium are valid for all countries
discussed strategies for managing transboundary with fishery management responsibilities. It is hoped
stocks and aerial surveillance techniques for moni- that the recommendations will contribute toward
toring fishing operations. the establishment of fishery management systems

Leaders in the field of fishery management from that guarantee both biological sustainability and
Canada, Chile, Iceland, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, economic efficiency in the world's fisheries.
and the United States presented papers on lessons The paper is divided into chapters covering the
learned in applying different fishery management fishery management experience of different coun-
policies. Participants concurred that individual trans- tries, as well as conceptual chapters and a review of
ferable quotas appear to be the best management world trends.
strategy in the current situation of overinvestment
and overfishing.
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'_ I Summary

In the manufacturing sector open access and com- caught in a particular year depends on the size of
petition normally lead to higher productivity and the stock, its growth parameters, the price of fish,
lower prices, but in the fishery sector they lead to the cost of fishing, and the discount rate. A basic
reduced output and loss of economic benefits. The criticism that can be levied against the TAC system
better solution is to manage fishery resources. There is that it does not take into account economic
are two main types of fishery management regimes, considerations.
biological and economic. Biological management One of the main problems with implementation
strategies-for example, setting a total allowable of the TAC regime is enforcement. It is notoriously
catch-are well suited for conserving fish stocks, but weak in the European Community (EC), and fishery
they are useless from an economic point of view- biologists who assess annual stock levels in EC fisher-
that is, in controlling investment levels. Economic ieshaveforyearsmadeallowancesforoverfishingand
management strategies can rely on direct or indirect misreporting. Official EC documents acknowledge
measures. Direct restrictions-for example, limits on that the discrepancy can be as high as 60 percent.
fishing effort, investment, or inputs-may fail to re- In Norway most fish stocks have long been fully
alize the potential benefits of a fishery, because they utilized and are probably overexploited. The most
do not change its basic common property nature. important weakness in Norway's fishery manage-
The best approach appears to be an indirect mea- ment system is that it neglects market forces in its
sure-the allocation of catch quotas to individual decisionmaking process. Decisions on the use of fish-
fishers, which in effect gives them temporary prop- ery resources are made through political processes
erty rights in a fishery. Other indirect measures in- that give greater weight to issues of distribution and
clude taxes and access licenses. fairness than to generating wealth (chapter 3).

Any policy adopted should be an integral part Canada introduced a license system for its
of a fishery management regime. Such a regime salmon fishery in 1968 to contain growth in the
should comprise a fishery management system that fleet's harvesting capacity and protect the dwindling
sets the rules for fishing, a monitoring, control, and stocks. As salmon fishers became accustomed to trad-
surveillance system to monitor fishing activities and ing licenses, they came to regard the licenses as
enforce fishing rules, and a fishery judicial system personal property, and the courts tended to accept
to ensure adherence to the management regime them as legal rights. The license program achieved
(chapter 2). some biological success, but it failed to reduce fish-

Most fish stocks in the Northeast Atlantic are ing capacity. The program was an economic disas-
controlled through limits on total allowable catch ter and an administrative nightmare.
(TAC). In recent years it has been recognized that In 1981 Canada introduced a license system in
setting a TAC is not just a question of biology. In- its black cod fishery, freezing the number of vessels
stead, the optimum amount of fish that should be in the fishery at forty-eight. But despite the freeze

xiii



MANAGING FISHERY RESOURCES

on vessels and a TAC maintained at 3,500 to 4,500 more by the objective of excluding foreign fleets
metric tons, increasing fishing effort has made it than by the goal of managing resources effectively.
necessary to drastically curtail the fishing season, A critical element missing from implementa-
from 245 days in 1981 to forty-five days in 1985 to tion of the U.S. fishery policy is a serious commit-
fourteen days in 1989. In 1990 the season was eight ment to the objective of economic efficiency. More-
days. The consequences: overcapitalization, erosion over, because of the industry's opposition, the
of product quality, and unsafe fishing conditions. United States has not adopted a policy of limited
The fishery is now experimenting with individual entry. As a result, the fishing season in the halibut
quotas, with very encouraging results. Individual fishery, for example, has been reduced to five or
quotas are now in use in nearly twenty fisheries in fewer days (chapter 6).
Canada, and there is a growing consensus that the The responsibility for regulating marine fisher-
full potential of management through quotas can be ies in the United States is vested in the Secretary of
realized as the recognition of quotas as property Commerce and exercised through the National
rights becomes more established (chapter 4). Marine Fisheries Service, which is a part of the Na-

Fisheries in Iceland were operated for the most tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
part as common property resources until the recog- The power to manage fisheries is also shared with
nition of the 200-mile exclusive economic zone regional bodies that, by virtue of their membership
(EEZ) in 1976 and the introduction of the vessel and their process for selecting new members, are
quota system in 1984. The fisheries were then put unique entities in American administrative law.
under gradually increasing management, and by Based on the regulatory experience in the
1990 a uniform individual transferable quota (ITQ) United States, it is suggested that the architects of
system had been extended to nearly all fisheries. But Peru's management regime focus not only on eco-
as the ITQ system has evolved, important steps have nomic or biological objectives, but on the allocation
usually been taken only in response to crises in the of power-specifically, regulatory power. Consider-
fisheries signaled by a sudden reduction in stock ation should also be given to the desirability of
levels. This pattern reflects the reluctance of the fish- foreign participation in the fishery sector, either di-
ing industry to accept changes in the traditional or- rectly or through passive investment. And because
ganization of the fisheries. the El Ninio phenomenon may be a disincentive to

The uniform management system introduced in private investment, consideration should perhaps be
1990 made all of Iceland's fisheries subject to vessel given to some form of insurance or other means to
catch quotas. These quotas, which represent shares spread the risk over time (chapter 7).
in the total allowable catch (TAC), are permanent, For the New Zealand fishery industry, there were
perfectly divisible, and fairly freely transferable. three significant events in 1983: the adoption of the
Under the vessel quota system, total fishing effort in new Fisheries Act, the introduction of an economics-
the demersal fishery has been reduced to a level based management system, and the onset of major
about 37 percent lower than what could be expected biological and economic problems in the inshore
without the system. The total value of the demersal fishery. The deep-water trawl policy under the new
catch at the midpoint of the price range was some act recognized that resource management should be
US$46 million in 1984 and US$166 million in 1990. based on control of output rather than on control
The demersal fishery thus generates considerable of inputs, which is less efficient. Quotas in the deep-
economic rents (chapter 5). water trawl fishery were allocated according to

In the United States the most serious problem investment in onshore processing facilities, invest-
in fishery management is that the system has failed ment in fishing vessels, and quantities of product
to resolve the inherent conflict between the public processed.
interest and the interests of fishers exploiting a com- Under the amended Fisheries Act of 1986, an
mon property resource. The key regulatory instru- ITQsystem was introduced in the inshore fishery and
ment, the Fisheries Conservation and Management applied more comprehensively to the deep-water
Act (Magnuson Act) of 1976, drafted parallel to the fishery. The quota management system was changed
adoption of the extended jurisdiction, was guided in 1989 to a proportional system in which allocations
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Summa?y

are based on shares of the total allowable catch. The tions and functional relationships. This process can
essential change effected by the new fishery manage- be continued until an optimum set of management
ment policies introduced since 1983 is the creation options is identified (chapter 10).
of property rights (chapter 8). Peru's fishery sector contributes modestly to the

The goal of Chile's fishery management is to country's gross domestic product but it shows strong
make harvesting activities economically efficient by growth in value added. Between 1980 and 1989 an-
regulating access to a fishery once it becomes fully nual growth in the sector's average value added was
exploited. Chile's fishery sector has expanded to the far higher than that of any other productive sector
limits of the available resource base. Its production of the economy. And the contributioni of fisheries
increased from 3 million tons in 1980, valued at to the country's foreign exchange earnings
US$400 million, to 6 million tons in 1991, worth amounted to US$419.6 million in 1990, about 14
US$1.19 billion. With a fully allocated resource base, percent of total foreign exchange receipts. Small
and disproportionate fishing effort and processing pelagics-anchoveta, sardine, mackerels-account
capacity, the country's fishery industry is at risk of for a substantial share of Peru's fishery resources.
destabilization. Over the past ten years the total allowable catch for

Chile's National Congress recently approved these species has ranged firom 2 million to 7 million
comprehensive legislation regulating the fishery and tons a year.
aquaculture sector. The legislation is aimed at sup- Peru's fleet capacity far exceeds the potential
porting stable, long-term growth of the sector and catch of the known fish stocks, and the processing
ensuring that it provides maximum net social ben- capacity for fishmeal and fish oil is three times the
efits. The country's private sector participates in the total allowable catch in the peak years. To forestall
study of management procedures, helping to assure the inevitable consequences of overinvestmenit,
that new regulations are accepted. The private sec- which has been shown by the FAO to be the leading
tor also helps finance fisheries research, an essen- cause of the collapse of fisheries, adopting policies
tial input to management (chapter 9). that limit or restrict access is crucial (chapter 11).

There are special problems involved in the On a global level the increasing scarcity of fish-
management of transboundary stocks, such as the eryresourceswas the main driving force behind the
Peruvian-Chilean pelagic fishery. Chile and Peru are establishment of the 200-mile exclusive economiiic
both implementing policies to manage their aquatic zone. Many countries took measures to adjust the
resources, but neither country's policies explicitly catch in their fisheries to levels that maximize sus-
recognize that the fish stocks are shared. Rather, the tainable yield, either by directly limiting the catch
two countries manage their fishery resources sepa- or by limiting fishing activity. Fisheiy regulations
rately, resulting in a quasi-open-access situation in based on purely biological rationales often become
which potentially substantial benefits and rents are unnecessarily costly, however. One way to limit the
forgone. Application of game theory in the dynamic cost of fishing is license limitation. But license limi-
analysis of a fishery shared by two or more co-own- tation programs are difficult to implement and there
ers has shown that, whenever the economic returns was increasing disappointmenit hi the system. In its
of one of the co-owners depend on the fishing activ- place the individual transferable quota system is
ity of the other, noncooperation will have less advan- being implemented by countries around the globe.
tageous results than cooperation. The advantages of ITQs are obvious. The sum

Analyzing and evaluating the different policy of ITQs for a stock constitutes the amoun[ that can
options for managing a transboundary stock re- be taken from the stock, the total allowable catch.
quires a model representing the various activities Setting a TAC for each fish stock and dividing it
and decisionmaking stages in the fishery linked with among the vessels participating in a fishery can
the basic characteristics of the resource under alter- protect the stock from depletion by preventing a self-
native options. Once a set of feasible management defeating race for the largest possible share of the
options has been identified, each option can be fed catch. And making the vessel quotas transferable
into a mathematical programming model to deter- minimizes the cost of taking a given catch. But an
mine its economicvalue under the pertinent restric- ITQ system is useless if a country is unable to
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adequately enforce and monitor its implementation Nova Scotia's maritime surveillance is carried
or to make reasonably accurate predictions of the out by the Atlantic Airways surveillance system. This
future size of the fish stock. system consists of five major components: an aircraft,

In some countries the necessary conditions for a search radar, a navigation system, a reconnaissance
a well-functioning ITQ system are simply not in camera, and a data management system. The system
place; in others the expected side effects have led uses a computer-controlled navigation system that
fishery authorities to modify the ITQ system or to is interfaced with the radar, the data management
not implement it. And in some countries ideologi- system, and the cockpit navigation system. The re-
cal or political factors stand in the way. connaissance camera is interfaced with the naviga-

To secure public acceptance of management tion and data management systems and provides the
systems that restrict access to a fishery, fairness in visual record of fishing activity required for success-
allocating the restricted rights both among individu- ful prosecutions.
als and across generations must be ensured. Indi- The heart of the surveillance equipment pack-
vidual transferable quotas, if their implementation age is the Airborne Data Acquisition and Manage-
is at all possible, can meet this criterion (chapter 12). ment system, which provides the flight crew with a

For a fishery management regime to be effec- real-time Mercator projection map, displaying all
tive, it must have a monitoring, control, and surveil- contacts in relation to land masses, depth contours,
lance system. Some monitoring can be done on fishing zones, and closed fishing areas. The surveil-
shore, but some needs to be done at sea during the lance system has been very successful; because of the
fishing activity. The sea component of the monitor- accuracy and precision of the information it pro-
ing has normally been split into ship-based and the vides, no case prosecuting violators has yet been lost
more cost-effective aircraft-based monitoring. in the courts (chapter 13).
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Statement by Peru's
Minister of Fisheries

Jaime Sobero Taira

Mr. Eduardo Loayza, World Bank Fisheries Advisor; ture methods that do not harm ecosystems or the
international fishery experts from Canada, Chile, biological and economic health of the resources.
Iceland, New Zealand, Norway, and the United And it means incorporating value added through
States; participants; and representatives of national processing methods that meet health regulations
fishery agencies and of the FAO: and through marketing practices that give consum-

I would first like to convey the Peruvian Govern- ers access to good-quality products at a fair price.
ment's gratitude to the World Bank for sponsoring These general guidelines for responsible fishery
this international symposium on fishery manage- management, which Peru adheres to completely,
ment. Our special thanks go to Mr. Eduardo Loayza have led to a need to form a select, multidisciplinary
Salazar, the organizer of the symposium, for arrang- group of representatives from public and private or-
ing, in record time, for such qualified experts to ganizations concerned with Peru's fisheries to draft
come here to speak on fishery issues and experience a new general law on fisheries. This law should be
at different latitudes. On behalf of the Peruvian Gov- designed to improve the fishery management system
ernment, I offer you a most warm and enthusiastic by reconciling the goal of ensuring the sustainability
welcome. and renewability of fishery resources with the goal

I am confident that the highly qualified speak- of achieving optimal utilization of the resources.
ers, complemented by the audience of distinguished It is out of both a sense of responsibility and self-
representatives from all areas of the Peruvian fish- interest that Peru has been adhering fully to the
ery sector, will guarantee that the meeting will be a concept of sustainable development, taken to mean
success and will benefit all in attendance. economic growth based on appropriate use of natu-

Two recent key international evenits-the Con- ral resources and the equitable distribution of
ference on Responsible Fishing in Cancun, attended wealth, and the safeguarding of the development
by representatives from sixty-nine countries, and the prospects and quality of life of future generations.
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro-focused special In Peru, dire poverty, population problems, and
attention on the need to improve fishery manage- drug trafficking are singled out as the main reasons
ment practices so as to guard against overfishing and for environmental deterioration, with underdevel-
biodiversity impairment. They established that it was opment in general both the cause and the effect of
essential to continue to support and develop fishing the ecological damage that has occurred in our
under a comprehensive and balanced management country. It is a vicious circle that must be broken by
system, emphasizing responsible fishing. establishing a new style of development. The bases

Fishery management must be geared to ensur- for this are already contained in our constitution,
ing the sustainability of fishery resources. This means in three key goals:
adhering to practices that protect the environment * Rational use of natural resources and envi-
and conserve biodiversity, and using catch and cul- ronmental protection

1
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* Economic growth entrepreneurial and contractual form permitted
* Equity, achieved through the redistribution under the constitution and the law.

of wealth, to enable the vast majority of the popula- Legislation enacted along these lines includes
tion to meet their basic needs. both a framework law to boost private investment in

To accomplish these goals, coherentpolicieswill general and a law to promote private investment in
have to be translated into programs, projects, and public corporations. It also includes a law to promote
actions for the medium and long term. These should investments specifically in the fishery sector-a law
be aimed at economic and social development tai- that introduces new legal and financial guarantees
lored to the potential and characteristics of the coun- for the pursuit of fishing activities in Peru.
try and its people, and designed to bring about the The restrictions of earlier fishery regulations,
substantial changes in our education, culture, and which were based on outdated ideological, political,
values necessary to bring them into line with these and financial concepts, are being eliminated in the
development policies. government's across-the-board reform of the legal

Peru will need international support to help it and institutional structures of the fishing sector. This
implement this strategy. Because of its socioeco- reform is intended to achieve consistency with the
nomic circurnstances, many important issues have constitutional principles of free enterprise, the con-
had to be shelved so that more urgent matters could servation of fishery resources, and optimal fishery
be given immediate attentioni. management. The reform includes measures to

With regard to fisheries, we believe that it is es- ensure sustainable catch, encourage private invest-
sential that international assistance include the fi- ment, promote foreign investment, simplify admin-
nancial support we need to make far-reaching im- istrative procedures, and promote fish consumption
provements in our systems of scientific research and under a national program designed to benefit the
resource managemenlt. It should also include invest- neediest segments of the population.
ments, channeled through international and re- The market is not seen as a universal panacea.
gional organizations under partnership arrange- It can hardly be expected to be the solution to all
ments or other forms of cooperation, to promote huinan problems-or even to all economic prob-
and expand fishing activities, from the catch and lems. But it is certainly regarded as an adequate
culture stages to the processes that incorporate value management system that can play a key role in help-
added into products for both domestic consumption ing to solve the problem of resource allocation-one
and the foreign market. of the most complex problems of modern society.

To achieve the objectives of responsible fishing, Even when governed by the market, however, a
international aid therefore needs to concentrate on fishery economy cannot do without state assistance,
developing facilities for the transfer of technology given the nature and use of fishery resources. Peru's
and know-how, and mechanisms to support joint constitution establishes that renewable and nonre-
scientific and technical research projects and the newable natural resources are national property, and
continuous exchange of information. that the state is responsible for evaluating and pro-

It would be helpful here to provide a general tecting them and for promoting their rational utili-
idea of Peru's current policy concerning the struc- zation in order to stimulate economic development.
ture and operation of the fishery sector. The intention is not that the government should

Peru's present economic policy is based on the impose rigid and authoritar-ian regulations, but that
principle of a market economy. Thus, it seeks to it should strive for a flexible and participatory way
downsize and rationalize the entire public appara- of achieving economic order through a series of
tus and, within it, all those corporations established actions implemented in a prudent, systematic, and
at a time in which the state was conceived as both coherent manner.
the developer and the executing agency of all pro- Finally, as I open this symposium, I want to thank
ductive activities. Under today's new concept and each of you for taking time out of your busy sched-
style of development, priority is given to applying the ules to be here this morning and on the coming days,
principle of free enterprise and encouraging private to enrich a discussion that we hope will be both
investment in all sectors of the economy and in any enlightening and fruitful.
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Theoretical and Practical
Fishery Management

\I~~AIh I Ragnar Arnason 2

The fishery problem have been distressingly similar. A typical historyruns
as follows. Initially, when a fishery is first being de-

Many marine resources are extremely rich. Pru- veloped, the resource stock is high. Therefore,
dently utilized, they are capable of yielding very sig- catches are good and the fishers earn a high return
nificanit economic benefits. In some cases, the po- on their investment and effort. This encourages the
tential value of a country's marine resources is so more enterprising fishers to expand their fishing op-
great relative to the rest of the economy that they erations. It also attracts new fishers to the fishery.
can provide the means for shifting the national Thus, fishing capacity expands and fishing effort in-
economy onto a new and more favorable economic creases. This reduces the fish stocks, and the catch
growth path. This has been true for Iceland in the per unit of effort declines. Economic returns from
past and it may very well also be true for Peru. the fishery are correspondingly reduced. This does

Yet there are formidable economic obstacles to not put an end to the expansion in fishing capacity,
realizing the potential benefits offered by ocean however. Capacity continues to expand as long as the
resources. For fisheries, there is an incompatibility fishers can reasonably hope to extract a positive re-
between the traditional open-access, competitive turn from the fishery. Long before achieving a posi-
structure and a sensible utilization of the fish stocks. tive return ceases to be possible, however, the fish
Although open access and competition normally stock has normally been reduced far below the level
result in increased production and lower prices in corresponding to maximum sustainable yield, and
manufacturing, they lead to reduced output and loss total annual catches have actually been reduced de-
of economic benefits in ocean fisheries. spite the greatly increased fishing effort.

The characteristic of fisheries that gives rise to An open-access, competitive fisherywill reach an
these perverse results is that fish stocks are a natural equilibrium only when the expansion in fishing ef-
resource. This resource is not unbounded. The an- fort has reduced the stock to the point at which to-
nual catch is limited by the reproductive capacity of tal fishing costs equal the value of the harvest. As long
the fish stocks. This natural limitation cannot be as harvesting revenues exceed costs there will be an
expanded by fishers. On the contrary, attempts by incentive to invest in new capacity. At the equilib-
individual fishers to increase their catch will gener- rium point, however, net returns from the fishery are
ally reduce the fish stock, in particular the spawn- zero and there is no incentive to invest in expanded
ing stock, to the point at which the sustainable yield capacity. Figure 2.1 illustrates these basic ideas.
of the fishery is greatly reduced. In fact, several pre- In figure 2.1 aggregate fishing effort, denoted
viously large and valuable fish stocks have been de- by E, is measured along the horizontal axis. Costs and
pleted and the fishery destroyed by excessive fishing revenues are measured along the vertical axis. The
pressure resulting from fishers competing for catch. curve labeled total revenues represents total sustain-

The histories of most current ocean fisheries able revenues at different levels of effort. At low lev-
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Figure 2.1 The sustainable fishery model which marked the beginning of the field of fishery

Revenues, costs economics, advanced essentially the analysis out-
lined above.

Scott threw a slightly different light on the prob-
revenues lem, however. He noted that a single, informed

owner of a fishery would not fall into the trap of
Total excessive exploitation of the resource. Thus, from

this point of view, the fishery problem is caused by
the lack of private ownership of ocean resources or,
in other words, by the common property nature of
ocean resources.

It is this common property nature of ocean re-

E' E° sources that compels fishers to overexploit fish
Fishing effort stocks, even against their own better judgment.

When many fishers have access to the same fish stock,
els of fishing effort-as in the early development each has every reason to grasp as large a share of the
stages of a fishery-this curve indicates increasing potential yield as possible lest the other fishers reap
revenues as higher levels of effort yield greater all the benefits the resource can offer. Prudent har-
catches. This increase in revenues tapers off, how- vesting by one fisher in order to maintain the stocks
ever, and eventually they begin to fall as increased will, for the most part, only benefit other, more ag-
effort reduces the fish stock below the maximum gressive fishers without preventing the ultimate de-
sustainable yield. The curve labeled total costs rep- cline of the stocks. Thus, each individual fisher, act-
resents the total costs of effort. This curve naturally ing in isolation, is powerless to alter the course of
rises as effort increases. the fishery. His best course of action is to try to grasp

The equilibrium point for the fishery is at effort his share as quickly as possible while the resource is
level El. At this point the fishery has reached matu- large enough to yield some profits.
rity: total costs equal total revenues, profits are zero, This is what has been called the tragedy of com-
and there will be no further expansion or contrac- mon property resources (see Hardin 1968). The
tion in fishing effort. But at this point there are also potential benefits of a resource, no matter how great,
no net economic returns from the fishery. The fig- tend to become dissipated under the onslaught of a
ure makes it clear that significant net returns could multitude of users.
be attained by reducing effort. In fact, net returns The common property problem is by no means
are maximized at fishing effort E, where the differ- confined to fishery resources. It is also encountered
ence between total revenues and total costs is great- in the use of common land, wildlife, and water and
est. A reduction in fishing effort to E will not be air resources. In all these cases the commonly owned
supported by an open-access, competitive fishery, resources tend to become overutilized, sometimes
however. The reason is that the profits realized at with disastrous consequences.
this level of effort would encourage an expansion in Thus, the empirical evidence and the economic
fishing capacity until the point ED was reached again. analysis go hand in hand. Both clearly demonstrate

This simple analysis closely fits the pattern ob- the need for special management of fisheries if their
served in open-access ocean fisheries. All over the potential benefits are to be realized. For coastal states
world these fisheries are characterized by excessive with rich fishery resources in their waters, the po-
fishing capital and fishing effort, depressed fish tential economic benefits of well-informed fishery
stocks, and few or no net economic returns. management are very great indeed.

This failure of open-access, competitive fisher-
ies was recognized only relatively recently. In the Fishery management methods
mid-1950s two Canadian economists, H. S. Gordon
(1954) and A. D. Scott (1955), published pioneer- A great number of different fishery management
ing articles about the fishery problem. These articles, measures have been suggested. Most can be conve-
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niently grouped into two broad classes: biological measures will generally generate a negative eco-
fishery and economic fishery management. Eco- nomic return. Such measures are therefore to be
nomic fishery management measures may be further recommended only if the alternative is the biologi-
divided into direct restrictions and indirect eco- cal destruction of the fish stocks.
nomic management.

Economicfishery management: Direct restrictions

Biologicalfishe?y management

The most frequently employed direct fishery man-
The most common fishery management method is agement methods are restrictions on fishing effort,
to impose an upper limit on total allowable catch restrictions on the use of various fishing inputs, and
(TAC). This is a typical biological management limits on investment in fishing capital. These meth-
measure designed to protect the fish stock. If ad- ods are designed to limit fishing effort and capital
hered to, total allowable catch restrictions are well to optimal levels and thus to realize the potential
suited for conserving the fish stocks. But this kind economic benefits of the fishery. But because they
of fishery management does not alter the economic do not change the basic common property nature
dynamics of the fisheries. Thus, if the total allowable of the fisheries, they encounlter serious problems in
catch approach manages to enhance the fish stocks, achieving that objective.
competition among fishers for shares in the total Restrictions on fishing effort have been tried in
allowable catch will result in correspondingly in- many fisheries. The restrictions take various forms,
creased fishing effort and overcapitalization in the including limitations on days at sea, fishing time,
fishing fleet. More vessels will be brought into the engine size, and the holding capacity of vessels. But
fishery and fishing effort expanded until all poten- irrespective of the precise nature of the constraints
tial rents again disappear. on fishing effort, their outcome is generally the

The same results can be expected from all other same. Fishing effort is a composite of many variables.
management measures designed to improve the To maximize their returns from a fishery, compet-
state of the fish stocks, including fishing stoppages ing fishers always expand fishing effort variables that
during spawning seasons, closures of nursery are not subject to restrictions. If the number of fish-
grounds, measures for protection of juvenile fish, ing days is limited, fishers generally invest in larger
and restrictions on fishing gear. To the extent that and more powerful vessels. If there is a restriction
such measures succeed in enhancinig the fish stocks, on the holding capacity of vessels, fishers will add
increased fishing effort and renewed investment in vessels and use faster ones. If there are simultaneous
fishing equipment by fishers competing for a larger restrictions on the number of vessels, fishing days,
share in the fishery will dissipate the potential eco- and engine capacity, fishers will invest in fish-finding
nomic benefit. equipment, fishing gear, and similar variables. Com-

The apparent conclusion is thus that biological peting fishers will always find ways to invest in effort
fishery management measures, although well suited variables that are not controlled. And this investment
for preserving fish stocks, are useless from an eco- will not come to a halt until all potential economic
nomic point of view. In fact, the outcome is typically rents from the fishery have been dissipated.
even worse. Restrictions on the use of certain fishing inputs

Setting and enforcing biological fishery restric- and on investment in fishing capital lead to similar
tions is invariably costly, with actual expenditures results. Imposing such restrictions will simply lead
depending on the sophistication of the measures to substitution away fi-om the restricted inputs to
undertaken, the extent of the underlying research, unrestricted ones. As long as there are any economic
and the vigor of enforcement. Usually these costs are rents in a fishery, there will be an incenitive to find
quite substantial. And because biological fishery ways to bypass the restrictions. Experience shows that
management generates no economic benefits to it would be unwise to uniderestimate the ingenuity
speak of, these costs represent a net loss. of fishers in findilg such ways.

Thus, we must conclude that fishery manage- The conclusion therefore must be that direct
ment based exclusively on biological conservation fishery managemenit methods are unlikely to gener-
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ate significant economic benefits. This holds espe- Rights-based approaches. Rights-based approaches
cially for single measures. A combination of direct to fishery management attempt to eliminate the
management measures-such as access restrictions common property problem by establishing private
supplemented by restrictions on investment and property rights over the fish stocks. Because the
effort-maybecapableofsustainingsomeeconomic source of the economic problems in fisheries is
rents. But because maintaining and enforcing such the absence of property rights, this approach should
measures is usually quite costly, the net benefits in principle secure the full economic benefits of a
generated may easily turn out to be negative. fishery.

Broadly speaking, two quite different rights-
Economic fishery management: Indirect measures based approaches have been used in fisheries: access

licenses and individual catch quotas.
The most prominent indirect economic fishery Access licenses give the holders the right to par-
management methods are corrective taxes and such ticipate in a fishery. They thus constitute a property
rights-based instruments as access licenses and indi- right and, to the extent that they are transferable,
vidual transferable quotas. Both taxes and individual will command a market price. Access licenses do not,
transferable quotas are theoretically capable of however, eliminate the common property problem
achieving economic efficiency in fisheries. But taxes in a fishery. The fishery is still the common property
involve substantial sociopolitical problems as well as of all holders of access licenses, and they will act
somepracticalonesasafisherymanagementtool.In accordingly. To improve or even maintain their
any case, taxes have not been used as the main fish- share in the fishery, fishers will be forced to invest
ery management tool in any significant ocean fishery. in fishing capital and increase their fishing effort.
Individual transferable quotas, however, have been This process continues until all attainable rents have
used in several fisheries. They have been fairly suc- been dissipated and the fishery finds an equilibrium.
cessful and are rapidly spreading to other fisheries. A system of access licenses may alleviate the com-

Corrective taxes. The purpose of using taxes as a mon property problem somewhat, however. This
fishery management tool is to alter the economic may occur, for example, if the number of license
conditions of the fishing firms so as to induce them holders is small and, more important, there are re-
to behave in a socially optimal fashion. The many strictions on capacity expansion.
different types of corrective taxes that could be used Access licenses have been used in many impor-
for this purpose can be broadly classified as taxes on tant fisheries in recent years. In British Columbia's
fishery inputs or taxes on catch. valuable salmon fishery, for example, access licenses

Taxes on fishery inputs do not appear very prom- have been in effect for a number of years and have
ising. Such taxeswill generally lead to a substitution achieved some economic success.
away from taxed inputs to inputs that are not taxed. Individual catch quotas are a much more promis-
But, to the extent that technical input substitution ing approach to the fishery problem. The allocation
possibilities are not perfect, this method will gener- of catch quotas to individual fishers in effect gives
ally generate some economic rents in the form of them property rights in a fishery. And because the
collected taxes. fishers' catch is secured by their quota holdings, the

Taxing catch is a much more effective way to common property nature of the fishery is eliminated.
realize the potential economic benefits of a fishery. Thus, a vessel quota system, by freeing fishers from
After all, apart from cheating, there is no way for competing with the other fishers for catch from a
fishers to avoid this kind of a tax. The immediate limited resource, allows them to concentrate on
effect of a tax on catch is to make a fishery less prof- minimizing the cost of harvesting their catch quota
itable. Thus, by squeezing out the least efficient fish- and maximizing its value by improving its quality.
ers, a tax on catch forces a reduction in aggregate Transferable and perfectly divisible catch quo-
fishing effort. Depending on the tax rate, the effort tas are usually referred to as individual transferable
level in a fishery can in principle be brought down quotas or ITQs. If the ITQs are also permanent, they
to the economically most rewarding level. constitute a complete property right,just like a right
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to a building or to a piece of land. In that case, stan- centralized management. Under the ITQsvstem, the
dard economic theory should apply and, barring role of the fishery manager is recluced to determin-
market imperfectionis, the fishery should automati- ing the annual total allowable catch (TAC). If the
cally reach full efficiency. quotas are transferable, the fishery manager does not

This important point should be explained in a have to concern himself with the allocation of the
little more detail. First, if catch quotas are transfer- quotas,' but can depend on market forces to move
able, a market for the quotas will emerge. With the quotas from the less efficient fishing vessels to the
help of this market the quotas will tend to go to the more efficient ones.
most efficient fishing firms. The more efficient the Calculating the optimal total allowable catch is
quota market, the more pronounced this tendency no easy task, however. The optimal TAC depends on
will be. In this manner-, an ITQfishery management the detailed economics of the fishing fleet and the
system will tend to guarantee that the TAC is always state of the fish stock at each point in time. There-
caught by the most efficient fishing firms. fore, to determin-e the optimal total allowable catch,

Second, if the catch quotas are also permanent, the fishing authority needs perfect knowledge of
the fishing firms will find it to their advantage to every variable in the fishery. This includes complete
adjust the capacity of the fishing fleet to the socially knowledge of the harvestinig and cost funictionis of
optimal level. After- all, the transferability of the each vessel, the development of the fish stocks, their
quotas will ensure that only the most efficient firms migratory pattern both generally and regionally, and
do the harvesting. These firms will not hold exces- the market conditionis for landed catch. Clearly,
sive fishing capital; if they did they would not be fully these informational requirements greatly exceed the
efficient and would lose out in the market for quo- capacity of any fishery manager.
tas. For the other firms-those lholding no catch These informationial clifficulties do not mean
quotas-there is of course no point in maintaining that an ITQ system will yield no benefits. On the
unutilized fishing capital. Therefore, aggregate fish- contrary, only an exceptionally inept fishery man-
ing capital will tend toward the socially optimal level. ager would set a TAC that would not generate a sig-

nificant fraction of the attainable benefits of a fish-
The most promisingfishery management systems ery. After all, any TAC will be taken in the most

efficient way. But it appears that the informational
Of all the fishery maniagement systems considered, problems in an ITQ fishery managemiient system
only the individual tr-ansferable quotasystem aid the would prevent it from generatinig a fishery's full
tax on catch seem capable of delivering the full potential rents. The ITQ system, in other words,
potential economic benefits of fisheries. A consen- appears to be a second-best management system.
sus has emerged among fishery economists that the Fortunately, however-, the informationi needed
ITQsystem, because it essentiallyeliminates the basic to determine the optimal total catch for a fishery
common property problem of fisheries, offers the already exists in that fishery. The fishers lhave the
most promising general approach to managing most complete infor-mationi available about their
ocean fisheries. That does not mean that ITQs are harvesting economics and catch prices and they
necessarily the best management system for all fish- command detailed knowledge about the state of the
eries, however. For example, for this method to work fish stocks. In addition, concluctinig successful mar-
requires that the individual quota constraints be ket transactions in quotas requires sound knowledge
enforceable. If that is not possible in a fishery, an- of the overall state ancl development of the fish
other management method may be preferable. stocks. Thus, the quota market, provided itworks rea-

sonably well, will induce traders to gather the opti-
Minimum information fishery management mal amount of informationi about the fishery.

The workinigs of the quota market suggest the
The ITQfisheri, managemiient system, besides being solution to the infor-nmationi problemii. Given an effi-
generally best suited for realizing the potenitial eco- cientLquota market, all infor-mationi about the future
nomic benefits of fisheries, minimizes the need for cour-se of the fishery, the state of the fish stocks, the
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market price for landed fish, harvesting costs, and manager should therefore encourage the develop-
so on, will be embodied in the market value of the ment of the quota market and be ready to partici-
quotas, which will be roughly equal to their expected pate in it if necessary.
return in use. The total value of outstanding quotas The fishery manager would locate the maximum
is thus a good measure of the total expected rents quota value by adjusting the total allowable catch and
in a fishery. observing the resulting movement in quota prices.

It follows that to determine the optimal total If total quota values go up when the total allowable
quota, the fishing authority has only to adjust the catch is increased, the total quota has moved in the
total allowable catch until the value of the outstand- right direction-and vice versa. These manipula-
ing quotas is maximized. This effectively exploits all tions of the total allowable catch may sound fairly
the available information on the fishery.2 complicated but they are in fact quite straightfor-

Figure 2.2 draws quota values or, alternatively, ward. Any respectable stockbroker should be able
resource rents as a function of the TAC. It illustrates to perform these duties with little trouble.
the proposition that the ITQ system will generally Minimum information fishery management is a
yield substantial economic rents for a wide range of relatively recent idea that has not yet been put into
TACs. More important, the figure shows that the practice in any ITQ fishery. Although it should be
manager of a fishery can locate its optimal TAC by beneficial in all fisheries, it appears particularly at-
simply adjusting the TAC until the market value of tractive for fisheries in which there is little centralized
outstanding quotas is maximized. knowledge and data processing capabilities are low.

This is clearly an exceptionally simple fishery It should be kept in mind that minimum infor-
management system. Under this system the fishery mation fishery management relies heavily on indi-
manager does not have to collect any information vidual fishing firms behaving in an economically
about the fishery. All the manager must do is keep a rational way. If the fishing firms are not rational, the
sharp eye on quota prices and adjust total allowable minimum information management method is not
catch to maximize the value of outstanding quotas. likely to yield good results-but neither is any other
For this reason, the system has been referred to as decentralized fishery managemenit system. Thus,
the minimum information management system (see even when the fishing firms are less than rational,
Arnason 1990). the best management strategy may still be the mini-

Putting this system into practice requires an mum information management scheme.
appropriately designed ITQ system, however. First,
the catch quotas must be shares in the total allow- The fishery management regime
able catch. Second, the quotas must be perfectly
divisible and easily transferable. Third, the market The installation of a sound fishery management sys-
for quotas must function smoothly. The fishery tem, such as the ITQ system, is not by itself sufficient

to successfully manage fisheries. To achieve that
Figure 2.2 Resource rents and total allowable catch objective, a fishery management system must be

Quota values, supported by an effective monitoring and enforce-
resource rents ment function backed by an efficient judicial pro-

cess. Without these supporting functions, an other-
wise excellent fisheiy, management system will
accomplish little.

Let us refer to the overall institutional framework
within which the fisheries operate as the fishery
management regime. In most industrial fishing na-
tions, the regime is quite complicated, involving
several institutes and activities. Logically, it must
contain three main components-a fishery manage-

TAC ment system, a monitoring, control, and surveillance
Total allowable catch component, and a fisheryjudicial system (figur e 2.3).

8



Theoretical and Practical Fishe?y Management

The fishery management system specifies the regu- unless integrated with and supported by the other
latory framework for fishing. It encompasses both two components.
basic fishery management rules-such as require- These observations suggest that the design and
ments concerniing fishing licenses and catch quo- implementation of effective fishery management
tas-anci less crucial ones-such as gear and area requires full attention to all three components of the
restrictions. In most countries fishery regulations are fishery management regime. They also suggest the
based on legislation that aims to promote the gen- importance of a single entity overseeing the regime
eration of social benefits from the fisheries. as a whole and coordinating its components. With-

The primary task of the monitoring, control, and out a strong guiding hand of this nature, the social
survetllance fullction is to enforce the management benefits generated by a fishery management regime
system that has been adopted. Its secondary-but are likely to be significantly reduced. In industrial
nevertheless very important-task is to generate data fishing nations this guiding hand is usually provided
that can be used to improve both the fishery man- by a special ministry or department of fisheries.
agement and judicial systems and the monitoring,
control, and surveillance activity itself. Establishing a successful fishery

The fishery judicial system is usually a part of the management regime
general judicial system. It issues sanctioins to those
alleged to have violated fishery regulations and thus Establishing a successful fishery management regime
complemenits the monitorinig, contr-ol, and surveil- is basically an exercise in social engineering. It in-
lance activity. volves not just technical, biological, and economic

The three components of the fishery manage- aspects, but a range of social and political consider-
ment regime are strongly interdependent. For ex- ations. For optimal results, it is very important to pay
ample, the fishing rules specified by the fishery attention to as many of the sociopolitical aspects of
management system define the scope of the moni- the situation as possible. These include public atti-
toririg, control, and surveillance activity and the tudes, regional conditions, power relations, interest
focus of the fisheiyjudicial system. The monitoring, groups, and traditional social values and methods
control, and surveillance activity places demands on of production. Some of these aspects may justify
the fisheryjudicial system, and both activities in turn important modifications of the components of the
suggest modifications of the fishery management management regime. Others, if not attended to in
system. time, may develop into serious obstacles to the imple-

Each of the three components of the fishery mentation and the eventual success of the regime.
management regime is crucial to its success. To There are, of course, a great many ways to de-
attain full economic benefits from the fishery, all velop and implement an effective fishery manage-
three components must be appropriately designed, ment regime. Nevertheless, a few general guidelines
well coordinated, and fully functional. This point apply:
cannlot be overemphasized. Any one or two of the 1. Study the fisheries and the social situation
componenits of the regime, however well designed carefully.
and managed, will generate limited social benefits 2. Avoid the wholesale import of a ready-made

fishery management regime from other fisheries.

Figure 2.3 The components of the fishery 3. Design the fishery management regime with
management regime local conditions in mind. This applies to all its com-

ponents-the fishery management system, monitor-
ing, control, and surveillance, and, not least, the fish-
eryjudicial system.

Fishery Monitoring, Fishery 4. In designing and implementing the regime
management control, and judicial

system surveillance system and its components, work as closely as possible with
the social groups most affected. Most important
among these are the participants in the fishing in-
dustry and their organizations.

9
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5. Study the most likely incidence of the fishery Notes
managemenit regime and make provisions for flex-

ibility in the system and for compensation to those 1. Although the allocation of quotas mav constitute a

unfavorably and unjustlv affected. Compensation political problem.

should always be possible because, if the system is 2.ThisgeneraltheoryisexpoundedinArnason (1990).

socially beneficial, the fishery will yield monetary References
rents that exceed the necessary compensations.

These guidelines are intended to increase the Arnason, R. 1990. "Minimum Information Manageient in

probability that the reorganization of a fishery man- Fisheries with the Help of Catch Quotas.." Canadian

agement regime will succee(l. The first three are Journal of Economics 23(3).

crucial for the effectiveness of the system, and the Gordon, H.S. 1954. "Economic Theory of Common

last two for generating the necessary social accep- Property Resource: The Fishery." Journal of Political

tance ancd support for the system .Without a relatively Econom 62:124-42.
Hardin, G. 1968. "The Tragedy of the Commons." Science

high degree of social acceptance and support, any 162.

fishery managemiient regime will be either largely Scott, A.D. 1955. "The Fishery: The Objectives of Sole

ineffective or prohibitively expensive to maintain. Ownership."Journal of Political Economy 63:116-24.
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Fishery Management in Norway

I R6gnvaldur Hannesson 3

Introduction The herring catches were replaced by capelin,
another volatile pelagic species used almost exclu-

Norway catches 2 million to 3 million metric tons of sively for reduction to oil and meal (figure 3.2). Since
fish a year (figure 3.1). This ranks Norway about 1967 the volume ofNorway's catch has varied agreat
tenth among the world's major fishing nations, ap- deal, mainly because of variations in the catches of
proximately on par with Thailand, the Philippines, herring, capelin, and other pelagic species. Since
North Korea, Denmark, and Iceland. 1982 the total catch has declined substantially, pri-

Most fish stocks in Norwegian waters are long marily as a result of declining catches of capelin.
since fully utilized and probably overexploited. The
volume of catches increased rapidly in the early Structure of the industry
1960s. This was due in large part to a technical in-
novation, the power block, which substantially in- The Norwegian fishing industry is characterized by
creased the fishing efficiency of vessels catching small, usually family-owned firms; large, vertically
herring and other pelagic species used mainly for integrated firms are the exception. There are about
reduction to oil and meal. That increase in efficiency 20,000 fishers who derive their income mainly from
probably precipitated the collapse of the herring fishing, and some 7,000 part-time fishers. There are
stocks in the Northeast Atlantic and the North Sea. some 20,000 registered fishing boats, but the bulk

Figure 3.1 Norwegian catch, 1962-91 of the catch is landed by about 100 large purse sein-
ers (with over 8,000 hectoliters of cargo capacity)

Millions of and about 80 trawlers of over 300 gross registered
5etric tons tons (GRT). But more than half the catch of cod and

\ Total other groundfish species is taken by medium-size
3.0 (50- to 90-foot) day trip boats. The large share of

2 /5 \ / \ l \ Acatch taken by these vessels is at least in part the result
of a deliberate policy aimed at promoting owner-

2.0 operated vessels. The medium-size coastal boats are

Pelagic spec es favored over the large trawlers when fishing quotas
1.s / / k / are small, and they are not subject to license limita-

1.0 tions as the trawlers are.
. / ~~~~~Codfish

0.5 * -- *---------- --- .- Institutionalframework

0
1962 1966 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 Norway has a long history as a fishing nation, and

Source: Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics, various years. the areas of sea adjacent to the coun try were among
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Figure 3.2 Norwegian catch of herring and capelin, bitious objective and would seem little different
1962-91 from the long-term equilibrium that would obtain
Millions of in an open-access fishery in the absence of any
metric tons
2.5 management. With open access to fish resources,

20 othe fishing fleet may be expected to just break even
| \ Capelin in the long term, obtaining revenues that suffice to

1.5 A I \ A cover costs, including capital costs. The goal of eco-
nomic sustainability must, however, be viewed

1.0 against the background of government subsidies

0.5 provided in the past, which have occasionally been
Herring as much as 80 percent of the value added in the

0 harvesting sector. Regional balance concerns main-
1962 1 966 1 970 1 974 1 978 1 982 1 986 1 990 g g1962 966 170 194 198 198 19861990 taining the communities scattered along the coast,

Source: Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics, various years. tingathe c ue scattere alon the coast,
particularly in the northern part of the country,

the first to suffer from overexploitation. Fishery man- where there are few alternative employment oppor-
agement therefore has a long tradition in Norway. tunities. Preservation of fish stocks is a goal that
In the 1970s the international framework of fishery would normally be implicit in a rent-maximizinig
managementwas radically clhaniged as a result of the objective.
200-mile exclusive economic zone. Most of the fish Maximization of the economic rent in the fish-
stocks of concern to Norway are shared with neigh- ery implies that the productive resources available
boring countries. Because fish migrate between the (labor, capital) yield the same at the margin in the
economic zones of Norway and its neighbors, but fishery as they do in other industries. Putting the
seldom into the open sea outside the 200-mile zone, emphasis on other goals-such as providing more
Norway and its neighbors have been able to manage employment opportunities than are strictly needed,
the stocks through bilateral agreements. or supporting disadvantaged fishing villages-im-

The Ministry of Fisheries is the highest-level plies forgoing economic benefits in the pursuit of
institution involved in fishery management. It is such goals. How well-founded or explicit this choice
there that the important policy decisions are made, is is a matter of debate.
aside from those made at governmen-tal or parlia-
mentary meetings. The Directorate of Fisheries deals Outline of the discussion
with the technical side of management, monitors
catches, and implements policy; it is also charged Thischapteronfisherymanagementiin Norwayfirst
with proposing regulations to be decided by the Min- discusses the process of setting the total allowable
istry. Both the Ministry and the Directorate make catch (TAC) for the fish stocks. This is a natural place
extensive use of consultative committees composed to begin, as the catch limits agreed on with Norway's
of public officials, technical experts, and industry neighbors form the basis for fishery regulations in
representatives. the short term. The chapter then discusses the meth-

ods by which the fishing fleet is regulated so as to
The objectives offishe?y policy ensure that the catch limits are observed. It next

considers the long-term control of fishing capacity
The main objectives of Norway's fishery policy, as necessitated by the limited productivity of the re-
stated in various official documenits, are as follows: sources. Finally, it discusses strong and weak points

* To preserve fish stocks of Norway's fishery policy.
* To maintain a regional balance in the fleet
* To provide employment opportunities Management of the fish stocks
* To ensure economic sustainability.

These objectives are somewhat at odds with the Most fish stocks in Nonvegian waters are not con-
objective recomiimenided by economists-to maxi- fined to the Norwegian economic zone over their
mize rent. Economic sustainiability is a far less am- entire life cycle. The fish migrate into Norwegian
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waters from the economic zones of neighboring Earlier the fishery biologists usually recom-
countries, and vice versa. These migrations are partly mended a single figure for the total allowable catch
seasonal and partly related to the stages of the fish's of each stock in the coming year. These recommen-
life cycle. The Arctic cod, for example, spawns off dationswere usuallybased on the criterion that fish-
the Norwegian coast, and the larvae drift north into ing mortality should be at the level that allows maxi-
the Russian economic zone. Older fish from this mum sustainable yield, or related criteria. In later
stock return to the Norwegian coast in search of food years it has been explicitly recognized that setting
and to spawn. North Sea herring migrates into the the TAC is not just a question of biology, and vari-
Norwegian zone, particularly if the stock is large. The ous options are given, along with their consequences
Atlanto-Scandian herring used to migrate into the for the future status of the stocks. Recommendations
Norwegian Sea and to the coast of Iceland, but has of a single figure are now issued only for stocks
been confined to the Norwegian zone since the stock judged to be particularly threatened.
collapsed in the late 1960s. Once the biologists' advice is received, the pro-

cess of actually setting the TAC starts. This is done
Setting the total allowable catch through bilateral negotiations between neighboring

countries. Norway conducts bilateral negotiations
The transboundary migrations of the fish stocks with Russia (previously with the Soviet Union) about
mean that effective fishery management requires the stocks in the northern Norwegian Sea and the
cooperation with the neighboring states. The Barents Sea, with the European Community about
present form of cooperation came into being af- the stocks in the North Sea, and with Iceland,
ter the establishment of the 200-mile exclusive Greenland, the Faroe Islands, and Sweden about
economic zone, which left a very limited area of stocks migrating between the Norwegian zone and
the Northeast Atlantic outside the exclusive eco- the zones of these countries. Before these negotia-
nomic zones of the coastal countries (chart 3.1). tions consultations are held with representatives of
Most fish stocks in the Northeast Atlantic are now the industry, both the Fishermen's Association and
controlled by setting an upper limit on how much the processing industry.
can be caught-the total allowable catch (TAC). Because most of the Northeast Atlantic stocks
The management of stocks encountered outside appear to be overexploited, the fishery biologists
the economic zones (blue whiting, oceanic-type have usually recommended considerable and some-
redfish) is overseen by the Northeast Atlantic Fish- times drastic cuts in catches. Such drastic cuts are
eries Commission (NEAFC), a body composed of unpopular among fishers even if they promise bet-
representatives of the countries with fishing inter- ter catches in the future. Pressure from the industry
ests in the international waters of the Northeast has therefore usually resulted in TACs set at levels
Atlantic. There are no agreed on TACs for these considerably higher than those recommended by
stocks. the biologists. Such pressure is not unique to the

The TACs are set based on advice from interna- Norwegian industry; it has probably been even stron-
tional teams of fishery biologists. The TAC process ger in the countries of the European Community.
starts with meetings ofworking groups at which fish- This has probably delayed or prevented the recov-
ery biologists from the countries concerned pool ery of some stocks.
their data and models and make forecasts of the
stocks for the near future. These meetings usually Dividing the total allowable catch
take place under the auspices of the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea, an interna- Once the TAC has been set, it remains to divide it
tional organization founded early this century to pro- among the nations controlling each stock. Soon af-
mote fisheries and oceanographic research. Its mem- ter the 200-mile zone was established clear rules
ber states are the European coastal countries and the emerged for the division of the TAC. In some cases
United States and Canada. The organization has these rules arejustestablished practice (Norwayand
established an advisory body, the Advisory Commit- Russia), but in other cases the rules have been agreed
tee on Fisheries Management. on in writing (Norway and the EC) or codified in
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Chart 3.1 Exclusive economic zones in the Northeast Atlantic
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international agreements (Norway, Iceland, and the fisherywas closed altogether from 1986 to 1990.
Greenland). In the north the most important stocks In 1991, when the stock appeared to have recovered
jointly managed by Norway and Russia are the sufficiently, it was reopened.
Barents Sea capelin and the Arcto-Norwegian cod. This example of successful management not-
The cod is split equally between the two countries, withstanding, the system does have shortcomings. A
with some allowance (10 percent in 1992) for catches basic criticism that can be levied against the system's
to be taken by third countries, and the capelin is split advisory process is that it does not take into account
forty-sixty in Norway's favor. These shares are based economic considerations. As is well known, the op-
on historical catches prior to 1977, when this system timum amount of fish to be caught in any particular
was first put into practice. year depends on the size of the stock, its growth

For the North Sea groundfish stocks, which are parameters, the price of fish, the cost of fishing, and
shared between Norway and the European Commu- the discount rate. Biological advice takes only the
nity, fixed shares were worked out based on a study first two into account. It can with some justice be
of fish migrations which attempted to establish the maintained that economic factors are country-
"zonal attachment" of a stock-that is, how much of specific and cannot, therefore, be taken into account
the various life stages of a fish (egg and larval, juve- by an international body of advisors; such bodies can
nile, and adult) was spent inside each zone. The only consider objective facts that are common to all
shares agreed on were based mainly on the zonal parties involved and independent of the economic
attachment of the fishable part of the stock. In addi- and social situation in any particular country. The
tion, there are annual exchanges ofquotas and agree- force of this argument is weakened, however, by the
ments on fishing in each other's economic zone. fact that countries are becoming more and more

The North Sea herring is an interesting case. integrated through international markets. Neverthe-
This stock fluctuates widely and, when large, tends less, each country needs to take into account how
to spill over into the Norwegian zone more than economic circumstances affect the TAG that would
usual. When the zonal attachment was being stud- be in its best interest. In Norway this advisory mecha-
ied, there was a moratorium on North Sea herring. nism is not well developed.
When the fishery was reopened, the European Com- The main problem with the TAC regime is in-
munity insisted on a 4 percent Norwegian share, sufficient enforcement. In Norway it appears that a
based on actual catches while the stock was in de- system of reporting and cross-checking is in place.
cline. The division of the TAC was not agreed on, Here the fishermen's marketing boards for raw fish
and the Norwegians intensified their fishery to dem- play an important role. These marketing boards are
onstrate how much they would be able to take. A granted an exclusive right to all first-hand sales of
sliding scale for this stock has now been agreed on raw fish, a right that is likely to come under review
which gives Norway a larger share when the stock is in the near future. The Norwegian authorities were
plentiful. for many years less than enthusiastic about observ-

The Icelandic capelin stock migrates into Green- ing the TAC for Arctic cod agreed on with the So-
land's zone and Norway's zone off the island ofJan yiet Union. No real attempt was made to restrict fish-
Mayen for a part of its life cycle. A fishing treaty ing in the coastal fisheries for Arctic cod even when
amongthesecountriesspecifieseachcountry'sshare the Norwegian quota had been exceeded, as the
of this stock and how much each country can take Norwegian-Soviet treaty allowed continued fishing
in another country's zone. by coastal vessels in such cases. This loophole was

closed in 1988.
Evaluation of the TAC management The enforcement of quotas is notoriously weak

in the European Community, and fishery biologists
How successful has the TAC management been? In have for years made allowances for overfishing and
one case the TAC management mayhave averted the misreporting in their annual assessments of stock.
collapseofanimportantstock,theBarentsSeacape- Official documents of the European Community
lin. This stock was severely depleted in the 1980s, and acknowledge that the discrepancy can be as high as
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60 percent. There is widespread popular belief, but as it makes little sense to increase employment at the
little hard evidence, that the enforcement of fishing expense of the value produced.
quotas for the Russian fleet leaves much to be
desired. How the catch is controlled

If the total allowable catches and the national
shares can be and in fact are enforced, the system In Norway the methods of keeping the catch within
provides a good basis for successful economic man- the limits set by the TAC are vessel quotas and vari-
agement. In this respect, however, Norway's record ous restraints on fishing activity. The TAC for any
is not particularly impressive. given species is divided between the ocean-going

fleet and the coastal fleet. The ocean-going fleet is
Management of the fishing fleet controlled by vessel quotas. If effectively enforced,

this is a straightforward way of ensuring that the TAC
The need to control the fishing fleet arises for two (or, rather, the vessel group's share of it) will not be
reasons. First, there is a need to control the activi- exceeded.
ties of a given fishing fleet in the short term so as to The way in which the TAC is divided among
ensure that stocks are not fished beyond what is vessels in the pelagic fishery and the cod fishery dif-
deemed appropriate. Under the TAC regime this fers. For the purse seine fleet fishing for such pelagic
means that the total catch of Norway's fleet should species as herring, capelin, and mackerel, the TAC
not exceed the TAC (or, more correctly, Norway's for each species is divided on the basis of the licensed
share of the TAG) for each stock. When the fishing cargo capacity of the vessels (a concept I will return
capacity of the fleet is greater than the TAC, the to later). The licensed capacity of each vessel defines
activity of the fleet will have to be constrained to the base quota of the vessel. The base quota is re-
prevent its catches from exceeding the TAC. This will lated to the licensed capacity in a regressive manner,
almost inevitably be necessary from time to time even as shown in figure 3.3. The actual allocation of the
if the fishing capacity is optimal for the long term, catch for a vessel is determined by multiplying the
because of fluctuations in fish stocks. fleet's TAC by the vessel's base quota and dividing

Over the long term the capacity of the fleet by the sum of base quotas. This system obviously
needs to be tailored to what the resources can sup- favors small vessels. It is designed to equalize incomes
port. The appropriate capacity depends on the price among vessels, and takes into account that large
of fish, the cost of fishing, the variability of the fish vessels are more economical than small ones.
stocks, and the objectives of fishery management. A share of the TAC for pelagic species is set aside
Market forces will not automatically lead to optimum for coastal vessels (trawlers and purse seiners of less
fleet capacity if the goal is to maximize the resource

ren i th fshey.Unregulated entry to the fishing Figure 3.3 Base quotas and licensed capacityrent in the fishery. Uneuae nr otefsig of Norwegian purse seiners
industry is likely to lead to the use of vessels and Base quota
manpower at levels that ensure that the fleet just (thousands of metric tons)
breaks even and no rent is obtained. If employment 5
opportunities in the fishing industry are the top
priority, there is perhaps something to be said in
support of this situation. It may be argued, however, 3
that rent maximization, appropriately formulated,
fully accounts for employment opportunities. If 2
employment opportunities are of concern, it pre- 1
sumably means that the opportunity cost of labor is
zero-that it generates no value outside the fishing 3 9 12 15

industry. Employment in the fishing industr-y should 1.5 3 capacity
then be increased to the point at which it generates (thousands of hectoliters)
no additional income at the margin, but not beyond, Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries data.
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than 90 feet or 1,500 hectoliters cargo capacity). The quota rules in the cod fishery may thus be said
Some species are in fact entirely reserved for these to have paid no attention to economic efficiency; all
vessels. These vessels fish from a common quota, but the emphasis was put on fairness, or, rather, on one
for species used for human consumption a trip limit definition of fairness. It has now been proposed to
is usually applied to ensure that the catch is of a replace this system with common quotas for a group
sufficiently high quality. of vessels, dividing the year into several periods to

In the cod fisheries different methods are ap- avoid some of the consequences of competitive fish-
plied for the trawler fleet and the coastal boats. Since ing from a common quota. How this system will fare
1976 the trawlers have been subject to an annual remains to be seen.
quota limit. This began as a very rigid system that Quota allocations and some other management
paid little attention to economic efficiency and did measures (such as mesh size regulations, the open-
not permit transfers of quotas between vessels owned ing and closing of areas) are proposed by the Direc-
by the same company, let alone between companies. torate of Fisheries, but the final decision on these
Later the rules were relaxed somewhat. measures rests with the Ministry of Fisheries. Before

For many years there were no restrictions on the formulating such proposals, the Director of Fisher-
fishing activity of the coastal vessels fishing for cod. ies must consult an advisory board on fishery regu-
This occasionally led to the fleet's exceeding the lations. This advisory board is composed of repre-
Norwegian share of the TAC for Arctic cod. In the sentatives of the authorities (the Ministry of
late 1980s these vessels were subjected to periodic Fisheries and the Directorate of Fisheries), fishery
inspections to keep the cod catch within the TAC. biologists, labor unions in the fishing industry, and
As the TAC for the cod was reduced, this became the Fishermen's Association. The Fishermen's Asso-
insufficient. In 1990 vessel quotasforcodwere imple- ciation is heavily represented on the board of advi-
mented for the coastal fleet for the first time. This sors, an arrangement that has both positive and
was not an easy system to administer, as there are negative aspects. On the positive side, involving rep-
about 7,000 vessels fishing for cod. resentatives of fishers in the management process

The vessels exceeding a certain minimum catch enhances the legitimacy of any management mea-
in one of the preceding three years (about half the sure and can be expected to improve compliance.
vessels) were incorporated into the vessel quota sys- The process is open and transparent, with the min-
tem while the others fished from a common quota. utes of the advisory board accessible to the public.
The vessel quotas were based on the length of the On the negative side, this arrangement turns fish-
vessel, so that all vessels within a certain length class ery management into a political process. Issues are
were allocated the same quota. This is a noteworthy decided based on the number of hands raised and
departure from the usual practice in imposing quo- on political clout, rather than on the economic
tas; generally the catch history of each boat in recent merits of each measure.
years has determined the quota allocation for each
boat. The Norwegian quota allocations were de- Selective gear
signed in that way for reasons of fairness; it was felt
that using the physical characteristics of the boat as A recent development in catch regulation that is
a criterion would ensure that everyone was treated particularly worth mentioning is the application of
equally. But this system clearly discriminates against devices that sort out by-catch before it is trapped by
those who for whatever reason manage to do better the fishing gear. These devices have been used suc-
than others with any given outfit, particularly since cessfully in the shrimp fishery, where juvenile cod
the transfer of quotas between vessels was explicitly and other groundfish often got caught by the trawl,
forbidden. The rationale for quota transfers is that and experiments are under way in other fisheries
some can make a greater profit than others in tak- plagued by by-catch problems. Driving the introduc-
ing a given amount of fish, a gain in economic effi- tion of these devices is a regulation stipulating that
ciency that would be divided between the buyer and no fish may be thrown overboard once caught. This
the seller of a quota through bilateral negotiation. contrasts with by-catch regulations in the European
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Community, which require fishers to release by-catch was believed, and with reason, that the fishing power
into the sea. of the vessels was directly related to their cargo ca-

pacity. No one is allowed to own more than two
Control offishing capacity purse seiners.

The purse seine licensing system evolved in an
The main method for regulating the size of the fleet interesting way. Originally, the licenses were to be
is a system of licenses. Under the fishery law a per- transferable to next of kin, at the discretion of the
mission is required to own and to operate a fishing authorities. Fishers were aware that efficiency gains
vessel, but such permissions are given as a matter of could be achieved through the transfer of licenses
course, and there is a general exemption for vessels from old vessels to new vessels. Pooling the licenses
of less that 50 feet. The biting constraint is a specific of two old vessels could accommodate a new and
license required in certain fisheries, such as purse more efficient vessel, even if the transfer of hecto-
seining and trawling. Most large vessels are covered liters of cargo capacitywas not allowed on a one-for-
by this system of licenses, the exception being long- one basis (there was a reduction in the amount of
line ocean-going vessels. hectoliters exceeding a certain number). The effi-

This system of special licenses is really a collec- ciency gains are due to the economies of scale in
tion of different licensing schemes that have purse seining: a vessel with twice the cargo capacity
emerged at various times in response to different of another vessel has approximately twice the catch
needs. Large trawlers were allowed into the fisher- capacity, but a crew that is not much larger. Pressure
ies with some reluctance, and then only because the mounted to allow the transfer of licenses, and an
processing industry was becoming more capital- informal market in licenses developed, with the li-
intensive and dependent on1 a regular supply of raw censes of vessels to be withdrawn from the fleet being
material. The trawling licenses stipulate a size limit sold separately and sometimes in shares to different
for each licensed boat, but the system is sufficiently buyers. This apparently unforeseen development
flexible to allow a substantial upgrading of vessels. was initially frowned upon by the authorities, but in
The large trawlers are owned by companies, usually the end the market was tolerated.
fish-processing companies, with the exception of In addition, the government initiated a buyback
factory trawlers that process the catch on board. .program to reduce the catch capacity to a level that
These vessels are an exception to the rule stipulat- the resources could bear. The licenses bought in this
ing that the fishing vessels should be owner- program were permanently withdrawn, together
operated. with the vessels. The economic benefit of this, for

The fishing capacity of the trawling industry was the fleet as a whole, was a reduction in the operat-
expanded considerably in the 1980s. In addition, a ing costs by the amount otherwise incurred by the
number of new trawling licenses for small vessels decommissioned vessels, and it can be argued that
were issued-even though it was generally agreed the buyback program did yield a net economic ben-
that the catch capacity of the trawler fleet was more efit. The buyback program also benefited the vessels
than enough-so as to maintain a better regional that remained active by increasing the share of each
balance in the fleet. These licenses cannot be sold in the TAC. It could be argued that the industry it-
unless they are sold with the boat, and even then only self could have financed the buyback program from
with the permission of the Ministry of Fisheries. the increased revenue for the remaining vessels, but

Licenses for the purse seine fleet were intro- the government-financed program came into being
duced after the collapse of the herring stocks in the before any such solution was seriously considered.
late 1960s. It was by then clear that the fishing ca- The licensed capacity of the purse seine fleet
pacity of the fleet was much greater than that declined from 1.3 million hectoliters in 1973 to 0.8
needed to take the available catch of herring and million in 1990, but the fleet's catch capacity is nev-
other pelagic species for the foreseeable future. To ertheless still far greater than needed to take the
begin with, all vessels in the purse seine fleet longer available catch. Efforts to reduce capacity in the cod
than 90 feet were licensed. The licenses were de- fishing fleet were even less successful. Figure 3.4
fined in terms of hectoliters of cargo capacity, as it shows trends in catch, real capital in the catching
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Figure 3.4 Catch, real capital, and fishers than a normal profit when government subsidies are
in Norwegian fisheries, 1962-90 deducted. Figure 3.5 shows the fleet's profitability,

Index defined as wage-earning ability. This is calculated by
300 deducting all costs, including capital costs (depre-

Catch ciation and an alternative rate of return), from the

revenue, thus arriving at a sum that can be distrib-

200 uted among all crew members. The curve showing

Real capital relative wage-earning ability has been derived by
dividing the wage-earning ability in the fishery sec-

tor by the annual wage cost per man year in the
............... .Fishers construction industry, which in terms of hardship

and skills should be comparable with the fishing in-

0 dustry. The curve for all vessels (boats of 13 meters
1962 1966 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 or more used year-round) shows that the wage-earn-

Source: Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics, various years. ing ability in the fishing industry has usually been
less than the annual wage cost in the construction

industry, and number of fishers since the early 1960s. industry, indicating negligible rents in the fishing

There was an investment boom in the catching in- industry.

dustry in the late 1980s as a result of the relaxation The other curve in the figure shows wage-earn-

of a previous ban on increasing the fleet capacity, ing ability divided by actual remuneration. This

the deregulation of the credit markets, and an an- curve usually lies below the first one, indicating that

ticipation ofgreatly improved yields of the cod stock, actual wages usually exceed the wage cost in the

an expectation that only partly materialized. This in- construction industry. Furthermore, the ratio has in

vestment boom occurred even though the fishing ca- most years been less than 1, indicating that the in-

pacity for cod was probably already much too great. vested capital does not yield a normal rate of return.

The result has been that the largest and most mod- That the two curves follow a very different pattern

ern Norwegian trawlers have been forced out of indicates that actual wages in the fishing industry

Norwegian waters because the quotas, reserved pri- fluctuate much less than the wage-earning ability.

marily for the coastal vessels, are too small to accom- Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 show the same curves

modate them. for the largest vessels in the Norwegian fleet. The

volatility for these vessels is greater, as they form

Conclusion smaller and more homogeneous groups subject to

substantial fluctuations in fish stocks that are inde-

The strong points in the Norwegian fishery manage-

ment system relate to the management of fish stocks. Figure 3.5 Wage-earning ability of Norwegian fishing
There is well-established expertise among fishery fleet, 1970-90
biologists who give advice on setting TACs. And (all vessels over 13 meters)
there is an elaborate system in place to monitor Index Relative
catches, so the implementation of TACs for the fleet 120 wage-eaming

that lands in Norway (and that is still a dominant part 100 abiliy
of the fleet) should not be much of a problem. High /\

grading, the disposal of less valuable fish at sea to

make room for more valuable fish, is more of a prob- 60 Wage-earing
lem. Although the practice is explicitly forbidden, 40 ability/wages
it is known to occur: at what scale it occurs is not

known, however. 20
The weakest points of the system are on the 0

economic side. Even if the fisheries have potential 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990
rents, they hardly break even and in fact yield less Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, various years.
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Figure 3.6 Wage-earning ability of Norwegian large Figure 3.7 Wage-earning ability of Norwegian factory
purse seiners, 1970-90 trawlers, 1974-90

Index Index
300 Relative 350

wage-eaming 300
ablilty Relative

200 \ | \ /s\ 250 wage-earning
200 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~200ablt

150
100 100

Wage-earning 50 ability/Wage-earnsng
0 abi slity/wages 
1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, various years. Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, various years.

pendent of one another, but the overall picture is fishing villages would no longer be viable, and pos-
not more advantageous than for the fleet as a sibly also that a greater share of the catch would be
whole-rather, it is less advantageous. taken by vessels from the southern part of the coun-

Government subsidies offer another angle on try. Having a larger number of vessels and fishers
the limited, or most likely negative, profitability of than strictly needed is likely to counteract the ten-
the fishing industry (figure 3.9). The subsidization dency toward greater spatial concentration, but at
began as an ad hoc emergency measure in the mid- the cost of the value that could have been produced
1950s as profitability in the fishing industry began by allocating manpower and capital to other uses.
to lag behind that in other industries. In 1964 a for- General support of the small fishing villages through
mal agreement was concluded between the govern- the promotion of economic activity and through tax
ment and the Fishermen's Association granting the relief, for example, is likely to be a better and less
association the right to demand negotiations with costly way to preserve them. In fact, there are now
the government for financial support whenever the plans to stop using the fishing industry for this pur-
wage-earning ability of the fishing industry fell short pose and to rely on more general measures. Apart
of wages in comparable industries. At the time the from that, one might ask what sense there is in pre-
subsidies were not intended to become permanent; serving communities that apparently have difficulty
in fact, theywere intended to increase the efficiency in attracting sustainable economic activity.
of the industry so that it would be self-supporting in It is also possible that preserving the fishing
five years. This agreement nevertheless developed communities isjust a useful argument for the inter-
into a fairly open-ended commitment to support the est groups in the fishing industry and the politicians
industry no matter what, and the subsidies reached most closely associated with them. As already men-
their all-time high in 1981. This has undoubtedly
increased the overcapacity in the industry. Now, Figure 3.8 Wage-earning ability of Norwegian fresh
nearly thirty years later, achieving economic fish trawlers, 1970-90
sustainability is again on the agenda. Index

Why is the profitability of the Norwegian fisher- 250 Relative
ies ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~wage-earning

ies so low? Is this the logical consequence of not 200 ability
making profitability a priority, or an unintended
consequence of the fishery management system's 150

design? Preserving viable fishing villages scattered 100
along the entire coast is a stated priority of govern-
ment policy, along with the industry breaking even 50 Wage-aing

and becoming independent of government subsi- ability/wages

dies. Maintainingasmaller and more profitable fleet 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990

would most likely mean that some of the smallest Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, various years.
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Figure 3.9 Government subsidies to the Norwegian have the industrv break even. This itwould probably
fishing industry, 1956-92fishiong idt,f9 do anyway if it were left to its own devices and no

kroner management were attempted. There remain, then,
2.5 distributional goals, concerning who should fish,

2.0 when, and where. Whatever the legitimacy of such
goals, they are expensive, both in direct costs and in

1.5 the value forgone because of inefficient fishing. The
Real (1989 prices) management of Norway's fisheries is estimated to

1.0 / /cost about 500 million kroner annually. This

0.5 amounts to about 10 percent of the gross value of
Nominal the catching industry, and 15 to 20 percent of its

0
1956 1960 1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988 1992 value added (there are nowplans to have the indus-

Source: Norwegian budget statistics. try contribute to these costs). The value of forgone
production due to overcapacity in fishing could be

tioned, the influenice of the Norwegian Fishermen's as high as 3 to 4 billion kroner, which amounts to
Association on policymaking is considerable. As in 60 to 80 percent of the gross value of the catching
all organizations based on democratic principles, its sector.
positions are based on sheer numbers. The associa- It is tempting to conclude with the fable of the
tion tends to speak for the more numerous small- mice and the monkey. Two mice found a piece of
scale fishers, who feel most threatened by structural cheese, but could not agree how to divide it. They
change. This tips the scale heavily in favor of fore- asked the monkey for help. The monkey took the
stalling structural changes that promote economic cheese, broke it in two, and looked at the pieces. He
efficiency. Arguably the most fundamental weakness obsenred that they were unequal, and since this was
of the Norwegian fishery management system is that not fair, he took a bite from the bigger piece. The
it shuns markets but lets decisions that affect the use bite was, unfortunately, slightly too big, so the small
of resources be made through political processes piece was now the big piece. The monkey took a bite
that put more emphasis on issues of distribution and from the other piece, and the same thing happened
fairness than on generating wealth. As a result, trans- again. This went on until only two small pieces were
fers of fishing quotas or fishing licenses through left. At this point the monkey put both pieces in his
voluntary exchanges that divide the gains between mouth, saying "What is left now is only my rightful
the parties concerned are either explicitly forbidden fee." Sad to say, many policies pursued for the sake
or reluctantly allowed. With all due respect for the of fairness lead to results that are little better.
political process, some issues are better left to an
apolitical market mechanism that allocates resources Note
oni the basis of profitability and mutually beneficial
exchange. Despite all the limitations inherent in I am indebted to Sigmund Engesaeter of the Directorate
markets and the corrections that in many cases are of Fislheries for comments and factual information. The
necessary, the market system is unparalleled as a views expressed in this paper are my own and not those of

any Nonvegian public instittition.
wealth-generating mechanism.

A fable: The ar7biter offairness References

Nonvegian Central Bureau of Statistics. Various years. Fish-
To what good purpose, then, is the fishery manage- en Statistics. Oslo.
ment undertaken in Norway? In terms of economic Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries. Variousyears. Costs and
efficiency, the ambition is not much higher than to Earnings Investigations. Oslo.
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Fishery Management in Canada

: I Philip A. Neher 4

European interest in aboriginal Canada was driven stems from the English legal tradition of extending
by the abundance of the land's biological resources. common access to wild animals (and the rule of
The distant-water fishing fleets of England and capture) while assigning private property rights to
France were early to exploit the rich stock of Atlan- the land and waters that contain them. In practice,
tic cod found on the Grand Banks off Newfoundland this confusing legal structure has been distilled to a
and in adjacent waters. The associated shore-based shared federal-provincial responsibility for freshwa-
support for the fisheries motivated rival colonial ter fish with the provinces taking the lead and the
settlement in Canada. Today, however, the modern federal government dominating the administration
Canadian state has emerged as the dominant sover- of tidal waters and their marine resources.'
eign power with its own management responsibili- The fuzzy boundary dividing fishery authority
ties under international law. Canadian jurisdiction could rob Canada of coherent fishery policy. For
over fisheries now encompasses most of the contigu- example, provinces could subsidize new fish process-
ous shallow waters of the oceans and the many com- ing capacity while the federal government restrains
mercial fish stocks that they contain. I will concen- the raw fish input, and the federal authority to pro-
trate on the management of salmon in the Pacific tect the spawning habitat of salmon could be sub-
Ocean and of cod and lobster in the Atlantic Ocean verted by provincial logging practices.
because of their economic importance and the no- The federal authority is the most relevant for this
table failure of their management to achieve sustain- chapter. It is implemented under an act of parlia-
able economic and social objectives. I also will com- ment, the Fisheries Act, which has three conspicu-
ment on some promising new experiments in ous features. First, the minister of fisheries is man-
rights-based fishing, particularly in Pacific waters, to dated to protect the stocks (the target level of
suggest principles that might apply to other fisher- abundance is not specified). Second, the minister's
ies under other jurisdictions. personal discretion in discharging this mandate and

I begin with a brief review of Canada's legal and in regulating other matters pertaining to fishing is
administrative framework for achieving objectives of virtually unconstrained in the Act except by higher
fishery management. law. And third, fishery regulations have the status of

criminal law.2 Although today these features of the
Law and administration Fisheries Act seem to be anachronistic artifacts of the

last century, they have shaped the modern develop-
The Canadian Constitution (the British North ment of Canadian fishery management.
American Act, 1864, as amended) assigns regulatory This development is conveniently, but roughly,
powers over all fisheries to the federal government divisible into three stages since World War II. The
and gives powers over property rights and natural first stage corresponds with the early post-war years,
resources to the provinces. For fish, this division which were characterized by abundant fish stocks
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relative to catching capacity. Administration, which step for Canada, a system of vessel licensing was
was miniimal, employed "game warden" techniques introduced in 1968. This marked the beginning of
to restrain destructive fishing practices, to moder- the second stage of fishery management-restrictive
ate gear conflicts and competition for preferred fish- licensing.3

ing grounlds, and to enforce compliance with inter- The vessel licenses were not just administrative
national agreements (mainly the International conveniences. They were restrictive; demand for
Halibut Agreement and the prohibition on the pe- them exceeded the supply at the nominal adminis-
lagic catch of the Pacific fur seal). trative price. The license system was intended to

But the war- spawned new technologies that contain the growing fishing power of the fishing fleet
could be applied to finding and catching fish: radar as a complement to the other restrictions aimed at
and loran for navigation, sonar for underwater lo- protecting dwindling stocks.
cation and net minding, synlthetic fibersfor lines and Restrictive vessel licensing on this scale was a
nets, intercooled turbo-supercharging for engines, novel Canadian innovation in commercial fishery
and hydraulics for winches and lifts. These develop- management. But did it succeed in reducing fishing
ments, against a background of steady advance in power? In retrospect, most observers agree that the
naval architecture and propulsion, were driving fish ingenuity and determination of Canadian salmon
mortality beyond the capacity of fish stocks to replen- fisheries to legally subvert the intent of the license
ish. Although some new stocks were discovered, most system was vastly underestimated, even as the system
stocks were depleted and some were endangered. In was refined to restrict vessel characteristics, such as
a(Imiiistrative jargon, stocks were fully utilized or length and displacement. Fishers saw commercial
overutilized. For Canada, problems with home-based advantage in "stuffing" their boats with even more
overfishingwere exacerbated bycompetitive foreign sophisticated and effective electronics and more
distant-water fleets operating in Canadian "domes- powerful and lighter engines. Just as important, a
tic" waters with nonselective gear (mainly bottom new class of naval architecture sprang up to increase
trawls) and indiscriminate catching. vessel mobility (speed) and seaworthiness, and to ac-

commodate new catching gear and handling equip-
Licenses ment. These measures blunted the restrictive impact

of licenses and were very expensive for fishers. None-
Salmon: Vessel licenses theless, licenses took on market value, indicating that

these measures taken by fishers to substitute char-
Pacific salmon were a special case for Canadiani fish- acteristics of fishing effort for the restricted ones
eiy administration. These fish spawn in fresh run- were only partly successful.
ning water flowing into the western Arctic Ocean and Put another way, although individual vessels
into the Pacific Ocean as far south as central Cali- became more efficient killing machines, restrictive
fornia. But most species mature as commercial fish licensing reduced the fishing power of all vessels
along migratory routes in the relatively shallow wa- combined to less than it would have been without
ters extending across the North Pacific toward Asia the license restriction.
before returninig to home waters in North America But the cost of achieving this reduction in fish-
to spawn and die. ing power was enormous for fishers and for society

Although these salmon were vulnerable to inter- as a whole. The allowable catches of the salmon
ception outside the then nationial waters of the could have been taken at far less cost. The license
United States and Canada, they were protected from program may have achieved some biological success,
this by inter-niational agreement that, in effect, rec- but it was an economic disaster.4

ognized a proprietory inter-est of the home country It was also an administrative nightmare. The
in the migratory stocks. The proprietory interest was massive power developed to make restricted catches
a motivating precondition for the United States during short seasons (measured in hours and min-
(mainlyAlaska) and Canada to manage their domes- utes) for geographically concentrated stocks re-
tic salmon industries in their own interests. Time and sulted in such confusion and conflict on the fishing
area restrictionswere imposed, and, in an important grounds that achieving adequate "escapement" of
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breeding stock for reproductive purposes was a regu- with licenses, and that some of these disputes will be
latory challenge of unprecedented proportions. It taken to courts of law for settlement. And if the
remains so today. courts interpret permissions as rights, fishers are

confirmed in their belief that permissions that they
Lobster: Gear restrictions have paid for, or can sell, are indeed rights. Cana-

dian courts have tended toward accepting the inter-
Restrictive licensing spread in Canada from the pretation of fishing licenses as legal rights, but the
important salmon fishery to other fisheries on both common law seems unclear on this.
the west and the east coasts. The lobster fishery on This legal ambiguity in Canada does not deter
the Atlantic coast was also subjected to restrictive the implementation of regulations that are consis-
licensing. But there, the effective restriction was on tent with rights-based fishing. Individual fishing
the number of traps that each licensed enterprise quotas are now used in nearly twenty Canadian fish-
could deploy. eries and there is a growing consensus that the full

Lobster fishers responded to the restriction on potential of management through quotas can be
traps by visiting their traps more frequently, haul- realized as they become more secure as property
ing them faster, and setting them farther out to sea, rights.5

where lobster densities were higher. And so with Area licenses are another instrument of rights-
lobster, as with salmon, the response of fishers le- based fishing, but these have not been as popular as
gally subverted the intent of the restriction at great quotas and I will not discuss their potential here.
expense. And again with lobster, the licenses took The economics of quotas, as compared with li-
on market value. censes, are clear. Licenses are a control on the in-

put of economic resources into the fishing effortwith
From licenses toward quotas the intent, presumably, of (indirectly) controlling

the output of caught fish. Quotas are a direct con-
Canadian fishers, particularly those in the salmon trol on output and promise more precision in con-
and lobster fisheries, became accustomed to the trolling catches. But fishing over quota, poaching,
trading of licenses and came to regard them as per- high grading, by-catches, and competition with
sonal property, although they were officially permis- .open-access catching sectors exploiting the same
sions. This is perhaps the most significant outcome stock of fish pose potential problems for quota man-
of the Canadian restrictive licensing program. Re- agement. 6 These can be more or less important,
strictive licenses convey the right of fishing to some compared with the problems under other modes of
people while denying it to others, thus breaching management, depending on conditions in particu-
the principle in English common law of equal access lar fisheries. Some fisheries are better suited for
for all. A transferable license, however, conveys the quota management than others; there has been
right of fishing to a person who is prepared to pay mixed success with quotas in the twenty fisheries in
the market price. In this sense there is equal access Canada that now use them.
for all who pay the (market) price. It is remarkable Quota management was at first an industrial
that Canadian fishers have accepted this principle success in the important North Atlantic cod fishery,
as an integral part of their business environment. It but the recent discovery of exceptionally thin breed-
represents a degree of economic sophistication that ing-year classes suggests a management failure of
helps smooth the current transition to the third unprecedented proportions that might be linked to
stage of Canadian fishery management-rights- quotas. Other fisheries have enjoyed remarkable
based fishing. successes. I will comment on these in turn.

Current Canadian legislation does not allow for
legal rights of fishing. Legally, restrictive licenses are Cod: Entelprise quotas
mere permissions for fishers to operate vessels, gear,
or enterprises (Crowley and Palsson 1992). It is in- The Canadian North Atlantic cod stocks were his-
evitable, however, that fishers will have disputes with torically regarded as so abundant and resilient as to
the authorities and with each other in connection be nondepletable and thus capable of supporting
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both popular inshore, small boat fishing and off- timely delivery of the specified caught fish, but not
shore factory trawling on a sustainable basis. The for respect for the wild fish. An observer program is
200-mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) declared said to have had some success in limiting abuses.
by Canada in 1977 was seen as an opportunity not Whether or not offshore fishing practices had
so much for better stock management as for the dis- anything to do with the current crisis in the Cana-
placement of foreign distant-water vessels by a new dian Atlantic fisheries, it is hard to believe that off-
and powerful class of Canadian trawlers. shore information on the condition of fish stocks

The codfish move seasonally on the Grand could not have been included in a timely way in the
Banks off Newfoundland between inshore and off- management of stocks. This could have signaled the
shore areas within the EEZ, and so it was thought depletion problem before it got out of control. 7

prudent to place the offshore commercial fishery If this view is accepted, what blocked the infor-
companies under enterprise quotas to protect the mation transfer? After all, the large, integrated com-
inshore social fishery. This measure was particularly panies had a great deal to lose from collapsing stocks
important for the province of Newfoundland, which and shrinking quotas.
had developed on the resource base afforded by the Part of the answer may be found in the fact that
cod stocks and still, in modern times, derived about the quotas were exclusive to the offshore area and
30 percent of its income from fishing. Inshore not to the species that was shared with the inshore,
fishing had come to be an occupation of last resort open-access social fishery. And although the alloca-
in an area that offered limited alternative employ- tion of stock between the inshore and offshore fish-
ment opportunities to a population not prone to eries had remained unchanged for years, the politi-
migration. cal imperative for sustaining the social fishery was

The politics of this resource dependence and well-known, and it was reasonable to believe that the
the associated social assistance programs are particu- offshore quota would have borne the brunt of ad-
larly complicated in Canada's federal system and are justment if the shortage of breeding stock had been
difficult to describe and understand. But it is safe to known or suspected before it was in fact discovered.
say that fishery policy evolved to maximize fishery In short, the lack of exclusive rights to harvest the
employment in economically depressed areas of stock may have eroded the respect for it and induced
Atlantic Canada subject only to the constraints of the offshore companies to behave as if they were
sustaining the fish stocks at some density, however competitive with the social fishery.
thin, and offering minimally feasible commercial sat- Exclusivitywas not the only missing quality of the
isfaction to the large, vertically integrated, offshore offshore quota. The allocation of the quota was ad-
fishing enterprises (Gardner 1989; and Fraser and ministered by the year and could have been canceled
Jones 1989). at the discretion of the minister at any time. Thus,

Quotas were, from all accounts, an economic security and durability were lacking. Buying and
success for these enterprises. Quotas offered release selling of quotas were prohibited (but some trading
from artificially restricted short fishing seasons that was allowed) and so it could not be said that the com-
had been introduced in recent years to conserve panies had made a financial investment in the quo-
stocks. The flow of raw fish inputs into processing tas (the initial allocation was free, based on histori-
plants could be smoothed out, and landings could be cal landings). Lacking all these qualities, the quotas
planned by time, place, and fish characteristics. Cor- were not bankable (that is, they could not be used as
porate cultures shifted from rewarding crisis control security for loans). In short, the quotaswere not really
of gluts and shortages of fish to quality control and a credible instrument of management because the
to the development of products and markets. companies had little reason to take them seriously.

These developments had merit because they Itwill take some time for information to emerge
added value to landed fish and enhanced profits, but for any confident understanding of why the Cana-
they also may have induced wasteful fishing prac- dian Atlantic cod fishery is now in such difficulty. But
tices-high grading and discarding of fish and lack it is not too early to speculate in a constructive way
of respect for the boundaries of management areas. on how a defective quota management system can
Vessel skippers were "hired guns," rewarded for imperil a fish stock. Quotas should be designed to
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mimic (or, better, to be) real property rights of high to operate in bad weather, and to force themselves
quality in order to provoke a proprietory interest in and their crews to fish around the clock, leading to
the well-being of the underlying asset (the fish stock) fatigue and bad judgment.
and to capture the benefits of efficient harvesting The DFO was experiencing serious fiscal coIn-
and product and market development. These are straints. This had two consequences relating to the
preconditions for commercial profitability and for short season. First, although the DFO recognized
the generation of economic rents from the natural that the negative economic and safety effects of short
resource. seasons could be lessened by trip or day catch limits

and restrictions on gear or crew, these alternatives
Sablefish (black cod): Individual quotas were judged to be unacceptably inefficient for the

industry and too costly to enforce. And second, more
The black cod fishery is a small (comprising forty- intense surveillance of the illegal fishing encouraged
eight vessels), but profitable, fishery on Canada's by short seasons could not be financed. (The aba-
west coast. The stock, which is not migratory, is found lone fishery, administered by individual quotas at the
in local concenitrations on the narrow continental time, had already collapsed because of poaching.)
shelf between northern California and the Gulf of Individual quotas seemed to promise amelioration
Alaska, with the Canadian zone lying between the of these problems, and economic and administra-
U.S. zones. The stock is thought to be subject to a tive advantages.
modest ten-year cycle of abundance. The fish is long- Has the trial period suggested that the promises
lived. Harvesting is done from multiple cohorts us- of individual quotas for black cod fishinig can be
ing traps and longlinie. The captured fish are now realized? Early indicationis are encouraging:
processed mostly at sea-J-cut, frozen, and then * Year-round fishing has relaxed the pace of
boxed. Almost all the product is exported toJapan, fishing, leading to improvement in product quality,
where it enjoys a reputation for high quality. less waste and high grading (cargo space is not so

The fishery is now in the last vear of a three-year much at a premium), and better working conditionis.
trial period (1990-92) usiing individual quotas.' There has been significant retiremenit of vessels
These quotas were allocated according to a formula (about half of the original vessels in the fishery are
devised in consultations between the forty-eight niow inactive). These are all to the commercial ad-
original licensed owner-operators and the Canadian vantage of the enterprises, and the income of crew
fishing authority (Department of Fisheries and is now higher and more regular.
Oceans, or DFO). * The fishers have contr-acted out for enforce-

Although the numberofvesselswasfrozenatthe ment services. The annual cost is Can$250,000 for
original forty-eight when licenses were introduced the verification progr-am. There is said to be effec-
in 1981, the catching effort had so increased that a tive self-enforcement of environmentally sound and
stable total allowable catch of 3,500 to 4,500 metric legal fishing practices. The DFO has marginally re-
tons was enfor-ced by restricting the fishing season duced its enforcementactivitywhile compliance has
from 245 days in 1981 to 45 days in 1985 and to 14 improved. Abuses of the individual quota system
days in 1989. A fishing season of eight days was have been reported, but are considered to be iso-
planniied for 1990. The consequence of very short lated and not systematic. One problem fisher will
seasons for fishers are well understood and do not probably lose his license and pay a stiff fine.
require elaboration here. Paramount among these DFO administrators and the black cod fishers
for the black cod fishers were: favor the more permanient institutioni of individual

* Erosion of product quality. Short-season fishing quotas beginning in 1993, based on favorable expe-
put a premium on fishing faster, not smarter. The rience during the trial period. But that the govern-
quality advantage of Canadian fishers over their ment will approve this is by no means a sure thing,
American counterparts was being eroded in Japa- mainly because it is opposed by the Fishermen and
nese markets. Allied Workers. This powerful and( articulate body

* Unsafe fishing. Short-season fishing encour- opposes any form of rights-based fishing, includinig
aged captains to overload vessels with crew and gear, quotas. I believe that the union will nOt prevail, but
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it may succeed in diluting the quality of the more examples drawn from the experience of nations
permanent quotas by restricting their term (dura- worldwide.
bility) and limiting transfers (marketability). For fishery economics, experience in Canada,

Iceland, New Zealand, and even the United States
Conclusions suggests that it is possible to devise institutions so that

people can do well by doing good, so that self-inter-
Canada is moving cautiously in the direction of a est can be harmonized with the public interest. 9 Eth-
more rights-based management of its fisheries on a nographers, anthropologists, and historians report
case-by-case basis. For example, the important Ca- similar results from other times and in other places
nadian Pacific halibut fishery conducted a trial pe- where spontaneous institutions have given people
riod with individual quotas one year after the black incentives to use natural resources responsibly.
cod fishery did. (The United States, by contrast, will What do these institutions have in common that
probably institute individual quotas in its Alaskan transcends the diverse circumstances in which they
black cod and halibut industries at the same time, are found? What fundamental principles are re-
and with no trial period.) A trend toward rights- vealed? The most notable are these:
based fishing in Canada seems well established. And * The economic performance of the fishery is
professional management generally favors it. not subverted by the pursuit of other objectives. Fish-

The complicated and important Pacific salmon eries that fail economically cannot be expected to
fishery on the west coast is probably not suitable for contribute to other components of social welfare.
quota management, however, and area management * Individual fishers have, and perceive, collec-
would be problematic. In addition, the social fish- tive and individual opportunities to enjoy the re-
ing of Atlantic cod will not be regulated in any sig- wards of responsible economic fishing. Institutions
nificant way as long as it is viewed by politicians as a of open-access fishing and command-and-control
vehicle for social assistance. But the question of regu- management are positively inimical to this purpose.
lating the cod fishery may be academic in view of the Other institutions are more promising: secure and
fishery's collapse. durable individual quotas, possibly leading to such

For the rest of the world Canada is an example management institutions as professional fishery as-
of a medium-size, industrially advanced country that sociations or cooperatives; secure and durable
has undertaken cautious but significant experiments comanagement arrangements involving govern-
with rights-based institutions for the economic man- ment and industry groups sharing chiefly economic
agement of its ocean fisheries. In these experiments objectives and with cooperating directorates so that
mistakes have been made and Canada has learned each partner in collective decisionmaking is work-
some lessons. Can other countries benefit from the ing with the same data base; and secure and durable
Canadian experience? area entitlements for individuals and groups in fish-

The question does not invite easy answers. But eries that do not share serious stock straddling prob-
it is safe to say that institutional transplants are out of lems with other jurisdictions.
the question. There has been little success with tech- These institutions have in common a structure
nological transplants even though these are far easier permitting local and personal knowledge of fish and
to achieve and more predictable in their results. But fishing to be fed into more or less formal administra-
the fundamental principles of science and engineer- tive processes. These will encompass making deci-
ing transcend cultural, religious, developmental, sions on, for example, management plans, in which
and other profound differences between countries fishers' knowledge can complement the directorate's
and peoples. And so there is no harm, and possibly expertise. A plan could include, if needed, modes
some benefit, in making these fundamental techno- and intensity of enforcement by third parties to
logical principles available as options to those who augment natural self-enforcement. Administration,
choose to take them up. including enforcement, can be very expensive. But

And for institutional transplants, even though economic fishing generates operational profits
they are out of the question, the fundamental prin- (rents), part ofwhich can be used for administration,
ciples of institutional design can be illuminated by thus financing fishing on a user-pay basis.
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The role of self-enforcement should not be 8. Individual quotas are attracting intense interest from

underestimated as a benefit of the promising insti- fishermen and governments in manyjurisdictions. They are
tutions described above. Even the South Pacific is- now the principal instrument in rights-based fishing. See
ulands, whichbegotiabove.quos Eend fees wth distacict- Scott (1989) for a description of their evolution and

lands, which negotiate quotas and fees with distant- Arnason (1989) for a theoretical rationale. Looking for-

water fishing nations through FORUM, can benefit ward, Scott (1989) sees individual quotas as the nuclei of
from it. FORUM is to its "guest" fishers as a landlord larger sole-ownership corporations or collectives having
is to tenants. But to the extent that FORUM is seen characteristics described by his earlier work, Scott (1955).
to be serious in its intent to set and enforce its total This article can be usefully read along with Gordon (1954).

annual,cachby"fe fishers," each feefisherwil9. The New Zealand fishery management regime is
annual catch by "fee fishers," each fee fisher will see described by Clark, Major, and Mollett (1989). The New

self-interest in the prosecution of others who abuse Zealand system is much studied, in part because of its swift

their fishing privileges or who poach. This self- transition from traditional management to rights-based

enforcement eases the administrative burden on the individual quota management.

"sealord."
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e I Ragnar Arnason 5

Iceland is a small country, with only a quarter of a The fishing fleet consists of several types of ves-
million inhabitants. Situated in the North Atlantic sels (table 5.2). It is convenient to break them down
just south of the Arctic Circle, the country is rather into four main classes.
inhospitable and has few natural resources of eco- 1. Deep-sea trawlers are relatively large fishing ves-
nomic significance. The most important natural sels, usually between 200 and 1,200 gross registered
resources are the fish stocks off the coast; fisheries tons (GRT) and 130 to 250 feet in length. They are
are the country's most important industry. On this engaged almost exclusively in the demersal fisher-
resource base, the Icelandic population has man- ies and use bottom, and occasionally mid-water,
aged to generate per capita income and living stan- trawls. Because of their size, deep-sea trawlers have
dards that have consistently ranked among the high- a wide range and can exploit nearly any fishing
est in the world. This remarkable achievement must ground off Iceland. Each trip usually lasts about five
be attributed in large part to the relative success of to fifteen days. A number of the deep-sea trawlers
the Icelandic fisheries. have recently been turned into freezer trawlers.

2. Specialized purse seiners, 200 GRT and up, are
The Icelandic fisheries: A descriptive engaged primarily in the capelin fishery. Most also
background operate in other fisheries, particularly the deep-sea

shrimp fishery and the herring fishery. The special-
The most important Icelandic fishery by far is the ized purse seiners usually follow the capelin schools
demersal or groundfish fishery (table 5. 1). In recent over great distances and land their catches where it
years this fishery has usually generated between 75 is most convenient.
and 80 percent of the total value of Iceland's catch. 3. Multipurposevesselscoverawide range of sizes.
The most important demersal species are cod, had- Although the typical multipurpose vessel is smaller
dock, redfish, and saithe. Pelagic fisheries-capelin than the first two types of vessels, some are quite
and herring-are also important, usuallyyielding 10 large-more than 200 GRT. The multipurpose fleet
to 15 percent of the total catch value. In addition to is, for the most part, specialized with respect to nei-
the demersal and pelagic fisheries, there are signifi- ther fishing gear nor fishery. Most of the multipur-
cant shrimp, lobster, and scallop fisheries. pose vessels are designed as gill-netters or long-liners,

Table 5.1 lists only the Icelandic catch. Some of but they are technically capable of using trawl and
the fish stocks, most notably the capelin stock, are purse seines too. The range of the smaller multipur-
shared with other nations. A recent agreement allo- pose vessels is limited, and they are normally con-
cates 22 percent of the annual total allowable catch fined to one- to three-day fishing trips exploiting
(TAC) of capelin to Greenland and Norway. Under fishing grounds relatively close to their home port.
bilateral agreements, foreign catches add about 2 4. The part-timefleet includes many vessels up to
percent to the demersal catches in table 5.1. 20 GRT, although most are under 10 GRT. These
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Table 5.1 Amount and value of catch in Icelandic fisheries, 1981-90

Average Estimoted Estimated MSY
catch, 1981-90 catch values' Estimated MSY valuesa
(thousonds of (millions (thousands of (millions

Species metric tons) of US$) metric tons) of US$)

Demersol
Cod 356.0 367.8 400.0 412.7
Haddock 55.6 79.9 60.0 86.3
Saithe 68.3 41.8 85.0 52.0
Redfish 98.1 96.9 90.0 88.9
Otherb 92.3 102.0 75.0 82.9
Subtotal 670.3 688.4 710.0 722.8

Pelagic
Herring 67.6 10.4 110.0 16.9
Capelin' 662.1 42.2 750.0 47.8
Subtotal 729.7 52.6 860.0 64.7

Crustaceans
Shrimp 24.1 42.9 30.0 53.4
Lobster 2.4 11.6 3.0 14.5
Subtotal 26.5 54.5 33.0 67.9

Shellfish
Scallops 13.3 5.8 14.0 6.1
Total 1,439.8 801.3 1,617.0 861.5

a. At 1990 prices and 1990 U.S. dollars.
b. Mainly Greenland halibut, catfish, plaice, tusk, and ling.
c. Maximum sustainable yield estimate represents the Icelandic share.
Source: Utvegur 199 1.

Table 5.2 The Icelandic fishing fleet,
December 1990 size class of the part-time fleet has mushroomed in

Total tonnage recent years.
(thousands Average age The average age of the fishing fleet is rather

Vessel class Number of GRT) (years) high. This reflects, among other things, the effects

Deep-sea trawlers 112 55,612 13.2 of more restrictive fishery management measures
Standard 84 - - and official efforts in recent years to halt new invest-
Freezer 28 - - ment in the fishing fleet.

Purse seiners 45 21,490 20.8
Multipurpose fleet 344 38,603 21.6
Over 200 GRT 48 11,676 20.4 The origins and evolution of the fishery
111-200 GRT 99 15,347 20.4 management system

51-110GRT 115 8,982 25.1
21-50 GRT 82 2,598 21.9 Until the introduction of the vessel quota system in

Part-time fleet 495 4,4556 14.3 the demersal fisheries in 1984, the Icelandic fisher-
Total 996 1 20,1 56 ies were for the most part common property re-

- Not available. sources.2 And until the extension of national juris-
Source: Utvegur 199 1. -

diction to 200 miles in 1976, the Icelandic fisheries
vessels are typically owner-operated and employed had been for all intents and purposes international
on a seasonal basis. This fleet employs hand lines, fisheries. The extension ofjurisdiction all but elimi-
gill nets, and longlines. Depending on the fishery, nated the presence of the large foreign fishing fleets
crews consist of one to three persons. Some of the that had featured prominently on Icelandic fishing
vessels in this fleet are essentially recreational ves- grounds, taking almost half the total demersal catch.
sels. Because the smaller part-time vessels-those The initial management measures taken in the de-
under 12 GRT and, subsequently, 10 GRT-were not mersal fisheries following the extension of jurisdic-
subject to vessel quota restrictions until 1988,1 this tion were inadequate, however, and did not alter the
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common property nature of these fisheries as far as profitability of the fishing firms has been poor. In
domestic fishers were concerned. They were still fact, from 1970 to 1984, when the individual trans-
forced to compete for shares in the catch. Therefore, ferable quota (ITQ) system was introduced in the
not surprisingly, the development of the Icelandic demersal fisheries, the harvesting sector appears to
fisheries in the post-war era closely followed the path have lost money in most years.
predicted for common property fisheries-increas- This long-term decline in the economic perfor-
ingly excessive fishing capital and effort relative to mance of the Icelandic fisheries did not go unno-
the reproductive capacity of the fish stocks (see, for ticed by fishery authorities. In fact, over the years
example, Gordon 1954). they had taken various measures in an attempt to

The capital employed in the Icelandic fisheries reverse this trend. But before the extension of the
increased by almost 1,300 percent from 1945 to 1983 exclusive fishing zone to 200 miles in 1976, effective
(figure 5.1). Real catch values, on the other hand, management of the fisheries, especially the demer-
increased by only 300 percent during the same pe- sal fisheries, appeared impracticable because of the
riod. Thus, the growth in capital exceeded the in- presence of large foreign fleets. Fishery management
crease in catch values by a factor of more than four. had therefore been minimal.
This means that in 1983 the output-capital ratio in With the de facto recognition of the exclusive
the Icelandic fisheries was less than one-third of the 200-mile fishing zone in 1976, the situation changed
output-capital ratio in 1945. dramatically. Since that time the Icelandic fisheries

Most of the increase in the value of catch since have come under gradually increasing management;
1945 is due to greater catch volumes. This increase by 1990 a uniform ITQ system had been extended
has stemmed largely from new fisheries-for ex- to nearly all fisheries (box 5.1).
ample, redfish in the late 1950s, herring in the 1960s,
and capelin in the 197 0s. At the same time, the old The herrmngfishery
fisheries have been- overexploited. Thus, in the early
1980s, the valuable demersal stocks were only one- An alarming decline in the herring stocks led au-
half to two-thirds of their size in the 1950s. The pre- thorities to impose an overall quota on this fishery
viously huge Atlanto-Scandian herring stock3 has in 1966. But this failed to halt the decline in the
been unable to sustain significant catches for more stocks, and a complete moratorium on herring was
than two decades, and the once bountiful Icelandic introduced in 1972. In 1976, when fishing from the
spring-spawning herring is all but extinct. Icelandic herring stocks was partly resumed, it was

The economic indicators for the fishing indus- obvious that the entire fleet could not participate.
try show a similar trend. Since the late 1960s the

Box 5.1 Key steps in the evolution of Iceland's
Figure 5.1 Fishing capital and catch values ITQ management system
in Icelandic fisheries, 1945-83
(constant prices) 1 976 Herring fishery-Individual vessel quotas introduced
Index
(1945=100) 1979 Herring fishery-Vessel quotas made transferable
1,400

1,400 1981 Capelin fishery-Individual vessel quotas introduced
1,200

1 984 Demersal fisheries-Individual transferable vessel
1,000 quotas introduced

800 Fishing capital 1 985 Demersal fisheries-Effort quota option introduced

600 1986 Capelin fishery--Vessel quotas made transferable

400 C 1988 Transferable vessel quotas extended to all fisheries;

200 effort quota option retained

0 1990 Complete uniform system of transferable vessel
1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 quotas extended to all fisheries

Source: National Economic Institute of Iceland data.
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Thus, an individual vessel quota system with limited ture, the Althing. In 1988 the Althing enacted gen-
eligibility was introduced. The vessel quotas were eral vessel quota legislation applying to all Icelandic
small, however, and in 1979, under a ministerial fisheries effective for 1988-90. This legislation re-
decree and with industry support, fairly unrestricted tained the effort quota option but made it somewhat
transfers of quotas between vessels were permitted. less attractive. In 1990 comprehensive ITQ legisla-
In 1988 this vessel quota system became part of tion was passed by the Althing which abolished the
Iceland's general fisheries vessel quota system. effort quota option and closed certain other loop-

holes in the previous legislation.4 In addition, the
The capelinfisher Althing extended the ITQ system indefinitely, al-

though it stipulated a review in 1993.
The capelin fishery was very large in the 1970s. But As may be inferred from this description, the
by 1980 the stock was seriously threatened with ex- course toward a complete ITQ fishery management
haustion, and the fishery was subjected to limited system in Iceland has evolved more by trial and er-
entry and individual vessel quotas for license hold- ror than by design. In most countries, and Iceland
ers. The positive experience with the vessel quota is no exception, there is strong public opposition to
system in the herring fishery proved a convincing radical changes in the institutional framework of
argument for adopting a similar system in the much production and employment. Much of this opposi-
more important capelin fishery. In 1986, in conjunc- tion seems to derive from traditional values and
tion with an increasing transferability of demersal vested interests rather than rational arguments.
vessel quotas, capelin vessel quotas became partly Thus, in Iceland, the evolutionary process that fish-
transferable. In 1988 the capelin vessel quota system ery management underwent, in which various meth-
became a part of the general fisheries vessel quota ods were tried in different fisheries, was probably
system with fairly unrestricted transfers of quotas. unavoidable from a sociopolitical point of view. The

knowledge and understanding gained from these
The demersalfisheries experiments were probably crucial for the eventual

acceptance of the much more efficient ITQ system.
The major demersal fisheries were subjected to over- The key steps in the evolution of the ITQ system
all catch quotas in connection with the extension of have usually been taken only in response to crises in
the exclusive fishing zone in 1976. The quotas rec- fisheries due to a sudden reduction in stock levels.
ommended by the marine biologists soon proved Thus, individual vessel quotas were introduced in the
quite restrictive and thus difficult to uphold. There- herring fishery in 1976 following a collapse in the
fore, individual effort restrictions, in the form of lim- herring stocks and a prolonged moratorium on
ited allowed fishing days for each vessel, were intro- herring catches. Similarly, vessel quotas were intro-
duced in 1978. But because new entry remained duced in the capelin fishery and the ITQ system was
possible and the demersal fishing fleet continued to introduced in the demersal fisheries in the early
grow, the allowed fishing days had to be reduced 1980s because of the anticipated collapse of these
each year. Thus, it became gradually obvious to ev- fisheries.
eryone concerned that this system was economically This pattern reflects the reluctance of the fish-
wasteful. Consequently, in 1984, following a sharp ing industry to accept changes in the traditional
drop in the demersal stock and catch levels, a sys- organization of the fisheries. Only when faced with
tem of individualvessel quotaswas introduced. Regu- a disaster in the form of a significant fall in income
lations to this effect were initially issued for only one due to stock reductions or a drop in the world mar-
year, but the system's generally favorable results led ket price for fish products have the interest groups
to its extension for another year. To ensure sufficient been willing to consider changes in the institutional
support for the system, the extension included a very framework of the fisheries.
important provision: vessels were allowed to opt for The comprehensive ITQ fishery management
effort restrictions rather than catch quotas. In 1986 legislation passed in 1988 ancl 1990 constitutes a
this vessel quota system was enacted by special dem- break with this pattern. For the first time, the fish-
ersal fishery legislation passed by Iceland's legisla- ing industry agreed to a significant improvement in
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the fishery management system while not under the ster, and deep-sea shrimp fisheries the TAC shares
threat of financial disaster. This must be attributed are normally based on the vessel's catch record dur-
to the potentially immense economic benefits of the ing certain base years. In the demersal fisheries this
vessel quota system that have now become apparent is usually a vessel's average share in the total catch
to most of the participants in the fisheries. during the three years prior to the introduction of

the vessel quota system in 1984. There are notewor-
The current ITQ fishery management system thy exceptions to this rule, however. If, for example,

a vessel was not operating normally during 1981-83
The current ITQfishery management system in Ice- because of major repairs or because it entered the
land, which was instituted at different times and in fleet after 1981, the calculated share is adjusted
somewhat different forms in the various fisheries, upward. And during 1985-87 it was possible to modify
was made uniform by the fishery management leg- the TAC shares by temporarily opting for effort re-
islation passed in 1990. strictions rather than vessel quotas and demonstrat-

ing large catches during this period. In the herring
Features of the ITQ management system and inshore shrimp fisheries the initial TAC shares

were equal. The initial TAC shares for the capelin
Under the uniform system, all fisheries are subject fishery were also equal except for one-third of the
to vessel catch quotas. These quotas represent shares shares, which were initially allocated on the basis of
in the total allowable catch (TAC). They are perma- vessel holding capacity.
nent, perfectly divisible, and fairly freely transferable. Annual vessel quotas. The size of each vessel's
The quotas are issued for a small annual fee to cover annual quota in a fishery is simply a multiple of the
enforcement costs. TAC for that fishery and the vessel's TAC share.

The ITQ system was superimposed on, but did Divisibility and transferability. Both the TAC shares
not replace, an earlier management system designed and the annual quotas are transferable and perfectly
mainly for the protection of juvenile fish. This sys- divisible. This means that any fraction of a given
tem, which imposes complicated restrictions on quota may be transferred to another vessel.
gear, area, and the size of fish caught, is still largely TAC shares are transferable with no restrictions.
in place. Transfers of annual vessel quotas, however, are sub-

Total allowable catch. The Ministry of Fisheries ject to some restrictions. Annual vessel quotas may
determines the total allowable catch (TAC) for each be freely transferred between vessels within the same
of the most important species in the fisheries. This geographical region but transfers between geo-
decision is made on the basis of recommendations graphical regions are subject to review by each
from the Marine Research Institute. In the past the region's fishermen's unions and local authorities.
Ministry of Fisheries has followed the recommenda- The rationale for this stipulation is to stabilize local
tions of the Marine Research Institute quite closely. employment in the short run. In practice, however,

Several species for which fishing pressure is re- few interregional transfers are blocked.
gardedasslightarenotcurrentlysubjecttoaTACand Apart from these restrictions, transfers of quo-
can therefore be pursued freely. Most of these fish- tas are subject only to registration with the Ministry
eries are of negligible commercial value, however. of Fisheries. The details of the exchange, including

Permanent quota shares. Each eligible vessel is price, are not registered.
issued a permanent share in the TAC for every spe- Restricted access. All commercial fishing vessels
cies for which there is one. These permanent quota must hold valid fishing licenses.5 Fishing licenses are
shares may be referred to as TAC shares. Vessels issued only to vessels that were already in the fishery
eligible for quotas under previous versions of the ITQ in 1990 and to their replacements if they are deemed
system are eligible for TAC shares. These vessels are comparable in terms of fishing power. The fishing
essentially those that had participated in the fishery licenses are not transferable.
before the introduction of the vessel quota system. Thus, in addition to the ITQ system, the Icelan-

The initial allocation of TAC shares to individual dic fisheries are subject to restricted access. One of
vessels varies among fisheries. In the demersal, lob- the functions of a well-designed ITQ system is to
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provide a socially appropriate incentive for invest- Table 5.3 Capital and fishing effort in Icelandic
ment (disinvestment) in the fishing fleet. The fish- demersal fisheries, 1978-90
ing license requirement clearly adds a further deter- Yeor Fishing copitol' Fishing effortb

rent to such investment. 1978 0.967 0.953
Exemptions from the ITQ system. There are two 1979 I.000 i .000

minor exemptions from the current ITQ system, 1980 1.020 1.058
both in the demersal fisheries. First, 50 percent of 1981 1.051 1.082

the demersal catch of vessels employing longline 1982 1.069 .250
during November through February each winter is 1984 1.072 1.06 1
exempt from quota restrictions. This is intended 1985 1.055 1.004

primarily to support regional employment during 1986 1.109 1.069
this period. 1987 1.223 1.129

Second, very small hand-line vessels-those less 1988 1.370 1.201
than 6 GRT-are exempt fromn quota restrictions 1990 1.347 1.243

and subject to limited fishing days. This aTranigemenit a In value terms

is only temporary, however, and is due to end in b. Measured in ton-days at sea in the demersal fisheries only.

1993, when this class of vessels is also supposed to Source: Utvegur 1978-90; and National Economic Institute of Iceland

become subject to the ITQ system. data.

Quota fees. The annual vessel quotas were initially
issued by the Ministry of Fisheries free of charge. But first time since 1969 that the value of the fishing fleet
the fishery management legislation of 1990 stipulates actually decreased. In the fifteen years before 1984-
that the Ministry of Fisheries is to collect fees for 85 the value of this capital had grown at an annual
catch quotas to cover the cost of monitoring and rate of more than 6 percent. Thus, at that point the
enforcing the ITQ regulations. The law imposes an vessel quota systemn seems to have generated benefi-
upper bound on this fee amounting to 0.2 percent cial results.' But in 1986 investment in fishing capi-
of the estimated catch value. tal resumed at a high rate. This resumption of in-

vestment should not be interpreted as a failure of
The performance of the ITQ system the vessel quota system, however. Since the incep-

tion of the ITQ system fishing capital has grownjust
The main purpose of the vessel quota system is to over 3 percent annually, compared with 6 percent a
improve the economic efficiency of the fisheries. year during the preceding fifteen years. Moreover,
The Icelandic fisheries are biologically very produc- most of the investment since 1986 can be explained
tive and should be able to generate high economic by factors other than the ITQ system.
rents. Until the adoption of the vessel quota system, First, a good deal of the investment in fishing
however, few rents were generated in the industry. capital since 1986 has gone toward the installation
In fact, in the years before 1984 the industry's prof- of freezing equipment and the corresponding modi-
its were negative. fication of several deep-sea trawlers.7 This part of the

Fishing capital and fishing effort. One of the rea- investment is thus in fish processing capital employ-
sons for the dissipation of economic rents in the ing new and profitable techniques. Second, part of
Icelandic fisheries has been overinvestment in fish- the investment was in specialized tr-awlers for the
ing capital and excessive fishing effort. Thus, one of emerging and very valuable deep-sea prawn fishery,
the tests of the efficacy of the vessel quota system is which was not subject to vessel quotas until 1988.
how fishing capital and aggregate fishing effort have Third, by the mid-1980s a significant fraction of the
changed since the introduction of the system. deep-sea trawler fleet was due for replacement. Be-

As table 5.3 shows, the previously rapid growth cause 1986 and 1987were unusually profitableyears
in the value of aggregate harvesting capital in for the harvesting sector, many firms took the op-
Iceland'sdemersalfisherieshaltedabruptlyin 1984 portunity to replace their aging vessels. Fourth,
when the vessel quota system was introduced. In fact, during this period there was a very significant invest-
fishing capital contracted in 1984-85. This was the men t in small vessels (less than 12 and, subsequently,
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10 GRT) that were not subject to the vessel quota FIgure 5.2 Actual fishing effort and projected fishing
system. Finally, the effort quota option introduced effort assuming no ITO system In Icelandic demersal
in 1985 in the demersal fisheries undermined the fisheries, 1978-90Index
efficiency incentives of the ITQ system, inducing 2.0
many vessel owners to upgrade or replace their ves-
sels. The effort quota option was abolished in 1990, 15Projected

and there was a significant reduction in fishing capi-
tal in that year. 1.0

The course of fishing effort in the demersal fish-
eries tells a similar story. As shown in table 5.3, fish-
ing effort in the demersal fisheries dropped by some 0.5
15 percent in 1984, the first year of the vessel quota
system, and by an additional 6 percent in 1985. Since 0
1986, however, fishing effort has increased consid- 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
erably. This is no doubt due primarily to the wide- Source: Author's calculations.

spread selection of the ill-advised effort quota option with the fishing effort that could have been expected
within the ITQ system during 1986-90. Another under the previous management system. The finan-
important explanation for the increase in fishing cial benefits of this kind of reduction in effort are
effort in 1989 and 1990 is the decline in the demer- very substantial.
sal fish stocks with no commensurate reduction in Estimates of economic benefits. Let us now turn to
the TACs, with the result that more fishing effort was more direct estimates of the economic benefits gen-
required to fill the catch quotas. erated under the vessel quota system. Unfortunately,

In measuring the effect of the vessel quota sys- little research has been done in this area and the
tem, however, the main question is not whether fish- available information is thus rather scant.
ing effort has been reduced from its 1983 level. The Theoretically,avessel quota system shouldyield
crucial question is how the actual fishing effort in the following economic benefits:
1984-90 differed from the fishing effort that would * A reduction in fishing effort. The vessel quota
have prevailed during the period if the vessel quota system eliminates competition among vessels for a
system had not been introduced. limited stock of fish. Consequently, fishing firms will

Clearly, estimating what the fishing effort would attempt to catch their vessel quota with minimum
have been under the earlier management regime is
not at all straightforward. In an attempt to provide Table 5.4 Actual fishing effort and projected
a partial answer to the question, a simple trend fishing effort under old management system
model describing the path of fishing effort under the in Icelandic demersal fisheries, 1 978-90
two management regimes was specified.8 This model Projected fishing Proportional
permits us to estimate what the fishing effort would Actual fishing effort under old differences
have been if the vessel quota system had not been Year effort management system (percent)
introduced in 1984 and to compare this to the ac- 1978 0.953 0.944 -1.0
tual fishing effort observed. 1980 .05°8 1 .060 -0.2

The results of the estimation, illustrated in fig- 1981 1.082 1.123 3.8
ure 5.2, suggest that under the earlier fishery man- 1982 1.234 1.190 -3.6
agemen t system, fishing effortwould have continued 1983 1.250 1.261 0.9
to increase at a high rate after 1983.9 Actual fishing 1984 1.061 1.336 25.9

effort under the vessel quota system initially declined 1985 1.004 1.416 41.0
1986 1 .069 I1.500 40.4significantly and then grew at a much slower rate 1987 1.629 1.590 40.8

(table 5.4). 1988 1.201 1.685 40.3

Thus, according to these estimates, the vessel 1989 1.185 1.844 55.6
quota system has reduced total fishing effort in the 1990 1.243 1.963 57.9

demersal fisheries by about 37 percent compared Source: Author's calculations.
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fishing effort. But aggregate fishing effort will not for other things with value-such as money. Thus,
necessarily be reduced if the TAC is excessive.' 0 according to standard economic theory and assum-

* Reduced cost of fishing effort. Having secured ing that the market for quotas is reasonably effec-
private ownership of a certain volume of catch un- tive, the value of the fishery should equal the total
der the vessel quota system, each fishing firm can value of outstanding quotas."
concentrate on taking that catch with minimal costs. The demersal quota market is extensive (table

* Improved quality of the catch. Bound by their 5.5). In 1984, the firstyearof thevessel quota system,
vessel catch quotas, the fishing firms can increase about 11 percent of outstanding quotas were ex-
their revenues only by improving the quality of their changed. Since 1986 the share of quotas exchanged
catch. has fluctuated between 20 and 30 percent. Because

In a 1985 study the National Economic Institute of a contraction in the volume of outstanding quo-
attempted to estimate the benefits of reduced fish- tas as a result of the widespread use of the effort quota
ing effort and improved quality of catch in the dem- option, however, the actual quantities exchanged
ersal fisheries for 1984. It concluded that the benefits were no greater in 1986-90 than in 1984-85.
of reduced fishing effort amounted to some US$14 The total value of outstanding quotas valued at
million and the benefits of improved quality of catch the midpoint of the price range in table 5.6 was some
to some US$6 million. The total number, US$20 mil- US$46 million in 1984 and US$166 million in 1990.
lion, is about 8.5 percent of the value of the demer- But these numbers almost certainly underestimate
sal fisheries in that year. These results were con- the true value of demersal catch rights because they
firmed in a less comprehensive study done in 1987. ignore the value of the nontradable catches, which

According to official figures on operating results are taken mostly under effort quotas. If all the dem-
in the harvesting sector, its profitability has improved ersal catch is valued based on the vessel quota prices,
dramatically since 1983. In fact, the financial results we obtain the values in the last column of table 5.6.
of the harvesting sector from 1986 to 1990 appear These indicate that the economic rents generated
to be among the best. in decades. Although many in the demersal fisheries are very considerable and
factors besides the fishery management regime af- constitute a significant fraction of the gross earnings
fect the operating results of the fishing industry, this of the fisheries.' 2

must nevertheless be regarded as another indication The estimates must be interpreted with great
that the vessel quota system has beneficial effects. care, however, especially those for the later part of

There is yet another way to approach the prob- the period. During that time, demersal catches were
lem of estimating the rents generated in the fisher- good and fish prices extremely good. For this rea-
ies as a result of the vessel quota system. Because the son the quota prices for 1986-90 were probably
catch quotas are transferable, a market has devel- higher than would otherwise have been the case.13

oped for them. In this market quotas are exchanged More important, it must be realized that one of the
first effects of a reasonably complete ITQ system is

Table 5.5 Quota market for Icelandic demersal to make excessive fishing capital commercially re-
fisheries, 1984-90 dundant. This means that its market price falls dras-

Quotas tronsferred Vessel quotas as tically, the opportunity cost of its use is reduced, and
As a percentage a percentage

Thousands of of outstanding of total the market value of catch quotas is correspondingly
Year metric tons vessel quotas demersal catch increased. This is a short-term effect, however, which

1984 64.1 11.2 100.0 will be reversed in the long run when the level of
1985 81.0 19.2 76.8 fishing capital reaches a new equilibrium.
1986 52.2 24.4 36.0 How does the economic performance of the

19887 640 23.7 43.8 vessel quota system for the demersal fisheries com-
1989 72.2 29.8 42.5 pare with optimal economic utilization? This ques-
1 990a 78.9 22.6 68.2 tion can be addressed by comparing the quota price
a. The new, complete ITQ system took effect on September I, 1990. valuation of fishery rents with the maximum attain-
Source: Icelandic Ministry of Fisheries data. able rents calculated in an empirical study of the
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Table 5.6 Economic rents in Icelandic demersal Lessons from the Icelandic ITQ system
fisheries, quota price valuation, 1984-90

Price range Total quota values Individual transferable quotas have been in effect in
(U.S. dollars (millions of

per metric ton) U.S. dollars) Icelandic fisheries for more than ten years. As men-
Year Cod Other All quotas Entire fishery tioned earlier, they were introduced in the herring

1984 55-87 24-40 36-57 36-57 fisheriesin 1979, in thecapelin fisheries in 1981,and
1985 84- 26 54-72 36-53 5 1-72 in the all-important demersal fisheries in 1984. Since
1986 127-176 79-109 23-32 66-91 the ITQ system was introduced, it has been under
1987 206-259 104-131 35-44 104-131 almost continual revision and many different ver-
1988 208-277 154-205 49-65 108-144 sions of the system have been tried. The experience
1989 262-349 157-209 62-83 143- 189
1990 428-514 256-308 15 1-182 222-267 gained provides valuable lessons about the appro-

priate design of an economically efficient ITQ sys-
Source- Author's calculations, tem. A review of that experience suggests that there

are six crucial aspects in the design of a successful
Icelandic demersal fisheries (Arnason 1984). In 1990 ITQ system.
the economic rents, calculated on the basis of quota 1. Permanency. Permanency is critical for ensur-
prices, were US$222 million to US$267 million, ing the economic effectiveness of an ITQ system.
more than 50 percent of the maximum attainable Only if fishers can be reasonably certain that their
rents of US$410 million estimated by Arnason ownership of the catch quotas is secure and that the
(1984). ITQ system is not goinig to be replaced in the near

The reservations about the probable upward future will they be willing to reduce their fishing
bias of the quota values as estimators of sustainable capital to socially optimal levels.
rents in 1990 should be kept in mind, but it is never- 2. Share quotas. It is very important that the quo-
theless clear that the demersal vessel quota system tas be stipulated as shares in the TAC rather than as
has generated significant benefits. Because fishing fixed quantities. One reasoin is that quantity quotas
effort has been reduced only slightly, the benefits may easily give rise to very difficult adjustment prob-
must be attributable primarily to reduction in the lems when TACs have to be changed. Another is that
harvesting costs per unit of catch and an improve- share quotas give the holders a vested interest in the
ment in the quality of the catch. In fact, there is conservation of the fish stock, which quantity quo-
ample evidence of both. tas do to a much lesser extent.

Performance of the vessel quota system: A summary. 3. Exemptions. It is crucial that the ITQ system be
The evidence on the performance of the vessel quota as complete as possible. Exemptions, even though
system is mixed. On the one hand, the fishing fleet they may appear negligible in the beginning, have a
has increased in value and aggregate fishing effort tendency to expand-especially if the ITQ system is
in the demersal fisheries has been reduced only successful in reducing overall effort and rebuilding
slightly. On the other hand, various indicators, in- the fish stocks.
cluding quota values in the demersal fisheries, 4. Quota trades and quota markets. A good dleal of
strongly suggest that the system is generating signifi- the economic efficiency of the ITQ system derives
cant rents. from the transferability of the quotas. Transferabil-

It is important to realize, in interpreting the ity allows the quotas to be reallocated to the most
evidence since 1986, that because of the widespread efficient fishing firms at each poinit in time. But this
use of the effort quota option the demersal fishery occurs only if trading is sufficiently easy. For this
management system during those years was only reason it is very important to facilitate quota trades
partially a vessel quota system. In particular, the by seeking ways to reduce transactioins costs. One
upward trend in harvesting capital and demersal promisingwaytodo thisistosettspaquotaexchainge
fishing effort during the later part of the period similar to the stock exchange. After all, share quo-
cannot be taken as evidence of a failure of the vessel tas have many of the characteristics of shares in a
quota system. company.
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5. Distr7ibution of rents. Many fisheries are capable 4. Especially with regard to the operation ofvery small

of yielding substantial economic rents or profits. A fishing vessels (under 10 GRT).

well-designed ITQ system will usually allow a large 5. This is in addition to catch quotas.
6. Note, however, that 1982-84 were years of heavy

fractionl of these rents to be realized. This raises the losses for the fishing industry. Therefore, the contraction

question of how these rents should be distributed. in investment in 1984-85 can hardly be attributed solely to

Without special provisions, these rents will generally the vessel quota system.
fall to the initial recipients of catch quotas. This is 7. In 1983 there were three freezer trawlers; in 1990

potentially damaging for two reasons. First, it de- there were twentv-eight.
prives tgvn noa8. It is hypothesized that during the thirteen-year pe-

prives the government of an economically nondis- riod 1978-90 fishing effort evolved according to the follow-

tortive tax base.' 4 Second, this distribution of the ing relationship:

benefits may become a source ofdispute, undermin- e(t) =e(O) exp [ (aDl+bD2) t], t = 0,1,2, .... 10,
ing public support for the ITQ system and even where e(t) represents fishing effort in year tand I represents
threatening its con tinued existence. Because itisvery theyears measured from 0 to 10. DI and D2 are dummy
difficult to change the distribution of rents after an variables for the two management regimes. Thus Dl = 1

during the years of restricted effort (1978-83) and 0 there-
ITQ system has been launched, it is important to after. D2 = 0 in the years preceding 1984 and 1 thereafter.

consider this issue while the ITQ system is still at the The coefficients a and b represent different growth rates

design stage. of effort under the two management regimes.
6. Discards. An ITQ system normally creates in- 9. Here fishing effort is estimated as a multiple of fleet

centives for discarding inferior catch at sea,"5 espe- tonnage and days at sea.
ciall whendiffrent ypesof cach-fr exaple,10. Each TAG requires a certain minimum fishing ef-

cially when different types of catch-for example, fort. If the TAC is set high relative to the size of the fish

different sizes of fish-fetch significantly different stocks, aggregate effortmayactually increase under an ITQ

prices. This reduces the efficiency of the ITQ system system.

and should thus be dealt with from the outset. 11. This value will not necessarily equal bookkeeping
results, however. Quotas will be bought on the market at a

Conclusions price up to their marginal variable profits. Fixed costs-for
example, those associated with harvesting capital-are ir-
relevant for these transactions. Therefore, a firm may buy

The Icelandic ITQ fishery management system quotas at a high price without being able to cover fixed

seems to have yielded significant economic benefits. costs.
There is good reason to believe that other fishing 12. Thus, in 1989 the value of the demersal quotas was

nations would benefit from adopting similar systems. more than one-quarter of the total earnings in the demer-

And any nation opting for such a system would do sal fisheries.
13. Quota prices were considerably lower than they

well to learn from the mistakes made in developing would have been in fiilly efficient equilibrium, however.

the Icelandic fishery management system, especially 14. The nondistortive nature of resource rent taxes is

in the early stages. well-known and easily proven.
15. This is often referred to as high grading.
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- U.S. Fishery Regulation Policy:
Lessons for Peru

__zl James E. Wilen 6

Before 1976 maniy coastal nations were caught in a 1976. This act was drafted largely by the fishing in-
vexing trap: if they regulated their domestic fishing dustry, and the Act's structure reflects circumstances
fleets so as to promote a high sustainable return, of the period just before the extension of jurisdic-
their successes would only draw in foreign fleets to tion in 1976. The main impetus for both the exten-
profit from these policies and ultimately reduce the sion ofjurisdiction and the drafting of the Magnuson
potential of the fisheries. The stocks of many fisher- Actwas the large amount of fishing byforeign fleets
ies were severely depleted in the period following off New England and in the North Pacific during the
World War II, and by the 1970s most fisheries were 1970s. Thus, the industry was not looking for fish-
generating only a small fraction of their physical and ery management per se but for ways to keep foreign
finanicial potential. fishing fleets out of the fisheries off the U.S. coasts.

The extension of coastal nations' jurisdictions This fact certainly colored both the design of the
in 1976 created important new opportunities for fishery management legislation in 1976 and the sub-
these nations to regulate fisheries for the benefit of sequent implementation of the law.
their owII citizens without having the rewards from The Magnuson Act is an article of legislation
their sacrifices reaped by other parties. Coastal na- with several layers of detail. It states six broad pur-
tions responded in a variety of ways to these new poses: (1) to conserve and manage fishery resources
opportunities and fishery management policy has within the exclusive economic zone (EEZ); (2) to
evolved rapidly and in diverse directions. Lessons are support international agreements for conserving
now emerging from comparisons of the successes and managing migratory species outside the EEZ;
and failures of the various regulatory attempts. (3) to promote fishing under sound management

In this chapter, I examine the experience of the principles; (4) to provide for the preparation and
United States in managing the fisheries off its coasts implementation of fishery management plans that
since the extension of jurisdiction in 1976. I begin achieve and maintain optimum yield; (5) to estab-
by reviewing the legal and administrative structure lish Regional Fishery Management Councils to pre-
underlyinig U.S. fishery regulation. I then discuss pare fishery management plans; and (6) to encour-
experience from policy implementation and, finally, age the development of underutilized fisheries.
I discuss some of the lessons provided by the U.S. There are several important points to note about
experience. the intent of the United States' fishery management

system as expressed through these overarching goals.
U.S. fishery regulation policy First, fisheries are to be managed to achieve optimum

yield rather than maximum physical yield. Although
The keystone legislation of U.S. policy regulating this seems sensible, optimum yield was not explic-
fisheries is the Fisheries Conservation and Manage- itly defined in the Act. This omission by the framers
menit Act (the Magnuson Act) enacted into law in of the Actwas deliberate; theyexpected the concept
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to "evolve" as experience grew. As it turned out, administrative chain to the National Marine Fisher-
however, this imprecise articulation of an important ies Service Regional Office. The Regional Office
goal of management has led to a lengthy and con- then forwards the plan to the Secretary of Coin-
fusing process that has yet to resolve the operational merce, who may ultimately approve, partially ap-
definition of what management ought to be pursu- prove, or reject the plan. Plans are rejected, in prin-
ing. Second, that regionalfisherymanagement coun- ciple, if they do not conform to certain legal
cils are directed to implement the law by preparing, standards or other standards set up under the Act.
monitoring, and revising fishery management plans Upoin receipt of a draft plan, the Secretary of Com-
has meant that the management process is decen- merce publishes a notice in the Federal Register,
tralized. This structure was intended to ensure that solicits more public comment, and reviews the plan.
the process would "take into account the social and If the plan is approved, its accompanying regulations
economic needs of the States" and enable participa- are promulgated as law. Subsequent amendments
tion in the planning process by "the States, the fish- must be adopted through essentially the same pro-
ing industry, consumer and environmental organi- cess, but must also satisfy extra requirements, such
zations, and other interested persons." In fact, the as environmental impact reporting and regulatory
attempt to give consideration to all of these compet- impact analysis.
ing interests has most often simply gridlocked the A fishery management plan must contain de-
process and produced inferior compromises and scriptions of the fishery, assessments of present and
hindered movement away from the status quo. probable future conditions, recommended mea-

The regional fishery management council sys- sures appropriate for conservation and manage-
tem is an important feature of U.S. policy and de- ment, and assessments of the impacts of such mea-
serves further discussion. Eight councils have been sures. Plans must also adhere to the National
established, embracing fisheries in New England, the Standards for Fishery Conservation and Manage-
Mid-Atlantic, the South Atlantic, the Caribbean, the ment set up under the Magnuson Act. These stan-
Gulf of Mexico, the Pacific, the North Pacific, and dards require that plans (1) prevent overfishing
the Western Pacific. Each council has seven to sev- while achieving optimum yield for the U.S. fishing
enteen voting members, consisting of one official industry; (2) use the best scientific information avail-
from each of the states encompassed by the coun- able; (3) manage each stock as a unit; (4) avoid dis-
cil, together with a number of appointees whose crimination between residents of different states; (5)
names have been forwarded by the states' governors promote efficiency; (6) allow for stock variability;
after consultation with representatives of user and (7) minimize costs and avoid duplication.
groups. The principal job of each regional council This structure has provided the foundation for
is to develop, monitor, and amend fishery manage- the management of U.S. fisheries over the past
ment plans for the fisheries within its jurisdiction. sixteen years since the extension of the jurisdiction.

The Magnuson Act provides the legislative In the next section I examine the success of this
framework for developing and carrying out the pro- structure and address some of the practical issues in
cess of fishery management in the United States. It implementation.
sets forth broad guidelines and standards and a struc-
ture within which to develop more detailed fishery Experience under the Magnuson Act
regulations that have the force of law. The procedure
operates roughly as follows. First, regional councils There are many ways to measure the success of any
select fisheries for which a management plan is fishery regulation scheme. Perhaps first and fore-
deemed necessary. Then, fishery management plans most (certainly for biologists and perhaps also for
and accompanying recommended regulations are the public) it should be asked whether the regime
developed by council staff, drawing on inputs from is successful in averting overfishing defined from a
in-house staff, advisory subpanels (drawn from user biological perspective. Although the concept of
groups), and scientific and statistical subcommittee overfishing is not without ambiguity, the basic issue
members. The draft plans are presented at public is whether management mechanisms have been
hearings for broader comment and passed up the employed to ensure a safe and sustainable stock
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level. In some sense, this conservation objective is the veat-laden manner and by decentralizing the pro-
minimum standard to which a regime ought to be cess, the Act has essentially left the direction of
held. If the management system cannot keep a stock management up to the industry. The industry, in
from declining (other things being equal) because turn, has not had the self-discipline to address the
of fishing activities, the fishing system is not really conservation and economic objectives set out in the
under control and management must be judged Act. Instead, the process has brought to the forefront
ineffective. of the debate issues concerning the allocation of the

Another issue is whether the fishery is generat- dwindling catches among user groups.
ing any financial returns to the industr,y or to soci- * Decentralization has allowed regional plans
ety at large. This economic objective is a more conten- to reflect local concerns, but this has only amplified
tious criterion, of course, since who gets the returns the conflict among user groups and the problem of
is often as important as whether they are being lack of specific goals for fishery management. And
earned. A basic benchmark often used is the amount decentralization has allowed user groups better ac-
of profits that might be earned by a sole owner if that cess to the process, which has been beneficial over-
owner- were able to control all fishing inputs. This all, but most user groups still view the management
benchmark is useful because it gives us some idea process as an adversarial one pitting managers
of how much surplus might be generated from a against the industry.
fishery under circumstances designed to maximize * A serious shortcoming of the Act is its ban on
the return to the resource "owner," which may be using taxes or fees for fishing activities. This essen-
society at large. It is also useful because an impor- tially limits the policy options to such traditional
tant characteristic of open-access fisheries is the dis- policies as closed seasons and gear restrictions, and
sipation of this surplus-far more effort is drawn in works against options that might change the basic
than a sole owner would choose until costs rise to incentives that fishers face. For example, some fish-
the level of revenues. ers support such measures as catch penalties for by-

There have been several recent reviews of how catch rather than the present policies requiring that
successful the United States has been in managing by-catch be discarded at sea. The inability to utilize
its fisheries under the Magnuson Act. A recent pa- fees disallows, for example, surrendering by-catch
per that examined the status of 233 species appear- and paying a penalty equal to its value. It also makes
ing in U.S. coastal waters documented a serious in- it infeasible to auction off permits for new fisheries,
crease in biological overfishing. The number of or to raise funds for beneficial programs.
overfished stocks rose from twenty-one in 1976 to * The gathering of data in the current system
sixty-eight in 1992, with most overfishing on the is haphazard at best. There is no centrally designed
Atlaiitic Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico. The con- program to collect consistent data on the economic
dition of many fisheries on the Pacific Coast im- or biological health of all important fisheries. It
proved, however; although fifteen were overfished seems essential, at a minimum, to know how much
in 1976, only nine were still overfished in 1992. A is being harvested, and when, how, and by whom.
similar study that examined both average weight Some consistent "fish ticket" or logbook information
landed and earnings per fisher during this period is needed in both over- and underutilized fisheries
found a general slide in both, except in a few Pa- to track harvests. It is probably also important to
cific fisheries. Thus, by these simple measures of periodically gather data measuring costs and rev-
success in addressing conservation and economic enues in the industry.
objectives, the U.S. experience has not been particu- * Perhaps the most important conclusion is
larly good. that one key policy seems to separate successfully

A broad look at the history of the implementation managed fisheries in the United States from those
of the Magnuson Act suggests several conclusions: that are in trouble. That policy is limited entry.

* The failure of the original Act to define fish- Current U.S. policy does not encourage or even fa-
ery management goals in unambiguous, consistent, cilitate the use of limited entry to avoid over-
and operational terms has been a continual source expansion. In fact, the decentralized nature of the
of difficulty. By specifying goals in a vague and ca- system almost guarantees that such policies can be
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blocked by user groups that oppose them. Most fish- regulatory structures. Only a few nations regulate
eries currently in decline are in that state as a result their fisheries in a manner that comes close to achiev-
of problems associated with excess capacity. One ing the high levels of sustainable financial returns
central lesson of fishery management experience that fisheries are capable of yielding. A recent report
around the world is that the future of valuable fish- by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
eries without limited entry is bleak; they are virtu- estimates thatworld fisheries as a whole are not even
ally guaranteed to decline. earning returns sufficient to cover their operating

costs, let alone interest on the capital invested or
Lessons from the U.S. experience returns to the biological resources. The FAO paper

estimates that the world's fisheries, rather than gen-
It is probably safe to say that the U.S. fishery man- erating surpluses, are actually generating deficits of
agement experience is not one that Peru or other about US$50 billion a year.
countries should aim to emulate when designing A critical element missing from U.S. fishery
new regulatory schemes. With a few important ex- policy implementation is a serious commitment to
ceptions, most U.S. fisheries are not in better shape the objective of economic efficiency. The U.S. sys-
either biologically or economically than they were tem essentially passes both the task of determininlg
in 1976. In fact, the United States lags considerably policy objectives and the job of carrying them out
behind the rest of the world in developing innova- to the regional councils and thus to the user groups.
tive and forward-looking management regimes. This leads to a political process among user groups
Better examples of such regimes can be found in that sets the operational procedures of fishex' man-
Australia, Canada, Iceland, and New Zealand. Still, agement from the bottom up. This is a critical point
there are some insights from the U.S. experience and it stands in contrast to more successful experi-
that might benefit other countries. ences in both Iceland and New Zealand. Both of

Perhaps the most serious problem with the U.S. these countries have unequivocally mandated from
system of fishery management is that it has not dealt the federal level that fisheries should be managed
successfully with the inherent conflict between the to maximize efficiency and net financial surplus.
public interest and fishers operating under common A second issue raised by the U.S. experience is
property conditions. It has been universally demon- the potential for decentralization. Ideally, regulator-y
strated that common property incentives generate systems would allow fishers to determine at local
decline, both of the biology and of potential eco- levelshowfisheriesoughttobemanaged.Asthe U.S.
nomic surplus. Even where management measures experience suggests, however, this is not workable
protective of the biology have been vigorously pur- unless the institutional structure generates inceni-
sued, these perverse incentives have encouraged tives that bring private actions and social goals into
excessive inputs and waste of the financial potential agreement. The regional council system with its
of the resources. More often than not, these incen- minimal federal leadership, has essentially allowed
tives also have affected managers' ability to imple- fishers to dictate their own management goals. As we
ment, monitor, and enforce biologically protective know from experience, there is an inherent conflict
controls. These factors have clearly been at work in between the generation of social surplus and private
the United States, with many of its fisheries in seri- incentives under conditions of open access. The
ous biological decline and almost all generating only industry has found it virtually impossible to generate
a fraction of their potential economic yield. the self-discipline necessary to impose uponi itself

These problems are not unique to the United structures that provide the right incentives.
States, of course. Fundamental to the successes and One solution to this dilemma seems to be to de-
failures of different regulatory structures around the velop a strong, federally mandated set of goals, and
world is the manner in which they have dealt with then perhaps to decentralize the procedures for
the common property incentives. These incentives meeting these goals. This is essentially the structure
have generated many types of problems, including set up in the successful individual transferable quota
overharvesting, excessive entry, distorted input com- (ITQ) programs of Iceland and New Zealand. It
binations, low-quality raw products, and unwieldy appears to be important to separate the process of
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setting the goals of fishery management from the a delay in its adoption, leads to high costs and lim-
process of designing management structures to ited options. A major failure of the U.S. system has
achieve those goals. The process of setting goals is been the failure to adopt limited entry because of
essentially a political one that addresses this ques- the industry's opposition. Again, this is largely the
tion: What does a nation want from its fishery re- outcome of the lack of real federal commitment to
sources? Agoodanalogy is thatofrmaking a pie. Does efficiency goals. A case in point is the U.S. halibut
a countrywant a large pie cut into a few large pieces? fishery, which has recently seen its season shortened
Or a small pie cut into many smaller pieces? How to five or fewer days in order to contain a huge ca-
much of the pie should the industry keep? How pacity buildup. In the early 1980s the Secretary of
much should go to the "public" owners? Clearly, the Commerce rejected a limited entry plan, largely
different groups concerned will not easily agree on because of pressure from industry groups. The jus-
the answers to these questions and some federal tification offered was "as an Administration, we're
directives will be necessary. just opposed to limiting fishing to only those who

Beyond setting goals that establish guidelines for have formerly fished ... we are concerned that it would
management, it is important to enforce accountabil- interfere with basic economic liberties" (Los Angeles
ity in a decentralized system. That is because any Times,June 28, 1992). This is a dramatic illustration
system that breaks the link between the public in- of a political process responding to private interests
terest and the user groups' interests in a fishery runs under common property conditions at the expense
the risk of producing policies distorted by mis- of the public interest; the waste to society of com-
matched incentives. One way to help avoid this is to pressing a fishery's season into five days surely must
give fishers a considerable role in designing the outweigh the costs of interfering with "basic eco-
operational details of programs once goals have nomic liberties."
been mandated. This is important for two reasons. Finally, the U.S. experience points to the impor-
First, fishers have useful insights into how fisheries tance of trying to design regulatory regimes that
operate, and it is important to incorporate their generate both private and public benefits from fish-
experience into management plans. Second, fishers ers' incentives to pursue profits. Much effort in U.S.
need to accept as fair and to legitimize whatever fishery policymaking has been wasted in trying to
system is adopted to avoid heavy monitoring and contain these very natural incentives-for example,
enforcement costs. This is especially true with indi- by allowing capacity to expand and then restricting
vidual incentive systems such as ITQs; fishers need its use. Seen in this light, even limited entry must be
to embrace the management system in order for it viewed as a necessary but only partially effective
to succeed. measure. There is little doubt that the next decade

Another lesson from the U.S. experience (as well will witness the adoption of even more rights-based
as experience elsewhere) is that limited entry is ab- systems (including ITQs), territorial use rights sys-
solutely necessary to help manage fisheries. There tems, and comanagement structures. The strength
has been a tendency recently to view limited entry of these systems is that their more clearly defined
as an alternative to incentive-based systems such as rights encourage fishers to direct investments and
ITQs but it should, in fact, be viewed as a first step skills toward producing a higher-quality product at
that eases the way for the introduction of further lower cost without compromising the safety of the
options should they be desired. Overwhelming evi- resource or generating the inefficiencies inherent
dence shows that a failure to adopt limited entry, or under systems with limited rights.
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My assigned task at this symposium is to assist in the At the time the Magnuson Act was being writ-
creation of a new management system for Peru's ten, I was a member of the U.S. delegation to the
marine fisheries by describing the successes and fail- Law of the Sea negotiations. As one would expect,
ures of fishery management in my own country. In our delegation closely followed congressional con-
anticipation of my presentation today, I therefore sideration of the Magnuson Act. The central concept
attempted to compile two lists, one headed successes, of the Act was directly relevant to our negotiations
and onefailures. Regrettably, I am still trying to think on the subject of the exclusive economic zone and
of entries for the first list. The second, however, was ultimately reflected in the treaty that emerged
could go on for several pages. from those negotiations. At the time, the firm offi-

I am not simplyjoking. Responsibility for regu- cial position of the United States favored the doc-
lating marine fisheries in the United States is vested trine of Freedom of the Seas, with very few excep-
in the Secretary of Commerce. This responsibility is tions. For reasons related primarily to the Cold War,
exercised through the National Marine Fisheries we resisted what we then called "creeping jurisdic-
Service (NMFS), a component of the National Oce- tion"-for example, the Declaration of Santo
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Domingo and its 200-mile patrimonial sea; Canada's
which I served as general counsel for more than four 1970 Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act, pursu-
years. I was r esponsible for the legal review and, ul- ant to which it asserted pollution controljurisdiction
timately, the enforcement of U.S. marine fishery in a zone extending 100 nautical miles seaward from
regulation during that period-long enough to con- its fragile arctic coastline; Indonesia's assertion of
clude that our system simply fails to solve most of the rights over archipelagic waters; and the desires of
problems with which it must deal. In some cases it U.S. fishers to expel foreign fishers so as to permit
has made things worse. capitalization of a greatly increased domestic fish-

Why have things turned out this way, some six- ing effort.
teen years after the passage of our basic fishery law, In the United States the fishers won this debate.
the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Manage- In the process, though, they accepted the principle
ment Act? In my view, the political sentiment in fa- of fishery management-but just barely. As one
vor of this landmark law was based almost entirely might expect, U.S. fishers had a particularly deep
on the desire of U.S. coastal fishers to exclude for- distrust of what we sometimes call "pointy-headed
eign distant-water fleets. (This they did, producing bureaucrats" in Washington, D.C. Accordingly, the
the major entry on my list of successes.) As a result, members of the U.S. Congress who were most closely
the statute was not written to respond very well to attuned to the desires of the U.S. fishers created the
the many other problems that U.S. fishery policy system of Regional Fishery Management Councils,
encounters. which has been described by my compatriot, Dr.
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James Wilen of the University of California at Davis. cult to register. And, because the plans are devised
In this unique system, the councils develop fishery primarily by the fishery sector, some would say that
management plans for the marine fisheries in their the fox guards the henhouse.
regions. If the Secretary of Commerce approves a Against this background, here are some of the
management plan, the Secretary must then adopt problems that fishery policy in the United States
implementing regulations. must address:

Thus, the power to manage fisheries is shared * Scientific uncertainties relating to the assessments
between a member of the President's Cabinet and of stocks. There are limited resources to engage in
regional bodies that, by virtue of their membership such assessments. In addition, the same questions
and their processes for selecting new members, are about the accuracy of data submitted by industry
unique entities in American administrative law. Al- referred to by Mr. Hannesson are applicable in the
though they include certain full-time government United States. Some problems, like some fishery
officials (for example, the Regional Director of the stocks, know no national boundaries.
National Marine Fisheries Service and the senior * Jurisdictional overlaps between states and thefed-
state fishery official of each of the states encom- eral government. The federal government may have
passed by the region), the essential character of the succeeded in Americanizing marine coastal fisher-
councils derives from their members who are not ies, but the states continue to exercise plenary au-
full-time government employees. These members, thority over fishing out to the limits of their own
supposedly knowledgeable in fishery matters, must territories-in most cases, three nautical miles. The
be chosen by the Secretary of Commerce from lists fish do not read charts, however. Although the
submitted by the governors of each state in the re- Magnuson Act supplies a procedure through which
gion encompassed by the council. Recent statutory the Secretary of Commerce can take over manage-
changes have required some movement toward in- ment of a marine fishery resource in a state's ocean
clusion on the councils of persons not intimately waters (but not, it should be noted, in internal wa-
connected with commercial fishing enterprises, but ters, such as bays and estuaries), the Secretary must
the dominant voice on all the councils has been that first find that the state's policies are interfering with
of commercial fishing interests. the implementation of a federal fishery management

Moreover, for legal reasons that it would not be plan. In many cases both the federal government
useful to explain in detail to this distinguished au- and the states exercise regulatory authority over a
dience, it is extremely difficult for the Secretary of fishery stock in different parts of its range.
Commerce to reject a fishery management plan * Damagetofzsherystocksfromotherdevelopmental
devised by a council. To summarize, the statute re- activities. For example, the development of hydro-
quires that a fishery management plan must con- electric power in the Pacific Northwest has had se-
form to the national standards set forth in the Act vere adverse effects on certain stocks of salmon, a
itself, as expanded upon by regulatory guidelines highly prized fishery resource for both commercial
adopted by the Secretary of Commerce. The statu- and recreational sectors; some salmon have recently
tory standards are extremely general, however, and been designated endangered. In another example,
reasonable people often differ as to whether a com- the dredging and filling of wetlands in the marshy
plex FMP devised by a council in fact contravenes areas adjacent to the Gulf of Mexico have had ad-
one or more of the standards, even as clarified by verse effects on commercial shrimp fisheries and on
the Secretary's guidelines. Besides, as the result of commercial and recreational finfish. The Magnuson
amendments to the Magnuson Act in the early 1980s, Act and other statutes are of little help in resolving
secretarial approval is presumed unless express dis- these conflicts.
approval is registered within a prescribed and fore- * Gear conflzcts. For example, shrimp trawls off
shortened time period. In other words, the consis- the coast of Florida interfere with the stone crab fish-
tency of a fishery management plan with the national ery there. The shrimp trawls get tangled with the
standards is effectively presumed, and disapproval crab pots, a situation that has actually led to violence
by the cognizant Cabinet official is extremely diffi- on occasion. In addition, the large percentage of
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finfish by-catch associated with shrimp fisheries has If this sounds too pessimistic, I hasten to observe
produced conflict with recreational fishers in the that there is some good news in the present circum-
same region. And in the Gulf of Alaska we have seen stances: as I understand the situation, Peru's indus-
highly charged confrontations between the pot fish- trial fisheries do not present many of the problems
ers and the "long-liners. " This conflict led to an ex- I have just summarized. For example, I understand
tremely complex regulatory mechanism that phased that the water off the Peruvian coast is generally too
out pots east of designated longitudes over a three- deep to give rise to gear conflicts. Political subdivi-
year period. sions are not involved in the management and regu-

* Shared stocks, such as tuna and salmon. Until lation of fisheries at sea. Other developmental ac-
1990 the United States' approach to shared stocks tivities do not seem to interfere with the stocks of
was simply to exclude them from the legal definition greatest commercial importance. And the coastline
of fish in the Magnuson Act. This has changed. of Peru is not characterized by wetlands that provide

* Enforceability. Marine fisheries present an es- spawning grounds for commercially important ma-
peciallydifficultenforcementproblem. Neither the rine fish, nor has it given rise to such activities as
fish nor the fishers stand still, making it difficult for seismic exploration on the outer continental shelf.
governmentinspectorstoascertainwhetherlawsand But the news that gives the most hope, in my
regulations are being obeyed. Moreover, other pri- opinion, is Peru now has the chance to begin anew,
orities demand the law enforcement resources avail- drawing on the experience of other countries and-
able for surveillance and interception at sea. of particular relevance in the context of my re-

* The costs of change. It is necessary to distinguish marks-to profit from their mistakes. Peru need not
between the cost of implementing a system of fish- create an administrative nightmare in the form of
ery management-any system-and the additional special purpose quasi-governmental authorities,
cost arising from a change in that system. Professor appointed politically to work part-time to regulate
Arnason has referred to this in his paper on theo- their own business, if necessary at the expense of
retical and practical issues relating to fishery man- their competitors.
agement. For example, the institution of a limited Of course, to reject the U.S. model is not to solve
entry system will give rise to costs that will not be all problems. But I suggest that Peru's new fishery
encountered on an annual basis once the system is management regime is more likely to confront those
in place. I do not refer to cash expenditures-al- problems successfully if its architects focus not
though there may be some of these, too-but to merely on economic or biological concepts but on
indirect costs, including social costs, that are always the allocation of power-specifically, regulatory
attendant upon changes that enrich some at the power. If, for example, such power is exercised by
expense of others. those with the greatest economic interest in the

None of these serious issues is addressed well by greatest short-term financial return, the fishery so
current fishery management in the United States. managed will probably not achieve maximum sus-
Because of the autonomy and relative power of the tainable yield on a stable basis; at best it will experi-
councils, we have seen groups of fishers with con- ence pulse fishing, and at worst it will be driven to
flicting interests each try to capture control of a biological extinction. If, on the other hand, power
council by politicizing the selection of its members. is vested solely in academics who well understand
Until recently, moreover, management of U.S. fish- "the tragedy of the commons," but who need not
eries has assumed open access to fishery stocks. Ac- meet a payroll, fishery management may become so
cordingly, although FMPs have established an an- divorced from real-world considerations that it will
nual total allowable catch, we have witnessed not attract the investment needed to maximize
extreme resistance to the initiation of limited access society's benefits from an important resource.
strategies, such as transferable quotas. Instead, we The architects of any new fishery management
have used, singly and in combination, all the biologi- regime should be constantly aware of the need to
cal and direct economic methods that Professor think through and to answer definitively at least the
Arnason has told us will not work. following questions:
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* By what procedure is a fishery regulation to mation necessary to regulate that fishery intelli-
be prepared? Who will have input? What time con- gently? If so, why? If not, why not?
straints or requirements will apply to the creation This is by no means an exhaustive menu of hard
of a plan, to comments on a proposal, and to the final questions, but each of them reflects problems that I
decision? Who will coordinate the effort? havewitnessed in the management and enforcement

* Who will have the enforceable legal author- of fishery laws in my own country. Other such ques-
ity to adopt a regulation applicable to a particular tions will surely occur to those more familiar than I
fishery? Is such authority to be shared in some man- with the specifics of Peru's fisheries and with Peru's
ner guaranteed to produce gridlock? Or, conversely, legal system.
is it to be exercised by individuals or entities not Issues of power must not be ignored by those
answerable, as a practical matter, to any legal or who design management systems. As the proceed-
political authority? ings of this symposium should illustrate well, many

* Once the regulations governing a fishery are hard questions surround intelligent management of
adopted, can they be changed, and, if so, how? For fisheries, questions that would be much easier to
example, would annual announcements of the to- answer satisfactorily if we could only be confident
tal allowable catch require the promulgation of a that good theoretical solutions will be reflected in
new regulation, or could technical functionaries practice. The reason they so often are not, I suggest,
exercise this authority? is that the architects of regulatory regimes, con-

* What resources are available to develop and sciously or otherwise, often fail to pay enough atten-
implement a plan for a particular fishery? Are they tion to the allocation of regulatory power among
available in sufficient quantity to get the job done? competing private interests and government bu-
And who will decide how the resources available are reaucracies. But they must do so if they are to ensure
to be allocated? For example, how is research trawl that decisionmaking authority is wielded by persons
time to be allocated among competing priorities? or entities as free as possible from conflicts of inter-
Who will decide what level of surveillance effort is ests, furnished with the resources reasonably neces-
necessary or appropriate to enforce a particular sary to get the job done, and backed up by a legal
regulation? system whose procedures are well understood and

* Once infractions are observed and docu- of an appropriate level of complexity for the subject
mented, who decides what penalty is appropriate, matter.
and what processes of review or appeal are available In conclusion, I also suggest that a new system
to the prosecution or the defendant? Is the standard for managing Peru's fisheries might consider two
of review appropriate to the nature of the regulation additional problems not significantly encountered
being enforced? If it is very strict, will enforcement in the United States. The first of these is the desir-
be practicable, considering available prosecutorial ability of-and perhaps the need for-foreign par-
resources? If it is very permissive, will the regulated ticipation in the fishery, either directly or through
interests be effectively at the mercy of officials who passive investment. To generate an appropriate level
may have priorities other than fishery management of foreign participation will require a delicate bal-
or enforcement (for example, raising revenues)? ance. On the one hand, the system will need to at-

* Are there to be alternative enforcement tract foreign capital, including technology and
choices (for example, civil, criminal, judicial, or know-how. On the other hand, it will need to retain
administrative)? If so, who decides which would as many of the benefits of fishery development as
apply to a particular case? possible for the Peruvian people.

* May a regulation applicable to a particular Second and finally, Peru confronts the realityof
industrial fishery consist solely of requirements to El Nifio, which has devastated its fishery sector on
collect and report information to governmental several occasions in the past two decades. I do not
authorities, at least for an interim period? That is, yet know whether or to what extent this phenom-
will fishery officials have the power to impose on the enon affects investment, or how it would affect the
regulated industry the costs of collecting the inifor- operation of a system of individual transferable quo-
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tas suggested by some participants at this symposium. some form of insurance or other means of spread-

But it strikes me that the El Niiio phenomenon ing the risks of this phenomenon over time.
would serve as a substantial disincentive to private
investment in Peru's fishery sector. Perhaps a new Note

fishery policy should take El Nifio into account. laws The views expressed herein are those of the author and do
and regulations are still unable to control climate not necessarily represent the position of any agency of the
and weather, but perhaps they could provide for U.S. government.
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L. 1 in New Zealand

Ian N. Clark 8

The fishing industry in New Zealand's economy Orange roughy, with exports of US$74 million
in 1991, fell to second place in the ranking of the

New Zealand's 200-mile exclusive economic zone is most valuable species. Squid brought US$25 million
about 1.3 million square nautical miles or more than and rock lobster US$53.5 million in export earnings.
fifteen times the country's land mass. Although the Together, these three species accounted for more
zone is the fifth largest in the world, it is not, by world than 40 percen t of total exports. Hoki became the
fishery standards, very productive. It has only a very most valuable species, bringing US$83 million in
narrow continental shelf, with 72 percent of the zone export revenues. Other valuable export species were
deeper than 1,000 meters. snapper (US$28 million), mussels (US$22 million),

The value of production in the fishing industry oreo dory (US$11 million), barracouta (US$11 mil-
increased from US$290 million in 1984 to more than lion), and warehou (US$11 million).
US$550 million in 1991. The volume of production Investment patterns in the industry corre-
increased dramatically with the establishment of the sponded to the expansion that followed the decla-
200-mile exclusive economic zone. At present it is ration of the exclusive economic zone, with the de-
estimated that there is an available fishing resource velopment of the deep-water fisheries demanding
of some 700,000 metric tons, of which a little less additional gear and processing facilities. Investment
than 600,000 metric tons is subject to New Zealand's in the catching sector is estimated to have increased
quota management system. About half the total by US$34 million and investment in processing ca-
catch is taken by foreign vessels under charter to New pacity by more than US$53 million between 1984
Zealand fishing enterpr-ises. New Zealand's domes- and 1990. The expansion in investment was accom-
tic market is limited, and domestic sales of fish have panied by growth in employment, with totaljobs in
remained relatively static. About 80 percent of total fish the fishing industry increasing by some 3,000 be-
production is exported. In 1970 exports amounted to tween 1984 and 1991.
US$10 million, in 1980 to US$88 million, and in
1991 to US$550 million. The history of New Zealand's fishery

Japan, the United States, and Australia are New management
Zealand's most important export markets. In 1991
they accounted for 67 percent by value and 84 per- Before New Zealand declared its 200-mile exclusive
cent by volume of all fishery exports. Japan is New economic zone in 1978, its fisheries were small and
Zealand's most valuable market, taking US$165 confined to an inshore domestic industry operating
million or 30 percent of total exports in 1991. The to a depth of approximately 200 meters-effectively
U.S. market amounted to US$148 million or 27 the near continental shelf. New Zealand's jurisdic-
percent of exports, and the Australian market to tion was extended initially to 3 miles and then to 12
US$55 million or 10 percent of exports. miles. Beyond this zone the fisherieswere exploited
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by fishing vessels fromJapan, Korea, and the former to the zone outside 12 miles a policy of limited do-
Soviet Union. mestic expansion,joint venture arrangements, and

The management of the fisheries during this foreign licensed fishing. This policy was occasioned
period was often confused by fundamental changes. in large part by a wider trading arrangement with
For example, from 1938 until 1963 the inshore fish- those who had traditionally fished beyond the 12-
ery was managed under a restrictive licensing system mile limit.
with extensive gear restrictions and area controls In 1983 three events occurred that were signifi-
requiring boats to fish from specified ports. In 1963 cant for New Zealand's fishing industry. First, a new
the inshore fishery was completely deregulated and piece of legislation, the Fisheries Act 1983, was
remained that way until 1978, when a moratorium passed. Second, the government introduced an eco-
was imposed on rock lobster permits and scallop nomics-basedmanagementsystemforthedeep-water
permits, followed in 1980 by the introduction of a fisheries based on individual company transferable
moratorium on fish permits. quotas. Third, major economic and biological prob-

During this period of open entry the New lems in the inshore fisheryreachedapointatwhich
Zealand government's policy was to encourage in- they could no longer be ignored.
vestment in the fishing industry through investment The Fisheries Act 1983 consolidated earlier leg-
in fishing vessels, capital grants, allowances, and tax islation and introduced the concept of fishery man-
breaks. The rapid expansion of the domestic indus- agement plans. It did not, however, address the key
try during the period laid the foundations for its fundamental question of how, or by what criteria,
further development into the deep-water fishery fisheries were to be managed, and still relied heavily
after the declaration of the 200-mile zone. In 1978 on the preservation and conservation philosophies
and 1980 the government introduced some controls, with all their attendant regulatory control require-
but the economic objectives of the policy remained ments. But for the first time recognition was given
unclarified and it failed to discourage the natural in the Act to a range of objectives that went beyond
tendency toward overcapitalization that comes with conservation. Among these was the objective of at-
open access. Although the controls limited entry, taining an optimum return from the fishery-an
they did not in anyway limit increases in effort, which objective that inevitably embraced economic goals
continued apace. In the rock lobster fishery, for beyond the short-term financial goals ofparticipants.
example, a number of separately managed, limited The deep-water trawl policy introduced under
entry fisheries were established, with nontransfer- the Act recognized the need for management to be
able licenses rationed through a licensing author- economics-oriented and relied heavily on managing
ity. But the new policy to limit entry failed to reduce the resources through controls on output rather
investment in the fishery. This fishery has now been than through inefficient controls on inputs. Until
brought into the individual transferable quota (ITQ) the commercial discovery of orange roughy in 1980
management system. and the increases in its harvest from 1981 on, the

For finfish it was gradually realized that both joint venture operators had achieved only limited
economic and biological objectives were necessary commercial success and several ventures had ceased
for effective management but that, more important, operation. Those that survived until 1981 tended to
the management program itself had to be effective be associated with larger, established fishing com-
to some degree in achieving these objectives. panies. With growing harvesting pressure in the

The declaration of the 200-mile zone added deep-water trawl fishery and a growing desire by fish-
impetus to fiurther clarifying objectives in appropri- ing companies to invest in larger domestic deep-
ate management approaches. The government was water trawlers to harvest orange roughy in particu-
faced with the need to develop management strat- lar, the government introduced a system of company
egies for the fish resources of a very large and allocations in 1982 that formed the basis for the
unfamiliar area. At least initially the government deep-water trawl policy.
chose to manage the exclusive economic zone and Quotas in the deep-water trawl fishery were al-
the inshore fisheries as separate entities, applying located according to three criteria: investment in
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onshore processing facilities, investment in fishing traditional management methods to deal with them
vessels, and quantities of product processed. Invest- and forced fishery managers to examine alternatives
ments were valued on the basis of the insured val- for this fishery as well. These problems, and New
ues of facilities reported by firms. Each of the crite- Zealand's experience with its fishery management
ria was weighted equally in allocating the quotas. efforts, led to the integration of economic objectives

The different species being allocated are caught and strategies into the overall management pro-
at different depths, with only larger vessels able to grams and, in 1986, to a further amendment to the
catch species located in deeper waters. The alloca- Fisheries Act. The amendment gave more explicit
tion procedure accounted for this by dividing the recognition to the role of economic goals in the
vessels into two categories, those between 20 and 30 management of fisheries and provided for the intro-
meters, which were able to fish depths of about 400 duction of the individual transferable quota system
meters, and those over 30 meters, which were able in the inshore fishery and its more comprehensive
to fish depths of about 800 to 900 meters. Investment application to the deep-water fishery.
in the smaller vessels was not taken into account in The inshore program was proposed by the gov-
allocating the quotas for species found in extremely ernment in 1984 and widely discussed throughout
deep water, such as orange roughy. the year. This consultation proceeded in two phases:

Allocations were made only to firms that would one-on-one conversations with industry leaders, and
receive an allocation of more than 2,000 metric tons. an extensive round of public hearings. The one-on-
Several firms that would have received less than 2,000 one conversations were considered a necessary pre-
metric tons organized themselves into two consor- liminary to the meetings to ensure that community
tia whose members collectively would receive quo- and industry leaders were familiar with the concept
tas exceeding 2,000 metric tons. Quotas were allo- of individual transferable quotas before the public
cated among nine companies, including the two hearings were held.
consortia. The public hearings-about sixty-five in total-

Additional controls were added to encourage were conducted by three teams of Ministry staff
domestic ownership of the fishery. Quotas were re- during a three-week period at the end of 1984 and
stricted to firms with at least 75.1 percent New the start of 1985. These meetingswere used to brief
Zealand ownership, and those holding quotas were fishers on the nature of and the rationale for the
required to process 35 percent of the total deep- ITQs, to collect comments from them about their
water catch onshore in New Zealand. concerns, and to find out how they felt specific pro-

Provisions were made to set aside a part of the gram elements might work and whether they sup-
fishery's total allowable catch for harvesting in a ported the management system.
common property fishery by small operators who Fishers were concerned about the government's
had less than 2,000 tons and who had notjoined one ability to control the dumping of excess harvests at
of the consortia. The catch set aside for these firms sea or efforts to land fish in excess of the quotas. They
exceeded their aggregate historical catches and al- were concerned about the initial allocation of quo-
lowed for the future development of this segment tas being based on catch records, which some sug-
of the industry. gested had often been filled out inaccurately for tax

Fishing was monitored in several ways. Vessels reasons. Some were concerned that larger fishing
were required to maintain landing logs indicating companies would use the individual quotas to gain
what was caught and under which quota. They were control over the fishery. These concerns about the
also required to make daily location reports and concentration of quotas prompted a proposal for an
weekly landing reports. Fisheries officers made ran- important modification to the program-that the
dom checks of landings and monitored transship- share of any total allowable catch that could be
ments at sea to ensure that landing and transship- owned by a single entity be limited to 20 percent.
ment reports were accurate. Fishers also expressed philosophical concerns about

The biological and economic problems in the the program-for example, concerns about ex-
inshore fishery focused attention on the inability of changing a hunting for a business lifestyle.
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The program was adopted in 1985. Several fac- was perceived as having a number of drawbacks-
tors contributed to this. Whether or not the program the principal one being the cost to the government
was adopted, the total allowable catch needed to be of reducing TACs.
reduced in a number of fisheries. If the program was For this reason, the quota management system
not adopted, the catches would have been reduced was changed in 1989 to a proportional system in
through uncompensated reductions in total quotas. which allocations are based on shares of the TAC.
If the program was adopted, the government would Each fisher was allocated a percentage share of the
reduce total quotas by buying back some of the quo- TAC that would always remain the same while the
tas allocated to individual fishers. Payments under actual tonnage held would vary depending on
the buyback program were to be tax-free. Thus, changes in the TAC. Under this arrangement, the
many fishers were given a large and immediate fi- cost of TAC adjustments is borne by the quota
nancial stake in the program. holder.

Asecondfactorwas the positive experience that Since the introduction of the quota manage-
larger firms involved in both the deep-water trawl ment system the industry appears to have redirected
fishery and the inshore fisheries had had with indi- much of its energy from activities designed to in-
vidual quotas in the deep-water trawl fishery. These crease harvesting power to activities that increase
companies supported the extension of quotas to the harvesting efficiency and the value of the final prod-
inshore fisheries. The success of the deep-water pro- uct. There is evidence that the system has allowed
gram carried less weight with the smaller inshore the operators remaining in the fishery to fish more
fishers. efficiently. Uncertainty has been reduced and the

The government had decided to initiate the new ability to effectively plan the year's operations has
inshore quota system in October 1985, but problems increased as a result. Companies have been able to
in allocating quotas to individual fishers delayed the take advantage of the guaranteed harvests associated
program's start to October 1986. The steps taken in with their quota and to defer harvesting operations
introducing and implementing the ITQbased man- until periods when fish are concentrated and the
agement system can be summarized as follows: catch per unit of effort is high. Subsequently, many

a The twenty-four major commercial inshore fishers have been able to lower their operating costs.
species were identified. The experience with orange roughy illustrates

* Total allowable catches were established the types of efficiency benefits associated with ITQs.
based on the best available information. Orange roughy freezes well, can be stored relatively

* Catch histories for fishers were determined inexpensively, and during the winter, when its stocks
based on the average of their best two of the previ- are highly concentrated, fishing returns a high catch
ous three years. per unit of effort. The most efficient way to harvest

* Provisional ITQs were allocated based on the orange roughy-a harvesting strategy supported by
catch histories. ITQs-is to fish intensively during the winter, freeze

* Anappealsprocesswasestablishedtohandle and store the harvest, and then process it as it is
anomalies. needed by the markets. The savings in harvest costs

* The government bought back, by tender, exceed the increase in storage costs and any decline
provisional ITQs in an attempt to match quotas to in product value. In the absence of ITQs, competi-
the TACs. tive pressures force companies to concentrate a large

* Final ITQs were allocated to fishers. part of their harvesting efforts during the winter at
The quota management system was based at its significantly higher harvesting costs to ensure that

inception on allocating specific tonnages as ITQs. they maximize their share of the total allowable catch
In other words, the TAC was divided into tonnages in an Olympics-style race for fish.
and these were allocated according to catch histo- A more secure supply of orange roughy allows
ries. Inherent in such a system is the idea that the companies to process and market it more efficiently.
government adjusts the TAC up or down by selling For example, the cost of processing orange roughy
or buying quotas on the open market. This approach has been reduced by smoothing out the flow of the
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product. Firms have been able to reduce staffing Fish Receiver's Return, and the Quota Management
requiremenits but provide more job stability. The Report. These documents are used to confirm infor-
ability to promise a steady flow of orange roughy mation about catching activity and the use of har-
throughout the year has made it easier to market the vesting rights. They also provide detailed data on
product. catches and fishing effort.

Having a set quota encourages firms to squeeze The Catch Landing Return must be completed
the most value possible out of each kilogram. This by the skipper of a fishing vessel immediately after
means making the best possible use of by-products. landinig a catch. The report provides an on- site
For example, one firm tried to discover uses for or- record of catch landing activity and must be avail-
ange roughy oils in the cosmetics industry. able on demand to any fisheries officer or examiner.

Many fishers have improved on-board handling A Catch Effort and Landing Return is also required
practices, and a number have switched gear types to for each fishing method. This report provides de-
produce higher-quality product. New investments tailed information to assist in the scientific stock
have been redirected into value-adding production, assessment program.
such as surimi lines, live fish export, and fillet pro- These two reports provide the following infor-
duction, and into techniques to reduce wastage mation on fish species landed:
during processing. * Date

The essential element of the new fishery man- * Species and area
agement policies that have developed since 1983 is * State-for example, green, gutted, filleted
the creation of property rights in the form of indi- * Number and container
vidual transferable quotas. The quotas, their * Fisher identification number (the quota reg-
tradability, the reduced government interventioni istration number under which the fish is caught)
(anic the shift from regulatory interference to inter- * Destination by licensed fish receiver number
ventioni through market forces), and the matching or vessel registration number
of effort to resource allow the industry to develop * Greenweight
while maximizing returns to the nation through * Purchase tax invoice from the licensed fish
resource renits and increased profitability based oni receiver.
interniational competitiveness. The Licensed Fish Receiver's Return must be

completed by all those licensed to receive fish from
The ITQ-based quota management system commercial fishers. These reports must be submit-

ted to a registration office monthly, or at shorter
New Zealand's quota management system now cov- intervals if specified. They show, for fish received,
ers thirty-two species-most of the commercially sig- the quota holder's name and identification number,
nificant finfish species in the exclusive economic the species, and the greenweights. The report is
zone with the exception of tunas. In addition, the designed to help monitor commercial fish-receiving
rock lobster fisherywas incorporated into the quota operations beyond the landing point.
management system in 1989. The government has A fish receiver is defined as any person who re-
confirmed that the ITQ-based quota management ceives fish from a commercial fisher for handling or
system is the basic mechanism by which fisheries in processing other than through small boat-side sales.
New Zealand will be managed. Unless there are special circumstances, a fish re-

ceiver must receive 30 metric tons or more of fish
Monitoring tools from three or more New Zealand fishing vessels each

fishing year. It is against the law for an unlicensed
To monitor fisheries and harvesting activity, the person to receive fish from a commercial fisherman.
quota management system relies on four basic re- Fish export licenses and fish packinghouse licenses
ports that participants in the industry are required can be recognized as fish receivers' licenses. A license
to complete. These are the Catch Effort and Land- or certificate of registration may be declined, re-
ing Return, the Catch Landing Return, the Licensed voked, or not renewed if the applicant or any per-
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son involved in the management of the operations illegal fishing, and recreational or amateur fishing.
has been convicted of any fishery offense or has been Both require physical monitoring, surveillance, and
involved in the management of a corporate body that enforcement rather than the new type of enforce-
has been convicted of a fishery offense. ment that relies more on auditing and targeted

The Quota Management Report is completed operations.
by quota holders. It must be submitted to a registra-
tion office monthly, or at shorter intervals if speci- Other issues
fied, and the fishers must hold the supporting docu-
ments for a least three years. The report gives the New Zealand's quota management system raises
quantity of fish caught during the period covered several other issues that merit comment. These in-
for each species, by area, for which a quota is held, clude consultation between the government and the
and thus provides the basic information needed for industry, rents in the fishery, restructuring of the
the monitoring of harvesting rights. industry, registration of quota ownership, and trad-

Requiring these different reports from the ing of quotas.
fishers, quota holders, and fish receivers gives them Consultation. Involving the fishing industry in the
all responsibility for monitoring the use of the development and implementation of New Zealand's
resources. Each type of document can be cross- quota management system was seen as of fundamen-
checked against the others to ensure the accuracy of tal importance. The detailed consultation with the
the information they contain. If the cross-checking industry was seen as critical to gaining the industry's
reveals a discrepancy, an Exception Report is pre- commitment to and support for the management
pared and an appropriate investigation is carried out. system, which in turn was considered vital to the

system's success. The industry's support made the
Compliance and enforcement transition to the new system easier.

Rent. The issue of rents has probably been the
Before the introduction of the quota management one that has caused the greatest conflict between the
system the enforcement approach in New Zealand's commercial industry and the government. The dis-
fishery management policies was of the traditional pute has centered on three questions-whether
"game warden" type. The objective of this type of there is management rent, what the size of any rent
system is to apprehend people who are breaking the is, and whether it can be measured.
law and to provide a presence in an attempt to re- The New Zealand government still seems to take
duce offenses. the view that the existence and operation of the

It was New Zealand's intention, with the intro- quota management system generates significant
duction of the quota management system, to change management rents and that these rents should ac-
the nature and focus of the enforcement activity. crue to the government. But the industry is of the
The game warden approach is expensive to carry out view that to remove rents from the fishery will reduce
well and was seen as being inappropriate to the new future investment, inhibit innovation and techno-
management strategy. The quota management sys- logical development, and leave the industry a con-
tem gave the enforcement authority the opportunity trolled-profit sector of the economy.
to move away from an enforcement approach cen- The policy for the next four years has already
tered on managing people to one centered on moni- been determined. What is exercising the minds of
toring the flow of product from fishing vessel to re- the industry and the managers at the present time
tail disposal and the resources generated from that is what will happen at the end of this transition
product flow. Rather than monitoring the fish, the period.
enforcement authority seeks to establish a paper trail The industry will argue strongly that, with the
that can be followed. The focus of enforcement ac- move to proportional quotas and the consequent
tivities has shifted from sea to land. In short, the transfer to the industry of the risk of changes in to-
movement has been from game warden to auditor. tal allowable catch, any rent should accrue to the

There is still a substantial role for traditional industry and no resource rents should be payable to
enforcement in two areas, however-poaching or the government. In addition, a very strong case can
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be made that in New Zealand any rents that may have tion related to restructuring, domestic industry ex-
existed have been capitalized in the value of quotas, pansion, technology transfer, and new investment.
and have in fact been captured in the sales of quo- Quota ownership registration. The New Zealand
tas. At least 80 percent of all quotas in New Zealand government has declined to implement a registra-
have changed hands at prices that have been deter- tion system for quota ownership that guaranteed
minled by the market and that therefore clearly in- clear title to quota. There were a number of reasons
corporate any rents that might have existed in the for this, related primarily to the perceived difficulty
fisheries. in operating a suitable system. Most important, how-

Based on New Zealand's experience, it would ever, the government did not consider such a system
seem that if rents are to be appropriated from the essential to the operation of the quota management
fishery, this should be done either from the very system. But lenders are reluctant to advance funds
beginning, or from some specified future date (af- against quotas when a guarantee of title cannot be
ter all, rents may not be generated until restructur- recorded, and they insisted that they have security
ing has occurred). The rents should be fixed in against some fixed asset other than the quotas.
amount over time to ensure the certainty of infor- The industry has proposed a number of options
mation for planninig and investment purposes by the for a quota registration system that could be incor-
industry. And the rents to be appropriated should porated into legislation and that would provide
be equal to the costs of management, with some greater security to banks and other financiers rely-
return to the asset if appropriate. iig on quotas as collateral for loans. These include

Restructuring. There has been substantial restruc- a stand-alone system under a personal property se-
turing within the fishing industry since the introduc- curities arrangement, and a system of registering
tionofthequotamaniagemenitsystem,asonewould charges over quotas to identify such liabilities as
expect with such a system. Although it is difficult to mortgages. Also proposed is a registration system
quantify the changes in terms of vessel numbers and within the current quota management system, to be
capital investment, some data are available. It is operated by the administrative authority, that would
known, for example, that about 80 percent of the add to the management system's data base informa-
total quota has changed hands through permanent tion on ownership, interests in, leases of, and mort-
trades. It is also known that there has been a sub- gages on quotas. This system is preferred because it
stantial concentration of quotas, with the result that is the most comprehensive, covering all interests in
the ten major quota holders now own or control at any quota.
least 80 percent of the total quota. Quota trading. One of the fundamental elements

The Fisheries Act prevents a quota holder from of an ITQ system is transferability of quotas. With-
owning, holding, or controlling quotas for more out transferability any quota management scheme
than 35 percent of the catch of a deep-water species is largely unworkable except in the very short term,
or 20 percent of the catch of an inshore species. This and even then it has significant drawbacks. The in-
restriction is perceived by some in the industry as an ability to transfer quotas precludes their efficient use
impediment to further restructuring and by others by restricting fishers to existing patterns. It prevents
as a safeguard against too great a concentration of restructuring to reduce overcapitalization and con-
quotas in too few hands. A recent report concluded sequently prevents efficiency gains. It leads to an
that over time quota ownership is likely to become aging fisher population because it makes it difficult
as concentrated as the law allows and that the legis- for quota holders to enter the fishery and, con-
lative restriction is merely slowing the restructuring, versely, it limits the entry of new participants. And it
not halting it, and is imposing a greater cost on the restricts the development and application of new
restructuring than would be the case if it were al- technology. The ability to transfer quotas is there-
lowed to take place more rapidly. fore critical to ensure that the market is allowed to

Foreign ownership of quotas is also limited, with operate effectively.
the Act precluding foreign ownership or control of During the first two years of the New Zealand
more than 24.9 percent of the total quota. Clearly, scheme a quota trading exchange was in operation.
there are arguments both for and against this restric- The exchange was intended to facilitate the trans-
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fer of quotas. But with the concentration of signifi- The administration's proposals for change
cant tonnages of quotas in fewer and fewer hands, it
proved unnecessary. And the exchange had short- The New Zealand Minister of Fisheries has clearly
comings. For example, the quota holders thought signaled a desire to see changes made in the admin-
it revealed too much information to the government, istration of fishery management. The probable aim
which used the information to form judgments is to minimize the cost to the government of man-
about appropriate levels of resource rents. When the aging fisheries and the conflict and aggravation
exchange was abandoned, trading was left to the between user groups and the government. In August
informal market and to a limited number of quota 1991 an independent task force was established to
brokers. This arrangement appears to be working review New Zealand's fishery legislation. This review
quite well, although it is difficult to judge its success is expected to result in a revised Fisheries Act.
in strict efficiency terms and the transactions costs The task force was requested to prepare a report
are not known. There is no need for any additional to be issued by the Minister of Fisheries by March
trading systems, however. 1992. Its terms of reference centered on building on

the philosophy of the quota management system to:
The future of fishery management * Recognize the competing claims to fisheries
administration of the different user groups, including Maori, rec-

reational, and conservation interests
The administration and the industry both agree that * Provide for the ongoing exploration, de-
the quota management system is the only sensible velopment, and enhancement of New Zealand's
management option and that by and large it does fisheries
work to meet the objectives of conservation, sus- * Provide a sound basis for further develop-
tainability, and economic efficiency. Yet there is a ment
great deal of conflict between the two. Why? * Reduce unnecessary government interven-

The answer lies in the complexity that has crept tion in fishery management.
into the system through regulatory interference, The industry welcomed the task force review as
inadequate or poorly drafted legislation, and admin- an opportunity to improve the operation of the
istrative structures that have been unable to ad- quota management system, end unnecessary regu-
equately cope with the operation of the system. latory intervention in fishery management, and in-

The key to a successful ITQbased management crease the involvement of user groups in fishery
system is to keep it simple and true to the underly- management.
ing principles of sustainability and economic effi- In December 1991 the task force released a pa-
ciency.Adjustmentstoaquotamanagementsystem per that outlined different options and that was
need to be made within the framework of the prin- designed to provoke discussion on a wide range of
ciples on which the system is built. In New Zealand's issues. The discussion paper did provoke discussion,
system, however, ad hoc interventionism has more but it was perceived by the industry as heavy on con-
often been the case. This inevitably results in legis- cept and light on detail. The industry is concerned
lation, which in turn is inadequate for the interven- that there is insufficient time to put the necessary
tion because legislation, by its nature, is designed legislation together properly during the term of the
primarily to restrict, inhibit, prevent, and regulate. current government. Plenty of time is needed to
It layers complications upon complexity until the scrutinize and debate the issues to ensure that the
system begins to falter. review does not result in flawed legislation.

As more and more people struggle to make The task force signaled several important views
inappropriate solutions work, bureaucratization of in the discussion paper. These are summarized
the system results. This leads to increasing aggrava- below:
tion and conflict between the administration and * The task force endorsed the expansion of the
user groups, and they lose sight of the purpose of quota management system as the most appropriate
the adjustments to the system in the bureaucratic direction for fishery management in New Zealand.
jungle. And it suggested that the quota management system
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is robust enough to accommodate Maori fishing Act. Regulation of the environmental effects of
rights, sound environmental management, and rec- aquaculture should remain under the Resource
reational fishing rights. Management Act.

* The government should state its objectives The underlying assumption of the Board's sub-
more clearly in the revised Fisheries Act. Probable mission is that New Zealand's fisheries should be
objectives include the creation and allocation of managed under a regime that is proactive, planned,
property rights, protection of the environment, com- and user-directed, with the government responsible
pliance with the Treaty of Waitangi, and the meet- for setting minimum standards and issuing environ-
ing of international obligations. mental rules. This regime would require institutional

* Processes should be developed to empower reform to permit groups of quota holders to get
those holding rights in fisheries to form collective togetherandjointlydevise fisherymanagementpro-
organizations ruled by binding votes. For the com- grams. This would build on existing processes in
mercial sector, this might mean the formation of which quota holders and other users have prepared
Fisheries Quota Holder Associations. These groups management and exploration plans for the orange
would negotiate issues of common concern with roughy, paua, squid, and rock lobster fisheries.
recreational fishers, conservationists, and Maori. Additional amendments to the quota manage-

* A duty of care not to infringe on the rights of ment system proposed by the commercial sector are
others, nior1 to contravene environmental rules, as follows:
should be imposed on users. * Theadministrativeburdenassociatedwiththe

system's paper flow should be reduced. Processes
The industry's proposals for change should be developed that are efficient and flexible,

particularly for monitoring catch against quotas and
The Fishing Industry Board made an interim sub- for registering quota transfers. Because quota hold-
mission to the task force, which was endorsed by the ers will probably have to pay for the administration
Fishing Industry Association and the Fishing Indus- of the quota management system, administrative
try Union. The Federation of Commercial Fisher- systems should be provided on a contestable basis to
men, although in partial agreement with the Board's ensure that services are efficient and cost-effective.
submission, did not support the institutional reform * A quota registration system should be estab-
it proposed. The main points of the Board's submis- lished in order to allow lending institutions to take
sion are as follows: title to quotas for the purpose of collateral security.

* The objective of fishery management is "to There are indications that an expansion of the cur-
maximize the economic and social benefit of the rent quota registration system to incorporate secu-
fishery for New Zealanders." rities is feasible.

* Future management should be based on an * An enforcement agency should perform en-
expansion of the philosophy and the application of forcement activities independent of other fishery
the quota management system. management services. Because enforcement of the

* There should be an integrated approach to law is a public good, the government should fund
fishery management, in which all users of the re- these activities.
source are managed under one regime. * Penalties for all but the most serious and

* Clearly defined, transferable, and secure deliberate infringements of the law should be im-
property rights should be allocated for commercial posed through graduated infringement notices. But
fishing activities. This will ensure that appropriate there must continue to be a heavy deterrent against
incentives exist for industry to invest in long-term the most serious offenses.
management, fishery enhancement, and explora-
tion programs. Environmental issues

* All commercial fisheries should be integrated
into the quota management system. Defining environmental rules is a complex process.

* Existing and new aquaculture operations The task force stated that environmental protection
should be administered under the revised Fisheries includes maintaining the integrity of the marine
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ecosystem and minimizing any possibly harmful ef- fund a significant share of the costs involved in fish-
fects on the environment resulting from commer- ery management, however, because of the large
cial fishing activities. The fishing industry supports public good component.
sustainable managemenit of the fisheries, and it con-
tends that a modified maximum sustainable yield Summary
approach would be sufficiently broad to address
most environmental issues, including interaction of Advances have been made toward formulating new
fisheries and the diversity of marine ecosystems. It legislation governing fishery management in New
is essential that the revised Fisheries Act give clear Zealand, but at the time of writing many issues
direction on the government's environmental objec- remained that require further deliberation and dis-
tives, without, however, defininig environmental cussion before general agreement is reached on the
rules so rigidly that they are inflexible or require the shape of the revised Act. The industry is continuing
imposition of unnecessary constraints on fishery to develop its positions, particularly regarding
development. environmental prescriptions, funding and the insti-

tutional framework, quota management system ad-
Financing issues ministrative requirements, compliance and enforce-

ment, enhancement and exploration of fisheries,
In assuming greater responsibility for fishery man- and aquaculture management.
agement, the industry accepts that it should pay the There is a window of opportunity to build on the
management costs attributable to commercial fish- current approach through the quota management
ing on a cost-recovery basis. Under this arrangement, system, which is generally accepted as the most ef-
the concept of resource rents should be abandoned fective fishery management regime. And it is hoped
as they would no longer be appropriate. In addition, that the revised Fisheries Act will provide a suitable
the industry must have the right to ensure efficient foundation to enable the industry to plan and invest
and effective delivery of those services for which it is with confidence in an increasingly important sector
expected to pay. The government must continue to of New Zealand's economy.
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Chile's General Law
of Fisheries and Aquaculture

___ -w I Patrzcio Pavez

Overview of Chile's fishery sector threaten the stocks of southern hake (merluza aus-
tral) in the Xth, Xlth, and XIlth regions.

Fishery production in Chile has shown a steady in- The present situation-with a fully allocated
crease since 1980, rising from 3 million tons (with resource base, and disproportionate fishing effort
an export value of US$400 million) to 6 million and processing capacity with the associated higher
tons in 1991 (with an export value of US$1,119 mil- production costs-places the country's fishing indus-
lion). The annual rate of growth in production fluc- try squarely at risk of destabilization. With the prin-
tuated between 11 and 13 percent over the period cipal threat facing the sector the gradual deteriora-
1980-89, and the rate of growth in export value tion of its resource base, its major challenge is to
between 10 and 11 percent. The fishery sector ac- establish a resource administration and manage-
counts for 13 percent of Chile's export earnings, ment system capable of undertaking conservation
making it the country's third most important pro- measures to ensure the sector's future sustainable
duction sector after mining (46 percent) and agri- development.
culture (20 percent). The future growth of Chile's fisheries-with the

Exports from the aquaculture sector have also exception of a few potential locations requiring large
developed considerably. In 1991 the salmon and investments-will depend on greater installed pro-
trout industry produced 37,400 tons (32 percent duction capacity, incremental value added, and an
more than in 1990), with an export value of US$158 expansion in aquaculture, with appropriate moni-
million. This production represents only 50.6 per- toring of its environmental impact.
cent of the capacity of the authorized facilities. The
projected harvest for 1992 has an export value of Socioeconomic importance of the fishery sector
US$200 million.

In 1990 the fishery sector generated earnings of
The present situation about US$940 million in nominal terms, about one-

ninth of the country's total foreign exchange earn-
Chile's fishery sector has reached maximum ex- ings from exports. The sector directly employs about
pansion in terms of the available resource base. 115,000 people-65,000 artisanal fishers, 40,000
Most of the country's fisheries are fully exploited- workers in the industrial subsector, and 10,000 in
that is, the effort deployed in a fishery results in the aquaculture and service activities. The total replace-
extraction of all of the annual surplus biological ment value of investments in the fishery sector is
production. approximately US$3.5 billion. The sector accounts

The catch per unit of effort has dropped in the for about 1 percent of extractive gross domestic
country's principal fisheries. The exploitation rates product (GDP). In addition, the industrial subsector
are not sustainable, and at their present level produces significant economic rents, part of which
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has been collected in the form of direct and indi- mustbe maintainedwith the country'sother produc-
rect taxes. tive sectors.

Behind these figures is the daily productive la- The traditional concept of fishery development
bor of some 1,000 industrial vessels and 20,000 in the post-World War II period-a concept thatstill
artisanal vessels throughout the country. These ves- prevails in some developing countries-is based on
sels exploit about 100 species of fish, shellfish, and a view of the fishery industry as simply an extractive
algae, landing some 5 million metric tons of catch a activity. Under this concept, vessels normally have
year. In the aquaculture sector, there are some 500 free entry to fisheries, and fishery profits are gener-
production units, most of them salmon farms in the ally measured in terms of their contribution to the
country's southern regions. country's GDP and foreign exchange earnings. This

This description of the fishery sector shows that concept is normally derived from development strat-
it makes a significant contribution to the national egies based on the exploitation of both renewable
economy. This contribution can be increased over and nonren-ewable natural resources, strategies
the long term if resource exploitation in the sector whose principal effects over time are overexploita-
is made more efficient, if aquaculture (in which tion and slumps in production, with undesirable
Chile has important comparative advantages) is social and political costs.
developed further, and if products with greater value Fishery management policies consistenit with the
addedaredeveloped.Thispotentialwarrantsinvest- concept have traditionally been oriented toward
ment in designing a fishery administration policy, increasing extractive activity through one of two
and in developing public institutions that comport approaches:
with the fishery sector's contribution. * An increase in the number of vessels, or im-

provements in the gear used to fish traditionally
Underlying principles of fishery legislation exploited stocks, or both-a process known as inten-

sification of production
Chile's National Congress recently approved com- * An expansion of the fishing fleet's area of
prehensive legislation regulating the country's fish- operation to new fishing grounds, or exploitation of
ery and aquaculture sector-the General Law of underexploited stocks, or both-a process known as
Fisheries and Aquaculture (see appendix for a de- extensification of production.
scription of the law). This section discusses some of These two approaches, geared to maximize ex-
the underlying principles of a fishery manageinent traction through the most efficient and effective
system and the governing legislation. means, reflectfisheryadministration policies thatare

To develop solid fishery administration requires not designed to lead to sustainable development-
a clear understanding of both the goal of fishery that is, to the conservation of marine resources, tojob
management and the policies and strategies defined security or industrial stability, or to the consolidationi
for the fishery sector. Chile's government therefore of artisanal fisheries. Instead, they lead to overfish-
needs to take an unequivocal approach, establish- ing and put the fisheries at risk of exhaustion.
ing clear guidelines for fishery management and an These approaches are facilitated by the imad-
appropriate ranking and coordination of its func- equate definition of the ownership of fish stocks,
tions, and structuring an efficient and effective pub- which are treated as commonly owned resources,
lic fishery authority. and the failure of the market to efficiently allocate

The goal of Chile's fishery administration is to production resources.
develop its fishery sector, which means transform- What tliswrouigheaded andshortsighted visioni
ing it into a sector that will experience stable long- of fishery development does is encourage greater
term growth and yield maximum net social benefits. mechanization of fishing vessels and a mor e rapid
And because the fishery sector is part of the country's expansion of fleets, principally through free-access
productive economy, all policies and strategies de- options and subsidized government loans. The goal
vised for its development must be placed in the coII- is to achieve increases in fishers' incomes over the
text of the national economic policy and a balance short term.
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And indeed, there is often a significant increase * Itmustimposeregulationsdesigned toresolve
in earnings at first, thanks to the higher unit yields conflicts between artisanal and industrial fishers.
resulting from technological improvements. Over * It must impose regulations designed to mini-
the long term, however, the higher earnings are not mize the fishing industry's polluting effects.
sustainable, as a result of several effects of this fish- * It must establish flexible management that
ery management approach: can adapt to changing social, biological, economic,

* The congestion, or overcrowding, effect, and political conditions and generate political sup-
which generates a significant increase in operating port for fishery management.
costs * It must define a modern administrative

* The conservation effect, with stock deterio- structure and public management system with the
rating through overfishing appropriate hierarchical levels, coordination, and

* Conflict between artisanal and industrial fish- financing.
ers exploiting common areas or resources. * It must formulate fishery legislation that

These effects lead to widespread economic de- clearly defines the rules of the game and offers ap-
terioration of the fishery sector, a situation in which propriate incentives to each participant in the fish-
any management guidelines enacted by the govern- ing sector.
ment lack both effectiveness and support. From a The most important policies for the fishery sec-
macroeconomic viewpoint, this type of management tor concern the design of a fishery administration
approach, which has been common in fishery sec- system. To be effective, a system must meet the fol-
tors throughout the world, results in the waste of lowing conditions:
scarce commodities, such as capital and renewable * It must be an efficient mechanism for pre-
natural resources, in labor market distortions, and venting overexploitation of the marine resources.
in increased impoverishment of the country. * It must ensure efficient fishery performance.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that * It must encourage private operators to carry
Chile must take steps to achieve sustainable devel- out fishery research.
opment of its fisheries, with sustainable production * It must involve low administrative costs.
over the long term and a pattern of balanced and * Itmustgeneratesupportamongusersforthe
equitable development for the participating eco- fishery management guidelines.
nomic agents. This different approach to the exploi- This last aspect is a very important part of
tation of renewable natural resources demands fishery administration. If management guidelines
management strategy that takes explicit account of are not acceptable to the users, they will generally
the nature of marine resources. be disputed. And if a disputed guideline is adopted,

There can be no truly sustainable development it may be only partially complied with because of
if the fishery management strategy does not ensure incentives encouraging private individuals to keep
the conservation of marine resources. Regulating violating it or there may be constant pressure to
fisheries to conserve the resources is an urgent pre- revoke it, at heavy political and socioeconomic
requisite for achieving biological, economic, and costs, because of the uncertain business en-
social equilibrium between the fishing industry (fish- vironment that such circumstances will create for
ing, processing, and marketing capacity) and the fish fishers.
stocks. For these reasons it is necessary to have the pri-

A development strategy that is intended to vate sector participate formally in fishery manage-
achieve sustainability in the fishery sector must meet ment, to ensure that the management guidelines
the following technical criteria if it is to succeed: enacted by the government are fully understood and

* It must make provision for regulating access accepted.
to fisheries. Public decisions on fishery management affect

* It must prevent overfishing, which may in the private production sector in the following ways:
the long run jeopardize conservation of the fishery * Public decisions affect the productive func-
resources. tions of each production unit operating at one of
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the three levels of fishery operations-extraction, To conserve fish stocks in the industrial sector,
processing, and marketing. management guidelines have been developed for

* Management procedures have a multisec- checking quantities, times, and methods of fishing
toral impact on society, with different effects on of a given stock.
entrepreneurs, artisanal fishers, laborers, dock-
workers, the financial system, and regional plans and Artisanalfisheries
policies which cannot be easily assessed or moni-
tored by the authorities. The government's goal for artisanal fisheries,just as

That is why fishery user groups and the general for industrial fisheries, is to achieve economic effi-
population demand that the public decisionmaking ciency. Access to artisanal fisheries will be controlled
process be absolutely transparent. Another reason through listing artisanal vessel owners and their ves-
is that the methods for estimating fish stocks always sels. The registration of new owners and vessels will
involve a degree of uncertainty. be temporarily suspended when a resource ex-

ploited by artisanal fishers reaches maximum or full
Chile's fishery management system exploitation.

Under this system of regulating access to
Working for the good of society as a whole, Chile's artisanal fisheries, like that for industrial fisheries,
government channels its intervention in the fishery private investment projects should take into account
sector through the administrative system for the possible costs resulting from future economic adjust-
different fisheries and aquaculture centers. For fish- ments to the fisheries concerned. But the system
eries, its objective is to maintain the fishing effort at would not prevent artisanal fishers from leaving
a level that assures maximum long-term net social those fishing grounds to fish elsewhere; in that case,
benefit while allowing efficient use of the fishery however, they would have to compete with industrial
resources. For aquaculture, its goal is to regulate the fishing operations.
installation and operation of production units so as Management procedures to monitor exploita-
to preserve the natural environment in which the tion are being designed for the conservation of fish
fish are raised, thus ensuring that the maximum level stocks. In addition, consideration is being given to
of aquaculture production may be achieved and special measures, such as rotating fishing grounds,
sustained over the long term. granting concessions to artisanal fishing communi-

ties, and setting and allocating capture quotas in
Industrialfisheries benthic fisheries.

To promote the artisanal fishing sector, a devel-
The aim of the management of industrial fisheries opment fund is to be set up to finance restocking,
is to make extractive activities economically effi- the development of port infrastructure, the market-
cient by regulating access to a fishery once it be- ing of fishery products, and training and technical
comes fully exploited. At that point, annual limits assistance.
can be introduced on the entry of new vessels into
the fishery. This transfers the extractive risk to the Aquaculture
private sector, and private investment projects
would therefore need to take account of the future In the aquaculture sector, the government is respon-
costs arising from the introduction of any regula- sible for overseeing conservation of the natural en-
tions in the fishery. vironment in which the fish are raised and for pro-

Before beginning operations, a fishing vessel moting efficient use of public assets.
must obtain authorization from the Fisheries Although conservation of the natural environ-
Undersecretariat. To do so, the vessel owner submits ment is the responsibility of the fish farmers them-
an application to carry on industrial extractive ac- selves, the Fisheries Undersecretariat regulates the
tivity targeting certain species and certain fishing use of equipment for monitoring contaminants from
grounds. aquaculture units. Private individuals wishing to
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operate an aquaculture unit must obtain an aquac- under civil law, or (2) offenses (delitos) under crimi-
ulture concession, a new instrument that combines nal law. Violations of sport fishing rules are handled
authorization to initiate aquaculture activities with by the local police courts.
a maritime concession. Penalties will be determined based on the type

The cultivation of exotic species in the natural of offense, the damage to the conservation of the fish
environment is prohibited in Chile unless an envi- stock, and the scarcity cost of the stock. Those who
ronmental impact study proves that there is no risk commit repeated violations or offenses will be sub-
to the ecosystem. ject to significantly higher penalties.

Fishery research Processing and marketing offishe7y products

Chilean fishery activities, with the help of fishing Processing and marketing are the responsibility of
research institutions and specialists, have outlined the private sector, and the market determines the
research requirements in the management plan economic efficiency of these activities. The govern-
formulated for each fishery and aquaculture unit. ment's intervention in these areas is restricted to
The research activities are essential to undergird the preserving the marine environmenit into which pro-
fishery management guidelines. To secure the nec- cessing plants channel their hazardous waste, the
essary funding for the government's research activi- result of market inefficiency in this area.
ties, public fishery institutions will need to ensure Investorsmayfreelyentertheprocessingsector,
that their regular draft budgets include funds for although they must first obtain authorization from
investment in fishery management. the Fisheries Undersecretariat. This system of access

The new fishery law establishes a Fishery Re- leaves investments in the processing and marketing
search Fund, to be financed by both the private and of fishery products up to the market, and private
the public sector. The law also stipulates that the investors must therefore expect to bear the costs of
proceeds of advance payments for fishing licenses constant economic adjustments.
will be used to finance the Fishery Research Fund. The one exception to free entry in processing
The government's two research ships, the Abate and marketing activities is the benthic fisheries,
Molina and the Carlos Porter, will carry out the fish- which will be covered by the benthic extraction
ery research activities required by the fishery man- and processing system outlined in the new fishery
agement plans. law. Under this system individual processing quotas

may be allocated to facilities that meet certain
Monitoring and enforcement requirements.

Benthic fisheries are a special case. Artisanal fish-
To ensure that the private sector has adequate in- ers generally harvest benthic fish stocks, and indus-
centives to conserve resources and observe the fish- trial facilities handle the processing and marketing.
ery management guidelines, a system to monitor This situation leads to overinvestment in processing
adherenice to those guidelines and a legal system for capacity, and thus to severely skewed resource allo-
the prosecution and punishmenit of offenders have cation in that phase. As a result, in the short term a
been proposed. black market develops for benthic resources that is

The proposed monitoring system would ensure difficult to monitor and has undlesirable social ef-
that both private and public operators observe the fects; and in the long term the bottom fisheries be-
management guidelines. The government, through come exhausted through overfishing, leaving much
a specialized agency, would perform the requisite of the processing and artisanal vessel capacity idle.
monitoring, oversight, and supervisory activities
both on land and in the fishing grounds. Participation of public agencies in the fishery sector

Under the proposed legal system, instances of
lawbreaking by both industrial and artisanal opera- Because of its scale and socioeconomic importance
tors are categorized as (1) violations (infracciones) in Chile, the fisherysectorwarrants an executive and
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legal institutional structure and a public-private fish- * There are five Area Fishery Councils (Consejos
ery management system that are adequate for meet- Zonales de Pesca), consultative and decisionmaking
ing the sector's conservation and economic effi- boards that deal with selected areas of fishery man-
ciency goals. Proposed structures include an agency agement. Each has seventeen members, of whom
with normative and decisionmaking authority to be four represent the private business sector and four
responsible for the technical administration of the the workers. The councils are based in Iquique,
fishery sector; an agency to handle the research re- Coquimbo, Talcahuano, Puerto Montt, and Punta
quired for fishery management in areas not satisfac- Arenas.
torily covered by the private sector; and a legal sys- * The Regional Fishery Councils advise the
tem for dealing with violations of the management regional Intendencias. Each has thirteen members, of
guidelines. whom four represent the private sector and four the

Public service in the fishery sector will center on workers.
the support of artisanal fishing. Such support is
necessary because of the socioeconomic conditions Appendix Description of the General Law
of the artisanal fishing communities, especially those of Fisheries and Aquaculture
in rural areas.

To support artisanal fishing, the government The General Law of Fisheries and Aquaculture (No.
plans to assist in the construction of port infrastruc- 18.892 of 1989) and its substantive amendments
ture and to encourage rural development through were recently approved by the National Congress
policies that target rural artisanal fishing communi- and have been in effect since September 6, 1992. The
ties. In addition, the government provides training law and its amendments have been revised, and their
to artisanal fishers, primarily through programs sup- many provisions are now being coordinated and
ported by the Fundaci6n para la Capacitaci6n del compiled in a single text, by virtue of the powers
PescadorArtesanal. Finally, the government has pro- invested for that purpose in the President of the
posed tariff reductions for gear imports for the Republic.
artisanal sector, and exemption from category I and Decree No. 430 of September 28,1991, contain-
value added taxes. ing the new single text, has 172 permanent articles,

divided into thirteen titles, and twenty-one tempo-
Participation of the private sector rary articles.
in fishery management Title I contains general provisions, establishes

the scope of the law, and identifies words and con-
The private sector participates in fishery manage- cepts frequently used in its text.
ment at two levels. First, the private sector partici- Title II, which concerns fishery administration,
pates in the study of management procedures. This consists of three sections. The first contains provi-
helps ensure that fishery users understand, contrib- sioIIs governing conservation of fishery resources;
ute to, and participate in the work being done by the the second provides the guidelines for fishery man-
government-and support the management proce- agement plans; and the third concerns imports of
dures adopted. marine species.

Second, the private sector participates in pub- Title III regulates access to industrial extractive
lic decisionmaking on fishery management. The new activity. It consists of four sections. Section 1 contains
fishery law has established three mechanisms rules on the general system of access; section 2 re-
through which the private sector can voice its con- lates to the system of full exploitation; section 3
cerns and take part in decisionmaking with regard handles arrangements for fisheries in recovery orjust
to the management guidelines: starting to be developed; and section 4 contains rules

* The National Fishery Council is a consulta- common to all the above systems.
tive and decisionmaking board that handles selected Title IV regulates artisanal fishing and containis
areas of fishery management. It has nineteen mem- three sections. Section 1 deals with the access system
bers, of whom four represent the private business and the duties involved in marine resource conser-
sector and four the workers. vation: section 2 concernis the National Registry of
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Artisanal Fishermen; and section 3 covers the Title X defines specific offenses and penalties,
Artisanal Fishery Development Fund (Fondo de and Title XI covers due dates, permits, authoriza-
Fomento para la Pesca Artesanal). tions, and concessions.

Title V covers common rules governing indus- Title XII relates to the Fishery Councils. Its three
trial and artisanal fishing operations. sections concern the National Fishery Council; the

Title VI consists of two sections regulating aquac- Area Fishery Councils; and the Regional Fishery
ulture, the first dealing with aquaculture concessions Councils.
and authorizations and the second with procedures. Title XIII contains various provisions on the

Title VII contains regulations on research. Its topics covered by the law.
three sections concern research related to fishery The temporary articles contain provisions gov-
administration, the Fisheries Research Fund, and erning events and circumstances unique to fishing
fishery research. and aquaculture, in conformity with the general

Title VIII contains rules governing sportfishing. principles of law, with a view to their gradually be-
Title IX contains three sections, which cover ing made to conform to the provisions of the per-

violations and penalties; procedures; and liabilities manent articles.
of captains and owners of fishing boats.
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Management Options
for Transboundary Stocks:
The Peruvian-Chilean Pelagic Fishery

- -u I Max Aguero and Alejandro Zuleta 1 0

Chile and Peru are the two most important fishing and Peruvian coastal waters are being increasingly
nations of Latin America, and they share one of the recognized as a shared multi-species stock whose
five most productive fishing areas of the world distribution along the southern part of Peru and
(Bohle-Carbonell 1989). The productivity of their the northern part of Chile follows a seasonal pat-
fishing grounds is due to the system of currents tern. Both countries are implementing policies to
along their coastline. This system, known as the manage their aquatic resources. But neither coun-
Peruvian or Humboldt Current, is associated with an try gives explicit recognition in its policies to the
upwelling of deep and nutrient-rich waters that sup- fact that the fish stocks are shared; rather, the two
port a large biomass of aquatic resources (chart countries are managing their fishery resources
10.1). separately. This has resulted in a quasi-open-access

Together, Chile and Peru annually harvest 10 situation in which potentially substantial benefits
million to 12 million tons of fishery resources (fish, and rents are forgone.
crustaceans, mollusks, and algae), about 80 percent Joint management of a shared or common stock
of the region's total catch and 16 percent of the has been demonstrated to offer potential gains ifnot
world's catch (FAO 1989). The two countries' fish- only the biological and environmental conditions
ery sectors generate about US$2 billion a year in are taken into account, but the characteristics of the
export earnings, mainly from fish meal and oil. industry and each country's economic, social, and
Their fishery sectors also are an important source institutional conditions as well (Caddy 1982; and
of employment and food supply for the coastal Munro 1987).
population. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief

The continental shelf in this region is rather overview of the salient features of the Chilean and
narrow. Although it is unfavorable for demersal spe- Peruvian fishery and a simple bioeconomic frame-
cies, it supports a large stock of small neritic pelagic work to analyze the benefits that could be attained
species organized in short trophic chains. if the shared stock were managed jointly or in a co-

The catch in Chile and Peru consists primarily ordinated way (Gulland 1980; Caddy 1982; and
of afewpelagic species-anchovy (Engraulisringens), Munro 1987). The chapter first summarizes the
sardine (Sardinops sagax), and mackerel (Trachurus main biological, economic, technological, and insti-
murphy). Most of the catch of these species is har- tutional features of the fishery. It then reviews alter-
vested by industrial and semi-industrial vessels and native management options for a shared stock. Fi-
directed as raw material to the fish meal industry. nally, it presents a brief conceptual framework for
Fish meal is exported to industrial nations, such as discussing the bioeconomic aspects of a shared stock,
Japan and the United States. and a bioeconomic approach for identifying and

The abundant fishery resources in the Chilean evaluating alternative management options.
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The resource, the industry, coast of northern Chile and southern Peru. These
and the fishery policy stocks are characterized by large seasonal concen-

trations for breeding or feeding purposes. The
The productive marine ecosystem of Chile and Peru stocks also are subject to large fluctuations associ-
is influenced not only by the Humboldt Current and ated with changes in recruitment due to recurrent
its associated upwelling system. It is also affected by changes in the physical environment and to inter-
a random current system (Bohle-Carbonell 1989) species competition.
with warm waters known as El Ninio, which produces Another important characteristic of these spe-
important changes in the habitat and behavior of the cies, especially anchoveta, is their short life span,
fish stocks. which makes the stock highly sensitive to changes

Over the years the fishing industry has learned in the environment. And their tendency to aggre-
to cope with the fluctuating ecosystem and changes gate in large schools, especially in coastal areas,
in the size of fish stocks by expanding its harvesting makes them particularly vulnerable to fishing effort.
and processing capacity to take full economic advan- The 1982-83 El Ninio, probably the most intense
tage of periods of peak abundance. This buildup of occurrence registered in this century, showed how
capacity, the environmental fluctuations to which vulnerable the species are. The nutrient-poor tropi-
the coastal area is subject, and the behavior of the cal water mass that El Ninio caused to emerge pushed
fish stock together create the conditions for a highly the sardine stock toward the shore, where the large
vulnerable resource and unstable fishery industry. harvesting capacity accumulated over the years was

Government efforts to counterbalance the risks utilized in landing a significant part of the spawn-
and undesirable consequences of the overexploita- ing stock. Thus, the vulnerability of these resources
tion or collapse of the fishery have led to the intro- is due not only to biological or oceanographic con-
duction of regulatory measures with varying degrees ditions, but to the threat of a large fleet and the
of success. excess processing capacity that has developed since

the early days of the anchoveta fishery.
Variability and vulnerability of pelagic resources These factors, which have even more serious

effects on a stock when it is shrinking, are an intrin-
Small pelagic fish such as the sardine, anchovy, and sic part of the mechanism that drives small pelagic
mackerel are the most abundant species off the species to collapse (figure 10.1), and they explain

Figure 10.1 Pelagic fisheries' cycle of vulnerability
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the difficulty that regulatory agencies responsible for mackerel (Trachurus picturatus). Serra (1992),
resource management face in effectively controlling among others, describes the regional mackerel as an
the cycle of overexploitation once it has been trig- oceanic-neritic species with a spawninig ground off
gered (Muck 1989). south-central Chile, especially off Talcahuano.

Vinogradov, Shushkina, and Evseyenko (1990)
Units of stock and shared stocks hold that the spatial distribution of these species is

directly related to the size of the zooplankton bio-
The relevant unit for this analysis is "shared stock" mass. They distinguish two zones: a spawning area
and not "shared species," in the sense suggested by north of the subtropical convergence with small
Simpson (1985), quoting Gulland (1980), as zooplankton that provides appropriate food for lar-

an empirical grouping of fish that is suffi- vae andjuveniles, and a feeding area for adults south
ciently large, that, when analyzing the data of the convergence with larger plankton (45° and 50'
concernin-g it, or taking policy decisions south latitude). According to these authors, the sea-
about its exploitation and management, sonal north-south migration pattern of the species
events on adjacent stocks can be ignored, or is due to the seasonal changes in the feeding areas
at least treated in a different way to events for the young and adult fish. Similarly, the seasonal
within the stock. Equally, it should be suffi- migration toward the coast during the southern
ciently small to be for practical purposes hemisphere's summer and autumni and away from
homogeneous, and for possible divisions the coast during its winter and spriig can probably
within the stock, into smaller groupings, to be traced to breeding and trophic reasons.
be ignored. Based oni these research findings and the fish-
In the past researchers have found, based on ing areas in which the region's fleets operate, it is

morphometric, meristic, anatomic, and tagging evi- possible to conclude that Chile and Peru share a
dence, that the regions comprising south-central stock of sardine and anchovy located off southern
Peru (6° to 14° south latitude) and southern Peru- Peru and northern Chile and a regional stock of
northerni Chile (14 to 24° south latitude) are popu- mackerel that is also exploited by the international
lated by different stocks of sardine, mackerel, and fleet operating beyond the exclusive economic zone.
anchoveta. And in a recent study Mendo (1991)
reviewed biological and fishing data on anchoveta Spatial and temporal distribution of pelagic resources

stocks and, providing additional genetic evidence,
demonstrated the existence of different units of The spatial and temporal distribution and move-
stocks. Parrish, Serra, and Grant (1989) have also ments of a fish stock are of vital importance in de-
established the existence of different units of stocks termining how the stock should be shared. Factors
in the same region, based on the distribution of eggs influencing the nationial shares from the common
and larvae. resource need to be well understood to address is-

In each region anchoveta and sardine coexist, sues related to cooperation or competition between
with some spatial segregation parallel to the coast. the co-owners of the stock.
Anclhoveta is fouid within the first 20 nautical miles Patterns in the movements of fish stocks may
from the coast, and the sardine is found up to 80 range from small, local dispersions near the bound-
miles, and occasionally more than 200 miles, from ary between two exclusive economic zones to long
the coast. migrations in which the enitire stock moves from the

The mackerel, however, does notdisplaygenetic zone of one country to that of the other, or even
differences at regional levels that allow the ideintifi- beyond the zones ofboth counitries sharing the stock.

cation of discrete populations (Galleguillos and The movements may have a well-defined seasonal
Torres 1988). Parrish (1989) reviewed the world's pattern correspondinig to the fish's life cycle stages,
Trachurus and concluded that none of the eastern or they may be random movemenits or clispersions
Pacific forms of Trachurus merits the full rank of over time in which the fish may return to its original
species. All are subspecies of the oceanic horse habitat or make a definitive change in location.
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Whether or not a stock is shared by two nations dominant species of the fishery, and the mackerel
on a seasonal or permanent basis, some movement and anchoveta became incidental catches.
across boundaries will occur even in the absence of Mackerel continued increasing at a rate similar
any systematic migratory movement. When this is the to that observed for the sardine throughout the
case, fishing effort on one side of the boundary is entire southwestern Pacific and particularly off the
not likely to have a significant effect on harvests on coast of Chile. As a result, it has been a target spe-
the other side and relations therefore tend to be cies since the late 1970s for the coastal, deep-sea, and
symmetrical. But when all or part of a stock moves international fleets operating in the region.
from one country's zone to the other's, fishing in Asaresult of the growing sardine and mackerel
one zone may have a significant effect on the avail- catches, Chile and Peru now rank among the five
ability and characteristics of the catch in the other, largest fishery producers and the top suppliers of fish
and thus on the benefits to be accrued by each couII- meal in the international market.
try. Gulland (1980) suggests distinct terms for these The spectacular growth of this fishery can best
two cases, transboundary stocks for the first and migra- be appreciated by noting that in 1986 total landings
tory stocks for the second. of anchoveta, sardine, and mackerel off the south-

The small pelagic fish off southern Peru and ern Peru-northern Chile region amounted to
northerni Chile can be classified as migratory stocks slightly more than 4 million tons. There were 160
with seasonal movements between zones. Whether vessels operating in the area, mostly purse seiners,
the seasonal movement corresponds to spawning with a total annual haul capacity of 9 million tons.
and feeding habits or to other environmental fac- The number ofprocessing plants in the industrywas
tors is not yet clearly established, and differences in close to that in 1965 at the peak of the anchoveta
interpretation persist among scientists in both coun- fishery, but they had twice the processing capacity
tries (Tsukayama, Yanez, and Serra, personal com- (6.8 million tons). In 1990 northern Chile alone
munications). (regions I and II) had 186 vessels in operation, land-

ing approximately 1.7 million tons, and nearly fifty
The ups and downs of thefishing industry processing plants (chart 10.2).
in southern Peru and northern Chile

Vertical integration, overcapacity, and vulnerability
The small pelagic fishery of the southwestern Pacific,
based o01 anchoveta resources, began during the In both Chile and Peru there is strong vertical inte-
mid-1950s, first in Peru and then immediately after gration between processing plants and fleet. In
in Chile. It apparently developed as a result of the
collapse of the California sardine. Figure 10.2 Landings from the transboundary stock

At the peak of this fishery, in the mid-1960s, the of Chile and Peru, 1970-91
total catch for the two countries reached a record Millions of tons
15.5 million tons, of which the southern Peru-north- 8

ern Chile stock contributed about 2.5 million tons 7 Total
(16 percent of the total catch). After the fishery's 6

collapse in 1973 catches fell dramatically in the re-
gion, and the average total catch over the next twelve 5 orse

years was about 0.5 million tons. 4 mackere
Despite the collapse of the anchoveta fishery, 3

catches began to recuperate, especially in southern 3 / ...

Peru and northern Chile, mainly because of the 2 / .Anchovies

increasing substitution of sardine and mackerel for 1.-

anchoveta (figure 10.2). In fact, four years after the ... Sardines

anchoveta collapse, the catch of sardine in northern °
1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Chile reached the historic average of anchoveta
Source: Data from Servicio Nacional de Pesca, Chile, and

catches. Suddenly the sardine became the target and Ministry of Fisheries of Peru.
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Chart 10.2 Vessels, catch, and fish processing plants in northern Chile, 1990
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Chile, however, the fishery industry is also charac- Although reliable information on the economic
terized by horizontal integration, with a property and financial performance of the industry in the two
structure very different from that in Peru. countries is not yet publicly available, the induistry's

Where there is strong vertical integration be- efficiency and profitability are clearly much higher
tween processing plants and fishing fleet (whether in Chile than in Peru. The implications of these dif-
the industry is owned by private individuals or the ferences need to be recognized in evaluating alter-
government), harvesting capacity is determined not native management strategies for a shared stock and
only by the abundance of fish stocks and the cost- possible compensation schemes, if cooperation be-
price ratios of harvesting operations, but by the rela- tween the two countries-to increase the social ben-
tive cost structure of the processing sector. efits for each-is to be achieved.

Because processing plants are usually structured
to take full advantage of peaks in harvests, however, From open access to optimum management
fluctuations in fish stocks have led processing plants
to increase their installed capacity; this in turn has Chile and Peru have historically relied on similar
triggered increases in fleet size and fishing capacity. institutional and legal regimes to govern access to
This two-way process has increased the vulnerability and exploitation of their fishery resources, although
of the fish stocks in the region (see figure 10.1). A under different time paths. In both countries fish-
clear example of this process occurred during the ing was initially conducted under open-access con-
past two years in Chile: as pelagic resources became ditions; subsequently, government institutions took
increasingly abundant in the south-central region, control or ownership of a large part of the industry.
part of the northern fleet moved into the area. In Peru part of the assets-and in Chile all of the

assets-were later transferred to private ownership.
Ownership, decisionmaking, and pe?formance Over the past decades both countries have

implemented measures to preserve the stocks
The ownership of assets in northern Chile's fishing through indirect controls on fishing effort. The pri-
industry is highly concentrated (about 70 percent mary measures used have been seasonal closures of
of the industry is owned by one family), with strong spawning and breeding grounds, and gear restric-
family and financial ties among the enterprises con- tions aimed at protecting coastal recruits. The mea-
ducting harvesting, processing, marketing, and as- sures have not been fully successful in preventing a
sociated activities (fish detection, fleet maintenance, continuing decline in catches.
research). The concentration of ownership and the The only direct regulation of catch that has been
vertical and horizontal integration of operations has implemented was a failed attempt by Chile's
facilitated the effective adoption of production, Undersecretary of Fisheries in 1983 to establish a
marketing, and financial strategies that are consis- total catch quota of 1.3 million tons for sardine in
tent with profit-maximizing objectives. As a result, northern Chile. The fleet responded by adopting a
Chile's fishing industry is one of the most dynamic "gold rush" strategy, shortening the fishinlg season
sectors of the economy, with an average annual and, at the same time, exerting strong social and
growth rate of about 10 percent during the past political pressure on the governmenit to end the
twelve to fifteen years. And Chile's major fishing restrictions.
enterprises have ranked among the country's most Chile instituted new regulations in 1986, how-
profitable businesses. But serious issues concerning ever, declaring a "fleet freeze" (includinig haul ca-
the distribution of income and property are still to pacity) for a period of three years.
be resolved. Today Chile is implementing a sophisticated

In Peru, where much of the industry ownership access and quota allocation systemii based otn both
is owned by the government (PESCA PERU), the biological and economic efficiency principles (Ley
management decisionmaking process has faced so- dePesca). And Peru is seriously considlerinig the adop-
cial, institutional, political, and financial constraints tion of a comprehensive body of regulatory measures
to the introduction of the changes needed to achieve with similar characteristics. The two couintries have
a more effective performance in the industry. different constitutionial concepts of resour-ce own-
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ership (in Peru fishery resources belong to the state; * If catch per unit of effort (CPUE) is inelastic
in Chile they are considered the common property with respect to abundance, noncooperation will lead
of the citizens), but both have made considerable to dissipation of rents.
progr-ess toward introducing management interven- Thus, cooperation can be shown to improve total
tions aimed at resource conservation and economic social benefits. But differences between countries
efficiency. sharing a stock in costs, size, efficiency, perceptions,

Although in the laws and regulations of both and discount rates can lead to competition at the
countries mention is made of the possible need to expense of social benefits. Therefore, even if both
cooperate with neighborinig countries in managing countries recognize the net gains attainable through
fishery resources, no explicit mechanisms for coop- cooperation (minimizing rent dissipation), and can
erationi are yet in place and the present management enter into binding agreements controlling effort and
strategies do not consider collaboration or joint access and institutional arrangements for collabora-
management of the shared stock. But government tionI in research, training, management, and market-
agencies in Chile and Peru have initiated some co- ing, there will still be problems to solve. Not only does
operative activities to coordinate the closure of the durability of such agreements need to be secured
breeding and recruitnent areas for anchoveta and (a problem of enforcement); compliance with the
sardine. And there has been collaboration in scien- agreements also needs to be assured.
tific research activities between the countries' na- Even if both countries adhere to the agreement,
tional research institutions (Instituto del Mar del however, differences in their perception of what is
Peru and Instituto de Fomento Pesquero in Chile). the best management strategy may still persist. Dif-

ferences in perception may arise because of differ-
Managing a shared stock: ences in discount rates, cost of fishing effort, or pref-
Cooperation with competing objectives erences. In turn, differences in discount rates could

result from different economic conditions in the two
Managing a migratory and multispecies stock of countries, and differences in the cost of effort and
small pelagic fish such as those off the coasts of Chile in consumer preferences could stem from techno-
and Peru presents unlique problems. Sedentary logical advances in one country but not the other.
fishery resources can probably be effectively man- Therefore, focusing more on the allocation of net
aged without cooperation (Munro 1987). But the economic benefits (compensation principle) than
application of game theory to the dynamic analysis on shares of catch offers a better chance of success
of a fishery shared by two or more co-owners has in solving problems related to conflicting objectives
showni that, whenever the economic returns of one between both countries (Munro 1987).
of the co-owners depend on the fishing activity of
the other, noncooperation will have less advanta- Management options for a shared stock
geous r esults than cooperation. This holds even if
rational management is established in each of the It is difficult to identify a single approach as the best
jurisdictions (Munro 1987). This situation is similar one for managing a shared stock; the best approach
to the non-cooperative game known as the Prisoner's is probably a mix of different regulatory options.
Dilemma. Even if both "players" behave rationally, This section summarizes interventions addressing
the game has an outcome recognized by both as total catch, the efficiency of effort, and the social and
undesirable, demonstrating that cooperation is the economic performance of the fishing industry.
better alternative.

Noncooperative game theory (Nash 1953), as Policy options affecting total catch
applied to fisheries by Munro (1990), offers three
alternative scenarios for the sharing of a fish stock: Total catch could be controlled through the estab-

* Thecountrywiththehighestcostperunitof lishment of fishing zones, through closed seasons
effort (C,,PUE) will tend to disappear. and closed areas, and through global quotas.

* The countr,y with the greatest fishing capac- Establishing an open-access borderzone (195 miles
ity and efficiency tends to dominate. wide and 25,50, or 75 miles long, for example), near
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the border between Chile and Peru and covering the firms. It would reduce total effort to appropriate
area in which the shared stock is located, would not levels, and increase average efficiency. Partial rents
limit access to the fishery but would in fact probably would be captured by the government, and yield
encourage more vessels to enter it. In the absence would increasewith improved conservationi.Asubsidy
of catch quotas or restrictions, overexploitation and would lead to increases in effort, and its effect would
overcapitalization would eventually result. therefore depend on the prevailing conditions.

But imposing a total allowable catch quota in General licenses or fishing pernits (which may be
each country, differentiated by size, species, or sea- viewed as a kind of fixed tax), usecl as a mechanism
son, or a combination of these, would favor conser- to control total effort in an area, could have differ-
vation and improve total yields. And making the ent effects. Even if the number of fishing units is kept
quotas transferable and perfectly divisible would under control, fishing capacity may be expanded to
improve economic efficiency by allowing the reallo- take fullest advantage of the license, r esulting in total
cation of the quotas to the most efficient units in real effort that exceeds the desired levels. Thus, a
each country. fishery may be overexploited even when the num-

Because of the migratory pattern of the stock ber of fishing units in the fishery is controlled.
shared by Chile and Peru, establishing an open-access, Restrictions on the species and size of fish that may
unrestricted zone near their common border for har- be caught usually take the form of restrictions on
vesting the migratory portion of the stock would lead gear-limits on the size of mesh and hooks and on
to overexploitation with an associated loss of rents maximum horsepower, for example. Such restric-
and reduction of stock. Global benefits would de- tions may have positive effects on yields, but the ef-
crease because of the excessive effort and reduced ficiency of individual vessels and the economic per-
catch (with rent dissipation). Conservation of the formance of the fishery as awhole are likely to suffer.
stock would also be threatened. Generally, these restrictions have a positive effect

Closed seasons and areas near the border between only on the conservation of a stock.
Chile and Peru would improve yield because the
border area is an important spawning and recruit- Policy options affecting social and economic
ment ground for the stock. But without limits on performance
entry, total effort would probably increase, leading
in turn to diminishing rents (overcapitalization). In general, joint agreements for purchasinig inputs
Conservation of the stock would be assured, but ef- and equipment improve purchasers' bargaining
ficiency would suffer. power and thus reduce their costs. Joint marketing

Establishing a global quota for both countries agreements between two major world producers of
togetherwould encourage them to adopt a gold rush fish meal and oil could allow them to take adlvanitage
strategy, to capture as much as possible of the quota of opportunities that would otherwise be forgone.
before the fishing period expires. This would lead In addition, they could share marketing costs and
to distortions in fishing capacity and economic effi- information, again increasing their bargaining
ciency. Fishing effort would be distributed in a "guer- power and reducing their costs.
rilla" fashion over time; conservation of the stock Collaborating in research on a shared stock of-
would be secure, however. fers potential benefits in the acquisition of data and

information, and reduced costs for each country for
Policy options affecting efficiency offishing effort processing, analyzing, and reporting data. And ex-

change of scientific knowledge and expertise be-
The efficiency of fishing effort can be affected tween countries improves research capability in
through the introduction of taxes or subsidies, of each.Joint research would enhance the collaborat-
licenses or permits, or of restrictions on the species ing countries' information and knowledge about the
and size of fish that may be caught. fishery sector, and thus help improve their decision-

The imposition of a tax (variable or fixed) on making and policy design in fishery management.
individual catch or effort would reduce individual Coordinating control, monitoring, and surveil-
gains and induce the exit of the less efficient marginal lance activities would not only reduce each country's
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costs but improve performance and effectiveness, the figure, curve Ydenotes yield (sustained) at vary-
especially when extensive coastal areas must be cov- ing levels of effort (E) and curve TR denotes gross
ered, as in Chile and Peru. revenue at each level of E and is obtained by multi-

plying Ytimes a constant price P. Curve TCrepresents
Bioeconomic aspects of a shared stock the total cost of effort at each level of effort; its rep-

resentation by a straight line implies a constant cost
Fishery resources have the characteristic of being per unit of effort (C.PUE) (Clark 1976).
renewable, meaning that under normal conditions Although a wide array of institutional arrange-
they are capable of generating levels of biomass ments may be considered in analyzing the perfor-
(yield) that can be harvested ad infinitum without mance of a fishery, I consider only two, opposite
affecting their regenerative capacity. This character- regimes: open access and optimal management.
istic is precisely the notion of sustainability. Under open access conditions, in which there

The renewability of a stock can be disrupted if are no restrictions on entry into or exit from a fish-
the rate of its extraction exceeds the rate of its net ery, fishing effortwill be exerted whenever TR< TC.
growth over time. Incentives to adjust the fishing Therefore, total effort will reach an equilibrium at
effort (rate of extraction) relative to the limits of a E, where rents will be completely dissipated.
stock's sustainabilitv are determined mainly by the Management interventions can be introduced,
prevailing property rights system and economic however, aimed at two different objectives: maxi-
conditions in which fishing takes place. mum output or maximum rents. If output is to be

This problem is traditionally analyzed and illus- maximized, total effort should be E=; if economic
trated by means of a simple logistic function repre- rent is to be maximized, total effort should be E.
senting the dynamics of the individual fish (or age The characteristics, dynamics, and conse-
class) over time (mean length/weight). When quences of a fishery consisting of a single stock being
growth is related to environmental conditions (car- exploited under an open-access regime have been
rying capacity) and interactions within and between extensively analyzed in the literature. It has been well
species in relation to varying levels of harvesting established that open access can be expected to re-
intensity (fishing effort), it is best described by a sim- sult in overexploitation of the resources, overi-
plified quadratic function (Schaefer 1954) of the nvestment, and dissipation of rents. It has also been
form: established that optimal management strategies

aimed at controlling effort or access can lead to
Y= aE1 - tIE2 maximization of rents and conservation of the

where Y represents sustained yield (in biomass), E resources.
is total effort displayed (in standard units), and aand When a stock is exploited simultaneously by two
bare parameters of the yield equation. or more countries operating independently, each

Based on these simplified relationships, econo-
mists have introduced market values (output prices) Figure 10.3 Basic bioeconomic model for single
into the total sustainable harvest potential of a stock stock and fleet
(total revenue) and production costs (cost per unit Costs and returns
of effort, or C.PUE) associated with different levels
of fishing effort (total costs). The net benefits and
potential rents to be accrued from the fishery are
then determined for different levels of effort. Access
conditions and property structure are the main fac- TC
tors determining the level of effort exerted. ent

Bioeconomic performance of a single stock

The simple steady-state bioeconomic conditions of
a single stock and fleet are depicted in figure 10.3. In E.,y Emsy E_ Effort
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faces similar incentives to overexploit the resource and total net benefits for both countries from the
and overinvest in the industry. These are the same shared stock can be expressed as
incen-tives as those generally found under open ac-
cess, and they tend to arise for a shared stock even if TNR = total net revenue
each country imposes regulatoiy measures on its TNR = TR- TC

fishing sector. In this situation, thel-e is no incentive TNR = 1P1Y - E CPUY Y,

for any one country to i-educe fishing effort because where i = 1,2
there is no assurance that it will enjoy the benefits I = Chile
to be gained from doing so. 2 = Peru

Coordinated or joint management of a shared where Pj = P,h and P,

stock, however, can lead to increased economic Y =Y and Ype
benefits and resource conservation, as I demonstrate = (aE, - bE,2) (ECk / Er, +E

below. Y =(aE - bE 2) (Ep / Eh-+ Ef)

Bioeconomnic pefor7nan ce of a shared stock and TR = total revenue
TR = TR,h + TR,PI

A shared stock is one that is located within the TR = (PhY ) + (P Y

exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal TR = Pch [ (aE, - bE1
2) (EMc / Ec, + EP,

nations or within and beyond the zones, according + Pp [ (aE - bE) (Epe / E h +E)]

to the United Nations Conferenice on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS). Shared stocks have different and TC = total cost
spatial and temporal migratory patterns, depending TC = Tq -+ TCPe

on their biological characteristics, and may there- TC = (a, - BIE,k) + (a2 - B2Ep)
fore present spatial and temporal differences in
composition, size, abundance, and location TCA = (a, - B3Ek)
(Gulland 1980). And a stock may migrate in a regu- TCp= (=2 - 13Ep)
lar or random pattern within the exclusive eco- TNR(,A=Pc (aE,- bE,2) (EI/E h+EP) - (a -BEd,)

nomic zones of the countries that share it, or be- TNRe =Pe (aE -bE 2 ) (E IE +E )-(a2_-B,E
yond the zones during certain periods. The spatial
and temporal movements of a stock determine the Calculating total net benefits for different lev-
abundanice of fish that a fleet encounters and there- els of effort and different ratios of effort displayed
fore its economic performance (cost per unit of by each country, we obtain maps of iso-benefit
catch). curves-contour lines showing the various combina-

For simplicity and the purpose of this analysis, tions (allocations) of effort by the two countries (CH
it is assumed that a shared stock is being exploited and PE) that yield a given amount of net benefits.
indepenidenitly by two nationis (CHand PE) with no Figure 10.4 has been lifted from Caddy (1982)
regulatory interventioll or coordination; it is also to show, as an example, a map of iso-benefits calcu-
assumed that both countries face similar output lated for two countries sharing a stock with cost as a
prices (J', and P, ) but possible differences in the cost linear function of effort, constant price for output,
of effort. and yield represented by a logistic growth function.

Effort is assumed to be exerted by two homoge- The highest level of benefit that country A can ob-
neous fleets (Er,, and Ep ). Effort is measured using a tain for successive levels of effort of country B is rep-
common unit-that is, the fishing effort of one of resented by line DC A similar line, line AB, can be
the two fleets is used as a numeraire expressed in drawn for country B. Point Xrepresents the best level
terms of catch rates ch and C p. Then of effort for both country A and country B. Indepen-

dent increases in effort by either country away from
E, = total effort point Xdo not increase benefits; therefore, point X
E, = E,,, + ,Ef represents the equilibrium effort ratio between both
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countries and the level of effort at which total ben- To analyze and evaluate the final outcome of
efits for both countries together are maximized. (For each policy requires a model representing the vari-
a simple computational program for this exercise, ous activities and decisionmaking stages in the fish-
see Caddy 1982.) ery linked with the basic characteristics of the re-

source under alternative management options. Also
A bioeconomic approach to evaluating alternative required are comparable quantitative indicators for
management options each management option.

The model proposed for this purpose is a math-
The bioeconomic nature of the problem of manag- ematical programming model integrating harvest-
ing a shared stock, as discussed in the preceding ing, processing, and marketing activities with tech-
sections, shows that different management interven- nological and biological input-output relationships
tions can be used to affect the performance of dif- through a net benefit objective function for fishery
ferent components of the fishery. It also shows that exploitation (for the details of this model, see
the response to the interventions by the fishing units Aguero 1988). This model allows the calculation of
(fleets) in either country will depend not only on the net value of all fishing and related activities from
biological aspects of the resource but on the tech- the shared stock under given scenarios (manage-
nological, socioeconomic, and institutional condi- ment policies). The optimization process-the
tions under which fishing takes place. It is the level search for the best values of the control variables
of benefits that each country expects to obtain from (regulatory interventions) within the set of feasible
the shared resource that will finally determine alternatives-is conducted using the Revised Sim-
whether the strategy adopted by the co-owners of a plex Algorithm and considering restrictions im-
stock is one of cooperation or competition. And it posed by factor endowments and efficiency, cost
is this strategy, therefore, that will determine structures, resource sustainability, market condi-
whether the shared stock is exploited under the best tions, and legal and institutional regulations. A
possible conditions for society or whether rents are simple, dynamic, mathematical submodel, repre-
dissipated and the resource overexploited. senting the recruitment, growth, and natural and

fishing mortality of the fish population
Figure 10.4 Iso-benefits for two countries sharing a stock of fish and the relevant environmental con-

ditions, is designed to obtain levels of
H yield (sustained) in relation to effort

t 14 '^' BenefittoA displayed by the fleets fishing the
l '. . X shared stock. Alternative expected

f, 12 ' performance values for the stock-

@ca,'qbA'^,'\ Athat is, yields-are then compared
with sets of alternative (and multiple)

8 f \^\ '< s management objectives. A minimum-
8 ,^ g ' +.\ maximum optimization criterion is

6 D. 1 < .......... ,w. aX used to determine the set of multiple
6E

objectives and management policies
that are consistent with the estimated

y * [ --:/-- ---~~~~ .--- " N biological parameters and that mini-

2 s j ---- ~~ / ~< *C 4bX Benefit to B mize the difference between expected
j----l -- --- - objectives and feasible options.

I / / / t ^ \\\ Once the set of feasible manage-
2 4 6 Z 8 10 12 14 J ment options-those that minimize

fs > differences in management objec-
Note: Benefits to two fleets sharing a common stock under conditions of fishing effort tives-and values for the biological pa-
by countries A and B such that fA + f = f4 is the total effort exerted on the stock.
Source: Caddy 1982. rameters are determined, they are fed
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into the mathematical programming model in a Pauly, P. Muck, J. Mendo, and I. Tsukayama, eds., The

recursive way to determine the economic value of Peruvian Upwelling Ecosystem: Dynamics and Interactions.
each proposed management option under the re- ICLARM Conference Proceedings 18. Callao, Peru:
strichtroposed functionalgremntionshipsndescrihed Instituto del Mar del Peru (IMARPE); Eschborn, Ger-
strictions and functional relationships described many: Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusam-

above. This process is continued until the optimum menarbeit (GTZ), GmbH; and Manila: International

set of management options is determined. Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management
(ICLARM).
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I am delighted to be present at this distinguishecl The cornerstone of a sound fishery manage-
gathering arranged by the World Bank and formally ment system is a long-aiange managemenit philoso-
endorsed by a proclamation by Peru's government, phy. Contrary to the common wisdom, fishery man-
and to have this opportunity to speak with Peruvian agement does not consist simply of restrictions or
and international fishery experts of such high limitations on activities in the sector. If stocks are
repute. underexploited, for example, fishery authorities may

It is customary to begin seminars of this type with need to take steps to increase fishing effort. If har-
enthusiastic and confident affirmations that we do vesting costs are higher than the selling price of fish,
indeed have the tools, the means, and the collective authorities may need to take measures to bring costs
will to resolve the many problems inherent in fish- and prices in line with each other, or fisheries will
ery management; I sincerely hope that this is the not be developed. And if a fleet consists of vessels
case. that are old or equipped with inefficient gear, au-

Perhaps the central idea to keep in mind when thorities may need to undertake a modernization
discussing fishery issues is that the problems encoun- program. In addition, governmenit action may be
tered in this area of production and commerce are needed to upgrade ports and market facilities, or to
unique; the ownership and the limited sizes of fish provide support for research to improve fishing and
stocks are concerns that have no parallel in other processing technologies.
sectors. When any other area of the economy col- Programs to prevent the overexpansion of a fish-
lapses, there is a chance that it will in time rebound, ery can operate alongside programs to upgrade the
but once a nation's fish stocks have been depleted, fishing fleet by bringing in modern technology and
it is virtually impossible to rebuild them. replacing old vessels. Expansion and replacement are

Fishery management is the process of making two very separate issues, and it is essential that the
decisions concerning a country's fishery r esources- distinction between them is perceived.
the inputs in the process-and the objectives sought Fish stocks and the fishing sector are by their
for this area of production-the desired outputs. nature dynamic, and fishery management policies

The chief concern of fishery management ef- or practices that were appropriate in the past may
forts in the past has been the conservation of fish well not be appropriate today. Thus, policies and
stocks. It is now clear that fishery resources must also practices must be continiually reviewed and adapted
be used responsibly, to ensure that their contribu- to keep pace with change in fisheries.
tion to a country and its people will be sustainable. Properly managing acountry's fisheries requires
The role of a fishery administration is to make cer- meeting a series of objectives. A fishery management
tain that the policies and strategies pursued in de- system needs to devise limits on the exploitation of
veloping fisheries will afford the greatest possible net fish stocks. And because fisheries are expected to
benefits to society. make a solid contribution to the public welfare, it
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needs to take into account social, economic, politi- effect of subtropical surface water from the west in

cal, and environmental considerations. Fishery man- Chimbote and Callao, continual upwelling at Pisco,

agement is a multidisciplinary pursuit. and waters from the north and south meeting at Ilo.

Having provided this general frame of refer- These features determine the specific nature of each

ence, I now turn to five specific subjects: the features of these locations-and the distribution of fish re-

of Peru's marine habitat that explain its enormous sources. The area to the north of 10° south latitude

biological productivity; the status of its most impor- is home to a huge array of abundant resources, which

tant fish stocks; the harvesting capacity of its fishing fluctuate in accordance with coastal upwelling, the

fleet; the objectives and strategies devised to develop equatorial front, and the southern extension of the

its fisheries; and possible options for controlling Cromwell Current.

entry in its fisheries. In upwelling ecosystems-and nowhere more

Much of what I discuss here follows the lines of than in Peru-food chains are short; that is, there

a recent mission by the Food and Agriculture Orga- are very few trophic links or levels between the pri-

nization (FAO) to Peru, and draws on valuable data mary marine producers (phytoplankton) and fish-

furnished by the Peruvian marine institute (Instituto able stocks. This nutrient-rich marine habitat sup-

del Mar del Peru). ports large quantities of microscopic algae, which

form large chains that are consumed directly by

Peru's ocean habitat herbivorous species. Although such upwelling areas

may be small compared with other marine zones,

Peru owes the wealth of its marine biological re- their output is remarkable (table 11.1).

sources primarily to the South Pacific ocean pro- The second important ocean process that char-

cesses that condition the distribution, abundance, acterizes Peru's coast, El Niiio, occurs at irregular

and variety of the living resources supported by its intervals, with different characteristics each time.

waters. General features, such as the system of sur- Each El Nifio event wreaks a number of changes,

face and subsurface currents, combine with local whoseseveritydependson the intensityof the event.

features, such as the sea surface, seabed, and coast- El Ninio is caused by massive displacements of equa-

line, to produce a unique ecosystem. torial waters following the collapse of the trade winds

Coastal upwelling and the phenomenon known in the western Pacific, which encounter the coast of

as El Nirio are two of the ocean processes that give Peru mainly between 5° and 12' south latitude.

Peru's coast its special character. The chief cause of Peru's continental shelf is the flat reach border-

the upwelling and a leading factor in the occurrence ing the continent, gently sloping and delimited in

of El Ninio is thewind system along Peru's coast. The chart 11.1 by the 100-fathom isobath. Its width var-

prevailing winds are southeasterly trades, which are ies. It is greatest between 6° and 10° south latitude,

stronger in winter and weaker in summer. They mainlybetweenPimentelandHuarmey.Chimbote,

move parallel with the coastline, which has a pre- where the shelf stretches 65 miles from shore, marks

dominantly southeastern orientation. the widest point. The shelf narrows considerably

Upwelling is the process in which cold marine north of Punta Aguja and south of San Juan. The

water from 1 00-meter depths rises to the surface and width of the shelf has a direct bearing on biological

is driven far from the coast by horizontal movements.

These waters are rich in biological resources gener- Table I 1.1 Characteristics of the oceanic,
ally, and remarkably so in the area bordering the continental shelf, and upwelling food chain

coast, where the important Peruvian anchoveta is Annual primory Annual fishery

harvested. production Number production potential(gram-calories of trophic (milligram-calaries
The upwelling off the coast of Peru, which is Area per square meter) levels per square meter)

stronger than upwelling anywhere else in the world's Oceanic 50 5 0.5

oceans, is responsible for the wealth of fish resources Shelf 100 3 340.0

found all along the country's coastline. Different Upwelling 500 1-2 86,000
features predominate at different points along the Peru (Chimbote) 400 1-2 1 .25x 1 06tons

coast: an equatorial front at Tumbes and Paita, the Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.
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Chart 11.1 Salient features off the coast of Peru
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production, which depends on deposits of organic fishing sector fall. The details of these reversals point
matter or the debris of dead organisms as material up the uncertainty of the universe in which fishing
for the recycling of the mineral salt nutrients of takes place and the harsh effect that changes in the
phytoplankton or microscopic algae, the first link in environment and in fishery resources can have on
Peru's marine food chain. harvests.

The 1983 downturn was the most dramatic, and
Contribution of fisheries it can be attributed in large measure to the effects
to the national economy of El Niiio that year, the most devastating on record

in this century. The sardine and anchoveta stocks,
Peru's fishing indlustry has experieniced serious prob- the prime source of raw material for the fish meal
lems, ancl its development has been slow. This is due industry, were particularly hard hit. The less severe
in part to natural causes, but it is in large measure declines in 1980 and 1987 can be traced to fluctua-
because of political, social, and economic factors, tions in the abundance, distribution, and species
both domestic and international. Nevertheless, the composition of resources exploited by the country's
industry has never ceased to be an important area industrial-scale fisheries.
of production, contributing steadily to the national The sector does, then, have limitatioins, and the
economy. resources on which it depends are indeed volatile.

Fisheries benefit the economy in several ways. Yet it has grown faster than other sectors, and has
They produce wealth that is recorded in the gross been able to weather the ups and downs of the
domestic product (GDP). They generate foreign economy and shifts in economic policy with relative
exchange to help the trade balance, createjobs, and ease. Thus, we can conclude that in at least some
supply food. They also can promote regional devel- areas its structure is sound, providing a fairly solid
opment, although lasting gains have yet to be made foundation UponI which to press for action and sup-
on this front. port to rebuild and modernize the fishery sector.

Share in gross domestic product Contribution to the foreign exchange balance

If we look only at the share of GDP that Peru's fish- The fishing sector ranks third in foreign exchange
eries provide, their contribution to the economy generated, after mining and manufacturing. The
might appear meager-as would be the case in most US$419.6 million in foreign exchange brought in by
countries. In 1989, for example, fishing accounted the fishing industry in 1990 accounted for 14.26
for a mere 1.25 percent of the country's GDP, down percent of the country's total foreign exchange re-
from 1.88 percent in 1970, when the sector posted ceipts. The sector has thus largely regained its im-
an all-time record for landings. As one area of eco- portance as a contributor of foreign exchange to the
nomic activity reflected in the GDP, then, fishing is trade account. Its significance as a source of foreign
clearly of modestweight. What does stand out about exchange had been very evidenit in the late 1960s and
the sector, however, is its growth in value added. early 1970s, but had then declined, in part because

Between 1980 and 1989 the fishery sector re- of the 1972-73 collapse of Peru's fisheries.
corded a cumulative 90.5 percent increase in value
added. That translates into average annual growth Contribution to employment
of 9.05 percent, a rate of growth far higher than that
in other sectors of production. Over that same ten- The fishing industry is a major source of employ-
year period, GDP growth was 2.12 percent, or an ment and income for much of Peru's population.
average of only 0.21 percent a year, and the agricul- According to 1989 estimiates, some 56,000 persons
tural sector reported a 20.2 percent cumulative in- were directlyemployed in fishingoperations, 42,000
crease in value added, or an average 2.02 percent a of them in harvesting activities and 14,000 in pro-
year. cessing. But the actual number of people who de-

In only three years durinlg that period-1980, rive their sustenanice from the fishery sector is far
1983, and 1987-did the annual growth rate of the higher than suggested by these numbers, which
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exclude those engaged in marketing, transport, and sibility for the downturn rests with humans, because
other services associated with fishing. of excessive fishing pressure. Most susceptible

among Peruvian fisheries are the anchoveta and
Contribution to the food supply sardine stocks exploited for fish meal production.

Despite considerable fluctuations in individual
In 1990 average per capita consumption of fish in fish stocks, however, the total biomass of commer-
Peru stood at 16.2 kilograms a year, exceeding the cially valuable species and the potential catch in
world average of about 13 kilograms a year. Fish is Peruvian waters are virtually always high, and the
the largest component of Peru's meat supply, out- fluctuations in these totals are less pronounced
stripping red meat, with an estimated average per (table 11.2). Generally, 40 to 70 percent of the total
capita consumption of 12.6 kilograms a year, and biomass is found within 30 miles of the coast, and
poultry, with consumption of 11. I kilograms a year. 70 to 90 percent is less than 60 miles offshore.

But these average per capita consumption fig- Because these rich stocks are relatively close to
ures conceal the fact that the fish consumption is the mainland, and navigation and fishing conditions
concentrated in certain areas of the country, mainly are generally favorable, fishing can go on virtually
along the coast and in urban centers. A large seg- year-round along Peru's entire coast. Even old,
ment of the population living in rural and marginal poorly equipped vessels (which are the norm for the
urban areas do not have ready access to fish markets.

Contryibution to regional development Table 11.2 State of the main fish resources
of Peru

Potentical catch
Deep-sea fishing is the principal economic activity (thousands of State of

along most of the Peruvian coast, and thus a lead- Species metnc tons) exploitation

ing engine of regional development there, bringing Pelagics 3,500 to 8,500 Variable
progress to communities and areas that would oth- Anchovy 1,000 to 4,000 Fully to overexploited
erwise find it difficult to subsist. Inshore fisheries, Sardine 1,000 to 8,000 Fully to overexploited
however, account for less than 0.5 percent of the Horse

mackerel 700 to 2,800 Underexploited
country's fishery output, and just under 5 percent Mackerel I 00 to 400 Underexploited
of the fish utilized for direct human consumption. Bonito 40 to 80 Lightly exploited
But these fisheries offer a vital means of subsistence King mackerel,
for communities in remote and isolated areas. dorado 20 to 40 Underexploited

Others 10 to 50 Variable
State of Peru's fishery resources Demersals 120 to 800 Variable

Hake I 00 to 180 Lightly to fully exploited
Comber I 0 to 30 Lightly to fully exploited

Peru has 2,330 kilometers of Pacific coastline, 87,200 Croaker I 0 to 30 Lightly to fully exploited
square kilometers of continental shelf, and 617,500 Rays, dogfish 20 to 50 Lightly to fully exploited
square kilometers of enormously productive territo- Others I 0 to 50 Lightly to fully exploited
rial waters. In an ecosystem characterized by one of Coastal 80 to 160 Variable
the strongest upwellings in the world, climate, geol- Mueamt 60 to 80 Generally lightly

ogy, and biology combine to produce vast-though Scad I 0 to 40 exploited, some
fluctuating-volumes of marine biomass relatively Smelt 5 to 20 fully exploited locally
close to shore. Others 8 to 20 J

The data available on the catch and stocks of Other species
marine species reveal sharp year-t*year fluctuations. Shrimp 5 to 10 Fully to overexploited
These fluctuations revean s p yeattriutoyedarge meuat . Mussel I 0 to 30 Lightly to fully exploited
These fluctuations can be attributed in large mea- Scallop 2 to 10 Overexploited
sure to natural causes, notably environmental con- Giant squid 30 to 200 Underexploited
ditions that influence the abundance and distribu- Others I 00 to 800 Variable
tion of different fish populations. But often, Total 4,000 to 9,000 Variable
particularly in the case of adverse changes, respon- Source: lnstituto del Mar del Peru.
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country's industrial and artisanal fleets alike) can Figure 11.1 Biomass of anchoveta, north and central
land fairly substantial catches. Precisely for this rea- stocks, Peru, 1955-89
son, there has been no perceived need to modern- Millions of
ize the country's fishing fleet, and the advantages met2ctons

offered by the few smaller, more efficient, and more
profitable vessels with modern gear that have begun 16
to appear in recent years have not always been obvi-
ous. The higher returns and efficiency of the newer 12
vessels come clearly into focus when the issue is to
guarantee a steady supply of good-quality fish, how- 8 Data not
ever, particularly when fish stocks dwindle, the com- 4 V

position of fisheries changes, or market demand for
a certain species or product increases. 0 V

Peru's present fishing fleet has excess capacity: 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

the nominal potential catch for some fisheries Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

exceeds the maximum allowable catch, and for oth-
ers it is too large to be handled by the infrastructure
in place for the intake, storage, and distribution of Figure 11.2 Biomass of sardine, north and central
the fish landed. Thus, regardless of its state of re- stocks, Peru, 1983-91
pair and operating capabilities, the country's fish- Millions of
ing fleet must operate under restrictions to prevent metnc tons
overexploitation of marine resources and satura- 5.0 Actual

tion of the first-hand market. Under these circum-
stances, it is only to be expected that the efficiency 40

and yield of fishing boats will be well below optimal 3.0 Estimated data

levels. 2.0 ***",.

Snmall pelagic species .
2 .0

Small pelagic species account for a substantial share 0
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991of Peru's fish resources. The mainstays are the an-

choveta (Engraulis ringens), sardine (Sardinops sagax), Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

horse mackerel (Thachurus murphyi), and chub

mackerel (Scomberjaponicus). (See figures 11.1-11.3.)
These species together account for more than 90 Figure 11.3 Biomass of sardine, south stock, Peru,
percent of total landings in Peru and of the known and north stock, Chile, 1974-91
fishable stocks in its ocean waters. Over the past ten Millions of
years the total allowable catch for these species has metric tons
ranged from 2 million to 7 million tons a year, and
the overall harvest from 1.4 million tons in 1983 to 6

6.5 million tons in 1989 (figures 11.4-11.6). For some 5

stocks, particularly anchoveta and sardines, catches 4
have surpassed the recommended or estimated al- 3

lowable levels.
Anchoveta and sardine stocks are being fully 2

exploited, and in some years they have been over- 1
exploited, with harvests above the recommended 0
limit. To conserve the resource, regulations have had 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990

to be continually adopted to restrict, and in some Source: lnstituto del Mar del Peru.
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instanices ban, the harvesting of these species for Figure 11.4 Anchoveta landings, north and central
relatively long periods of time. Still underexploited, stocks, Peru, 1959-91
however, are the stocks of horse mackerel and, to a Millions of

lesser extent, chub mackerel. metric tons
10

Other pelagic species 8

Other pelagic species whose catch or commercial 6

value makes them important Peruvian fisheries are
bonito (Sarda chiliensis), sierra or Spanish mackerel 4

(Scomberomrnos sierra), dolphin (Coryphaena hippurus), 2

vellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares), skipjack (Katsu-

wonus pelamis), swor-dfish (Xiphias gladius), and sev- 0
eral species of sharks (figure 11.7). 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

The paucity of data on these stocks makes it Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

difficult to make reliable projections of potential
catches and to predict whether fisheries can be ex-
panded for these species, which are widely distrib- Figure 11.5 Sardine landings, north and central
uted in the southeast Pacific. Because of the fleet's stocks, Peru, 1980-91

Millions of
constraints and because the exploitation of these metric tons
species is at an early stage of development and largely 4
inshore, part of the stocks are very likely under-
exploited. A better equipped, more autonomous 3
fleet could be expected to land far higher volumes
of these fish, particularly the more widely distributed 2
species-dolphin, swordfish, sierra, yellowfin, skip- 2

jack, and some shark species.
Most of these species bring good prices on do- 1

mestic and export markets. These fisheries should
therefore be kept very much in mind in future de- 0
velopmen t programs for the country's artisanal and 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

industrial fleets. Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

Demersal resources

Figure 11.6 Sardine landings, south stock, Peru, and
Peru's most valuable groundfish is hake (Merluccius north stock, Chile, 1974-91
gayi), which is harvested mainly bycoastal industrial Millions of
trawlers and the deep-sea fleet. Next in importance metric tons
are Peruvian rock bass (Paralabrax humeralis), drums Total
(Cvnoscion analis), croakers (Paralonchurus spp), 2.5

dogfish (Mustelusspp),various species of rays, floun- 2.0

ders (Paralichthys spp), and groupers (Epinephelus

spp). These species are caught by both industrial 1.5

trawlers and artisanal fishers. o x

In past years the hake catch has fluctuated from
a high of 300,000 metric tons in 1978 to a low of6,000 0.5 South, Peru
metric tons in 1983, when El Ninio made its appear- 0

ance (figure 11.8). Estimates of the total hake bio- 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990

mass range from 150,000 to 800,000 metric tons (fig- Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.
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Figure 11.7 Tuna landings, Peru, 1950-90 ure 11.9). Depending on environmental conditions,
(yellowfin and skipjack) exploitation strategies, and the abundance of, and
Thousands of hake's interaction with, other species, the potential
metric tons
35 yearly harvest of hake could be 100,000 to 180,000

30 metric tons. Recent years have seen a sharp decline
30 I ;\ A in the hake catch. Throughout most of the 1980s the
25 harvest had stood at abou t 50,000 metric tons a year,

20 largely as a result of reduced fishing effort, but be-

15 tween 1987 and 1990 the hake catch climbed from
32,000 to 127,000 metric tons. The resource is now

10 considered to be somewhere between lightly and

5 \ > fully exploited. There is thus potential to increase

0 the catch, especially if management action is taken
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 to cut back on the harvest ofjuveniles and to better

Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru. distribute the fishing effort.

Peru's total catch of other demersal species
ranges from 30,000 to 60,000 metric tons a year (fig-

Figure 11.8 Hake landings, Peru, 1966-90 ure 11.10). Most of these stocks are classified as
Thousands of lightly to fully exploited, though there is concern
metric tons about some stocks that are growing slowly. One of
320 these is the dogfish, which is harvested along with

280 hake and thus subjected to the same fishing in ten-

240 sity. There appears to be some potential for expand-

200 ing the fisheries of these other demersal species,
160 especially if new zones deeper than those currently

being worked can be explored.
120

80 Inshore resources

40

0 The inshore species of interest in Peru are the
1966 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990p

striped mullet (Mugil cephalus), South Pacific bream
Source: Instituito del Mar del Peru. (Seriolella spp), croaker (Sciaena spp), silverside

(Odontesthes regia), grunt (Isacia spp), and ladyfish
(Ethmidium spp). These species are harvested almost

Figure 11.9 Biomass of hake, Peru, 1966-87 exclusively by artisanal fishers.
Peru's total inshore catches have rianged in re-

Thousands of cent years from 40,000 to 80,000 metric tons a vear
metric tons
800 (figure 11.11). The exploitation of these species

could probably be stepped up, perhaps even to
700 twice the current harvest. Each of these inshore

600 stocks consists of a number of subpopulations that

500 in most instances are being lightly exploited, al-

400 though near the larger landing points they may be
overexploited.

300 J \ / The exploitation of the inshore stocks could be

200 improved considerably without enlarginig the fleet

100 if existing vessels had more autonomy and better
1966 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 facilities for catching the fish, for on-board handling

Source: lnstituto del Mar del Peru. and storage, and for landing and marketing the
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product. Expansion of the fisheries would also re- Figure 11.10 Landings of main demersal species,
quire management measures to ensure that the fish- Peru, 1950-90

(drum, rock bass, croaker, rays, and dogfish)
ing effort is not overly concentrated in spawning or

breedinig periods or areas and that juveniles and Thousands of

spawning stock are spared. And efforts are needed 60

to alleviate the pollution near ports and urban cen- 5
ters that may threaten inshore fish stocks. 50

40
Involtebrates

30

Peru's catch of mollusks and crustaceans has ex- 20
panded fairly steadily over the past three decades,
peaking at about 70,000 metric tons in 1985 (figure
I .1 2). The crustacean of primary interest to Peru's 0

fishing industry is the shrimp (Penaeus spp). The 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

annual shrimp harvest, from fishing and aquaculture Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

together-, is genierally about 5,000 mnetric tons. In~ Figure 11.11 Landings of main inshore stocks, Peru,
1983, however, because of the positive effects that 1950-90
El Nifio had on the shrimp fishery, the Peruvian fleet (including grunt, bream, mullet, croaker, and scad)

landed a record 9,700 metric tons of shrimp, nearly Thousands of
double the normal harvest of fishing and aquacul- metric tons

ture combined.
Peru's shrimp stocks are at risk because of their 80

heavy exploitation by commercial fishers and be- 70

cause of coastal pollution. Some particularly worri- 60

some sources of contamination are the pesticides 50

used by farmers in the iiorth and the degradation 40
of coastal areas. Particularly serious is the destruc- 30
tion of mangrove swamps by urban encroachment 20
and the development of agriculture and aquacul- 10
ture. A further cause for concern in shrimp fisher- 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

ies is the collection of shrimp larvae to serve as seed Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.

stock for shrimp farming operations. The full impli-

cationis of this practice have yet to be determinied, Figure 11.12 Landings of main invertebrate species,
however. Peru, 1960-90

Two other crustaceans of interest in Peru are (including crab, mussel, scallop, and snail)

lobsters and crabs. Although the potential catches Thousands of
of these species are limited, the high prices they metrictons
command at home and abroad make them attrac- 7
tive for development in some coastal areas. 60

The scallop (Argopecten purpuratus) generated 50

high expectations in Peru in the wake of the 1983 40
El Nifio, when stocks swelled and landings rose, 30
reaching a high of 47,500 metric tons in 1985. With 30

the scallop catch again falling below 5,000 tons a 20
year. many in the inclustry are calling for research 10
and investment to rebuild the fishery. But they fail 0
to take into account that the boom in the stock 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

in 1983 and its subseqtient decline are largely a re- Source: Instituto del Mar del Peru.
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sult of natural fluctuations, aggravated by un- variable, and there is no guarantee that the huge
checked increases in capacity and intensified fish- stocks reported recently will last long enough to
ing pressure. warrant long-term investments.

The scallop fishery could perhaps be expanded
if suitable culture methods and sound manage- Structure and capacity of Peru's fishing fleet
ment measures are instituted, and, most important,
if the natural factors that favor the growth and ex- Peru's fishing fleet includes more than 6,000 vessels,
pansion of the species are present, as they were in with an aggregate hold capacity of close to 180,000
1983-84. To capitalize on the confluence of these metric tons (table 11.3). The fleet's capacity is con-
natural factors-if they should recur in the future siderably smaller than it was in the early 1970s, but
-a more effective exploitation and management it still exceeds the maximum potential catch of the
program needs to be put into place to take better country's principal known fishable stocks.
advantage of-and prolong-upswings in the stock The industrial fleet, which accounts for approxi-
of scallop. mately 90 percent of the country's nominal installed

Another commercially valuable mollusk with harvesting capacity, lands mainly pelagic and dem-
development potential is the mussel (Aulacomya ersal fish. Artisanal fishers, who work mostly inshore,
ater). This species has lately been yielding catches account for the other 10 percent.
ranging from 3,000 to 15,000 metric tons a year. Purse seiners built in the 1960s and early 1970s

make up 85 percent of the industrial fleet that fishes
New oppo7tunities-The giant squid along the coast. More than 80 percent of the fleet is

over twenty years old, in poor repair, and fitted with
A mollusk species that has received a great deal of outmoded gear. The boats cannot handle or store
attention lately as offering good potential for expan- their catch properly, and their operating costs are
sion is the giant squid (Dosidicusgigas). Before 1990 high. The fleet thus has trouble competing on the
only a few thousand metric tons of squid were har- domestic and export markets in the high-quality
vested each year off Peruvian shores, but the catch products that could bring acceptable profits. This
climbed to 8,000 tons that year and soared to about problem is especially evident in the trawler and
60,000 tons in 1991. seiner fleets, whose catch is intended for direct hu-

Most of that catch was landed by foreign squid man consumption.
boats operating under licensing arrangements, thus The fleet needs to be modernized, and its capac-
leaving potential room for investment by Peru's in- ity reduced, through regulatory action, to bring it
dustry. But a very careful study would need to be into line with the resources. With a reduced capac-
conducted before the industry invests in specialized ity, fewer bans on fishing and other restrictions
infrastructure and vessels. The resource is extremely would need to be imposed on the fleet.

Table 1 1.3 Structure and capacity of the fishing fleet operating in Peru, 1989

Hold capacity Theoretical cotch capocicy
(metric tons) (thousonds of metric tons)

Type offleet Vessels Totol Average Minimum' Maximum,

Industrial fleet 782 189,641 204.1 19,674.7 29,992.5
Purse seiners for fish meal 373 87,800 235.4 14,487.0 21,072.0
Purse seiners for food fish 286 84,777 122.0 8,825.5 5,842.5
Coastal trawlers 87 7,051 81.0 775.6 1,184.6
High-seas trawlers (domestic) I 1 5,900 536.4 324.5 495.6
High-seas trawlers (foreign) 20 21,963 1,098.2 197.7 307.5
Tuna vessels 6 2,150 358.3 64.5 90.8

Artisanal fleet 5,362 16,426 3.1 1,806.9 2,759.6
Total 6,144 176,067 28.7 21,481.6 31,752.0

a. Assumes 220 fishing days a year and 70 percent utilization of hold capacity on each trip for fish meal and 30 percent for food fish.
b. Assumes 240 fishing days a year and 75 percent utilization of hold capacity on each trip for fish meal and 25 percent for food fish.
Source: Data from Ministry of Fisheries of Peru, Directorate General for Extraction.
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Fishery development: Objectives and strategy been cited, in FAO reports, by more than forty coun-
tries as the leading cause of the collapse of fisher-

Peru's government is revamping the legal and insti- ies-and of the resulting need for subsidies to help
tutional framework of the country's fishery sector. fishing communities survive. The tendency of fleets
As it does so, it is filling in gaps and otherwise im- is to press fishery authorities to allow them to fish
proving earlier laws and regulations. It is bringing more at all costs, even if a fishery is in danger of
its fishery policy into conformity with the social collapse. A particular difficulty here is that the ef-
market economy thrust of the country's new eco- fects of overfishing are not felt at once; three, five,
nomic policy, grounded in Articles 118 and 119 of or more years may go by, depending on a species's
the Constitution. And, in drafting the new Fishery life cycle, before the harm is noticed.
Act, it is bringing together, in a single, consistent, If a country allows unlimited access to limited
consolidated legal text, all of the laws and technical fish stocks, its fisheries will necessarily become inef-
regulations reflecting official policy and governing ficient and uneconomic, and fishers, processors, and
the industry's activities under the new fishery regime. everyone else associated with the industry will suf-
This last is a vital step for the development of a stable fer. Regulation is often the solution. Imposing size
fishery sector. limits on fish caught and restrictions on a fleet's

Peru's efforts to develop its fishery sector can be harvesting capacity improves the overall net eco-
organized around a general objective and a set of nomic return of a fishery. And for individual vessel
specific objectives. The general objective is to en- operators, it protects income and economic yields,
hance the contribution made by fisheries and aquac- lessens the risk of overcapitalization, and can avert
ulture to the country's socioeconomic development. the threat of competition from other investors and
The specific objectives are the following: ship owners who could bring in new vessels.

i To generate positive foreign exchange flows As we have seen, the capacity of Peru's industrial
* To increase the supply of fish and fish prod- fishing fleet far exceeds the maximum allowable

ucts on the domestic market catch for Peru's primary marine resources. It also is
* To create new jobs in the sector too large for the existing intake and processing fa-
* To contribute to regional development. cilities, which can handle an estimated 18 million
The policy guidelines adopted by the gov- metric tons a year. Thus, in tandem with the program

ernment dictate that the philosophy of the social to upgrade the country's fishing fleet, it will be es-
market economy is to shape the legal strategy for sential to review regulations and procedures govern-
achieving these objectives for the fishery sector. This ing access to fish stocks. Such a review is in fact al-
philosophy envisages unfettered competition but ready underway. Some options for controlling entry
strict adherence to the principles of sustainable to fisheries are licensing arrangements, vessel quo-
fishery and aquaculture development, emphasizing tas, and other compensation schemes, which recog-
conservation of fish stocks and environmental nize the value of a more or less exclusive right to
protection. exploit a common resource, with guarantees of a

restricted number of competitors.
Entry control options In such a system it would be wise to provide ac-

cess only to vessels that are in good running order,
It is generally acknowledged that some excess capac- and not to boats that are obsolete or out of service,
ity in a fleet and the onshore infrastructure is war- or that exist merely on paper. This would discour-
ranted if a fishery resource is to be fully exploited. age the type of speculation that can flourish when
But the margin of overcapacity must be controlled owners of old vessels, or vessels only on paper, hang
and adjusted as local conditions and needs evolve, on to licenses in hopes that they will become
to keep stocks from being overexploited and to avoid scarcer, and a boat plus license therefore more valu-
the other socioeconomic repercussions that over- able. It would hold down harvesting capacity to a
capitalization brings. suitable level. And it would avert a situation in which

An excessively large fleet exerts too much fish- a portion of the allowable catch has been allocated
ing pressure on the resource. Overinvestment has to a licensee who cannot be expected to land it in
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a foreseeable time frame, but who suddenly begins ploiting the resource and should therefore be paid
to operate his vessel and upsets the balance of the for by those who benefit directly from the fisheries.
fishery. A renewal and modernization of the indtustrial

In assessing entry control options, a clear distinc- fishing fleet may well trigger a radical shift in the
tion must be made between industrial-scale fisher- current cost-productivity ratio between capital
ies and artisanal fisheries. And when placing a value (boats, equipment, gear) and labor. New vessels
on licenses, vessel quotas, and other payment or clearly will require fewer, but more specialized, crew
compensation arrangements for access to fish stocks, members. Asjobs disappear and better-trained, spe-
the following points should be considered: cialized workers come to be needed, compensation

* The potential profit margin and estimated patterns may be altered as well.
benefits that will accrue to the fisher, ship owner, Experience has shown that where there has been
industrialist, or investor given the right to exploit free access to fish stocks, restrictions-seasonal bans
one or more fishery resources. Some elements that or closure of fishing areas, catch quotas, gear restric-
should be factored into the calculation are the mar- tions, controls on the landing of juveniles-can
ket price of the target species, harvesting cost, dis- sometimes forestall the depletion of stocks. But in-
tance to the stocks and ease of harvesting, and the evitably harvesting capacity will become excessive,
infrastructure and ancillary services available. evidenced by progressively shorter fishing seasons

* Possible returns to the community, such as as an ever-increasing number of new vessels, land-
job stability, new jobs, investment in land, new in- ing their annual quota more and more quickly, en-
frastructure and public services, and contributioni to ter the fishery. Thus, for a countmy wishing to develop
local development. its fisheries, there are very solid grounds for adopt-

- The community's and nation's right to share ing a management policy that limits or restricts ac-
in the income and benefits generated by the exploi- cess to its fisheiy resources.
tation of a public good such as fisheries, which are Much of my discussion has centered on the ex-
acknowledged to be part of the national patrimony. cess capacity of the industrial seiner fleet that pro-

* The need to defray the costs to a country of vides raw material for meal and oil plants. But I
conserving fishery resources and ensuring that would hasten to add that underexploited and lightly
they are exploited rationally. These costs include exploited fisheries also require managemenit
research, training, oversight, maniagement, and schemes. Efforts to institutionalize the management
planning for the development of fisheries. These ac- system at the outset of the development process can
tivities should be considered part of the cost of ex- ensure that the fleet will remain an appropriate size.
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The need to manage fisheries arises from two con- the stocks and make recommendations as to how

ditions. First, there is a need to limit the harvest to much should be caught. They have usually recom-
what the fish stocks can sustain. Second, property mended adjusting the catch to achieve a stock level
rights to fish stocks are difficult to establish. As a rule, that maximizes sustainable yield. The methods used
governments have assumed the responsibility for to do this have been either directly limiting the catch
managinig fish resources, in the absence of any pri- to allow depleted stocks to recover, or limiting fish-
vate ownership. ing activity (trawling days, number of nets) to achieve

The relative abundance of fish was one reason the same goal.
most fish stocks remained international common The basic fault with this approach is that it ig-
resources until recently. The amount harvested did nores the economic aspects of the problem. Fishing
not threaten the viability of the stocks, and signs of is only one of many activities to which people can
increasing scarcity-such as increasing fishing costs devote their productive efforts, thus the returns that
and declining yields-were slow to appear. In addi- it provides must be seen in relation to what could
tion, international law was for a long time hostile to be achieved by using the manpower and equipment
the idea of exclusive national fishing zones. Peru and in a different way. It is therefore not obvious that a
other countries in Latin America were the first to es- purely quantitative goal, such as the maximization
tablish a 200-mile fishing limit. This limit is now ac- of sustainable yield, makes any economic sense.
cepted in internationial law as the 200-mile exclusive A more serious consideration, perhaps, is that

economic zone. fishery regulations based on a purely biological
After World War II the pressure on the world's rationale are often devised in such a way that the

fish resources increased substantially, and signs of fishery becomes unnecessarily costly. When there
their increasing scarcity became ever more obvious. are quantitative controls on catch, fishers are often
This increasing scarcity was the main driving force allowed to compete for the fish until the allowed
behind the establishment of the 200-mile economic catch has been taken. This typically leads to ever-
zone. The world catch of fish grew steadily by about shorter fishing seasons as more and more boats
6 percent annually until aboutl 1970, but this growth enter the fishery, and the available catch is often
was due in part to the exploitation of new species taken by many more vessels, and over a much
and new areas. In the 1970s this growth stopped shorter time span, than necessary. When the harvest
abruptly; in the 1980s it resumed, but at a slower rate. is controlled by restraining fishing activity, artificial

The first reaction to increasing pressure on fish curbs are put on the use of vessels. Sometimes their
stocks-perhaps a natural one-was to limit the fishing power is restrained by rigging the engine or
amount caught. The initial fishery management limiting the amount of gear, and sometimes they
methods have almost invariably been biological in are forced to remain in harbor for a specified num-
nature. Biologists have been called upon to assess ber of days.
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People have gradually become aware of the ferability ensures that the least efficient fishing ves-
wastefulness of these practices, and remedies have sels will not be used, as their quotas can be bought
been sought. Perhaps the most obvious and sensible by the owners of more efficient vessels at a price that
approach is to try to limit the cost of the fishing benefits both buyer and seller. In the long term
operations necessary to take the amount of fish it is transferability means that the owners of fishing ves-
reasonable to take. An obvious way of doing this is sels can adjust their fishing capacity to the amount
to limit the number of vessels allowed to participate they may expect to be able to take, or vice versa. This
in a fishery, through license limitation programs, for can be done even if the TAC fluctuates from year to
example. These programs have been implemented year. If the ITQs are defined as shares of the TAC,
in a number of places around the world, including the catch quotas of individual boats will fluctuate in
Canada, Norway, and the United States, and many proportion to the TAC, and the boat owners will have
are still in force. to make a well-educated guess as to how the TAC will

As experience with license limitation programs fluctuate and how much they can expect to be al-
was accumulated, it became clear that they were not lowed to fish in the future.
easily implemented in ways that would ensure that No less important, ITQs can be designed to sat-
costs would be minimized for any given level of catch. isfy criteria of fairness. Two aspects of fairness are
Fishing capacity, it turns out, is like a many-headed particularly relevant in this context-fair treatmenit
monster; if you chop off one head, two new ones of individuals at a poinlt in time, and fair treatment
appear. Fishers and boat designers cooperate to cir- across generations. Fair treatment of individuals at
cumvent regulations on fishing vessels, increasing the time ITQs are implemented can be achieved
fishing capacity through new designs that satisfy the through an appropriate design of the initial alloca-
restrictive rules while including new fish-finding tion of quotas. Free trade among quota holders can
devices and better gear. This has led to growing dis- then achieve efficiency and allow the gains to be
appointment with license limitation programs. shared between buyer and seller. This system may,

A new regulatory device, individual transferable for example, allow old or indebted fishers to retreat
quotas (ITQs), has come into fashion and is being gracefully from an industry in which they have no
implemented in countries around the globe. Where future. Suppose thatJohn Smith is a middle-aged
individual transferable quotas have not been imple- fisher-man who faces bankruptcy because his declin-
mented or put on the agenda, they are very much at ing health does not allow him to fish as intensively
the center of discussion. as he thought he could when he bought his new boat.

This chapter looks briefly at experience with Allocating to him a right to take a certain propor-
ITQs in selected countries. The discussion focuses tion of the annual catch of fish gives him an asset
on the advantages and disadvantages of ITQs, the that he can sell in order to pay his debt and retire.
way they have been implemented, and the reasons But there are futureJohn Smiths to come. Those
that they have been rejected in some countries. who received ITQs as a gift would be able to sell them

and obtain a windfall gain. But those who want to
The advantages of individual become fishers after an ITQsystem has been put into
transferable quotas place must buy their way in. For them the value of

the ITQs is a cost they can hope to recover wheni they
The advantages of ITQs are obvious. The sum of leave the fishery. Thus, under the system the gains
ITQs for a stock constitutes the amount that can be from the ITQs end up with the first generiation of
taken from the stock, the total allowable catch fishers, who acquired the ITQs at no cost-a r esult
(TAC). Setting a total allowable catch for each fish likely to be at odds with the criterion of fairness
stock can protect the stocks from depletion. Divid- across generations. To avoid this result, it would be
ing the TAC among all vessels participating in a fish- necessary to sell, lease, or tax the ITQs-all actions
ery prevents a self-defeating race for the largest pos- that would be judged appropriate for a resource
sible share of the total catch. And making the vessel owned by the public, such as offshore oil. Taxes on
quotas transferable makes it possible to minimize the such resources are likely to be less distorting than
cost of taking a given catch. In the short term, trans- other forms of taxes.
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The most far-reaching experiments with ITQs Zealand the initial allocation was based on fishers'
have been conducted in New Zealand and Austra- historic catches, and an elaborate appeal mechanism
lia. In New Zealand the ITQ system covers most of was established. In the southern bluefin tuna fish-
the fisheries, while in Australia only a few fisheries ery in Australia the fishers agreed on a formula for
are involved, one of which is the fishery for south- weighting the catch history and the investment com-
ern bluefin tuna. In 1992 ITQs were introduced in mitment in making the initial allocations (Robinson
the trawl fishery in southeastern Australia. 1986).

The experience of New Zealand and Australia Achieving equity across generations appears to
with ITQs highlights some of the major issues they have been given little consideration in New Zealand
raise. In both countries the ITQs were defined as and Australia. The quotas were initially distributed
perpetual rights. Thiswaspresumablydone to make for free, and there is limited taxation of catches or
the system as firmly entrenched as possible, an im- of quotas held. In New Zealand previous plans to
portant point since it is an institutional innovation impose a resource rent tax on the fishery have been
and a controversial one. Transferable perpetual shelved, and the fishery now pays only a part ofwhat
rights eliminate all problems that otherwise might it costs to manage it. In Australia, that the fishery
arise when a lease of a temporary right runs out, and should pay for its own management is a stated policy
they provide the best possible environment for long- objective.
term planning. Transferability led to short-term
gains particularly quickly in the Australian southern Undesirable side effects of transferability
bluefin tuna fishery (Robinson 1986); since the
quota system was introduced in 1984, the number of Given the availability of such a marvelous system as
participatingvesselshasbeenreducedby80percent. the ITQs, why have not all fishing nations imple-

How the ITQs are defined is not trivial. An ITQ mented it? In some countries the conditions for a
even if it is valid in perpetuity, is not a property right well-functioning ITQ system are simply not in place;
in the fish stock itself, but a right to harvest from it. in others the expected side effects have persuaded
If we make a comparison with agriculture, we might people to modify the ITQs, or discouraged them
say that a similar right would be a right to harvest from implementing the ITQs. And in some countries
plants that grow naturally on the land, or to cull a ideological or political reasons stand in the way.
flock of animals that grazes there. New Zealand The undesirable side effects of ITQs arise as a
made the mistake of defining these rights as rights consequence of free and unrestricted transferabil-
to harvest a certain tonnage of fish. This would be ity. When quotas can be transferred with no restric-
comparable to defining rights to harvest a certain tions, they will gravitate toward the companies and
number of cubic meters of timber or to kill a cer- areas that can utilize them most efficiently. The
tain number of animals, with the state obliged to concentration of ITQs in the hands of one or a few
make up the difference if nature falls short. Not only companies will give these companies some market
the vagaries of nature but the variability of markets power. The companies may be expected to take
and changes in costs and technology make such an advantage of this, charging a higher price than oth-
undertaking a doubtful proposition. Because the erwise for their fish if they have market power on the
yield potential of the fish stocks was in some cases production side, and offering lower wages than oth-
grossly overestimated, the government had to re- erwise to their employees if they have power in local
scind its undertaking and redefine the ITQs as share markets, such as in fishing communities with few
quotas. The industry protested the redefinition and alternative employment opportunities.
took the case to court, where it still is. Geographic concentration, or dislocation, may

In both Australia and New Zealand the prepa- also be an important and uncomfortable side effect
rations for achieving a fair initial allocation were of unrestricted transferability. Fishing vessels are
carefully thought through and elaborate. This is, of mobile workplaces that can work out of any suitable
course, extremely important; the legitimacy and sta- harbor. A company could buy ITQs from another
bility of the system hinges in no small way on how companyoperating outofa fishing communitywith
fair the initial allocation is considered. In New a single plantand land the catch in a different place,
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leaving that community without its means of exist- Cases in which ITQs have been rejected
ence. Such a development might be desirable from
a long-term perspective, but it would leave a trail of Fishery policy has been the subject of much debate
economic and social problems in its wake in the in both Norway and the European Community, and
short term. both have recently published official reports discuss-

A problem that ITQs will not solve concerns the ing their future fishery policy (Norway 1992; and
interdependence of fleets harvesting fish of differ- CEC 1992). The debate in Norway has centered on
ent age groups from the same stock. The fleet tak- ITQs, and influential people in both the public ad-
ing the young fish imposes an extra cost on the fleet ministration and the industry have advocated adopt-
taking the older and bigger fish, because the first ing them, with certain limits on their transferabil-
fleet reduces the number of fish available for the ity. The government has nevertheless rejected ITQs
second fleet. The first fleet has no incentive to take and instead adopted regulations such as common
these costs into account, and a situation could eas- quotas, a device that has in every case turned out
ily arise in which it finds it profitable to buy quotas economically disastrous. The quotas have been re-
from the other fleet, even if it is less profitable when jected for both political and ideological reasons.
all costs are taken into account. The political reason resides in the clear majority

The ITQ system to be implemented in Alaska among fishers opposed to ITQs. Why they oppose
imposes restrictions on the transferability of quotas ITQs is not entirely clear, but ideological reasons,
and the length of tenure, presumably in response the fear of side effects, and misunderstanding all
to some of these problems. The North Pacific Fish- play a role. The ideological opposition among some
ery Management Council (1991) has recently ap- people is the use of a market mechanism to allocate
proved ITQs for halibut and sablefish caught with a resource that up to now has been commonly
fixed gear, to be implemented no sooner than 1994. owned and to which access has been free. That some
The quotas are defined as shares of the total allow- people could enrich themselves by selling a privilege
able catch and are to be allocated to individuals and they got for free appears repulsive to some people.
companies on the basis of their recent catch history. Similar sentiments are common elsewhere, includ-
The fleet is divided into two main groups, freezer ing Iceland.
long-liners and catcher boats, with catcher boats Among the side effects feared is the concentra-
subdivided into three groups. The individual fish- tion of fishing quotas, both geographically and in
ing quotas, as they are designated in the manage- the hands of a few large companies. There is strong
ment plan, may not be transferred outside the ves- sentiment in Norway that favors maintaining the
sel group or between management areas. The share small fishing communities scattered along the en-
of the total quota that may be held by one company tire coast. These communities are likely to be at a
is limited to 1 percent for sablefish and 0.5 percent disadvantage in the competition for ITQs.
for halibut. In a recent European Community policy docu-

The quotas are defined as a "harvest privilege" ment (CEC 1992) on fisheries, ITQs are not dis-
in the fishery management plan and are said to be cussed at all. Yet they would seem to be precisely the
valid indefinitely. But they can also be modified or tool that the Community needs to deal with the prob-
revoked at any time without compensation. In this lems in its fishing industry. The Community's fish-
respect, the system is similar to the system in Iceland, eries are plagued by a formidable overcapacity,
in which the question of duration has been left open financed in part by Community grants that did not
so that quota allocations remain valid unless take into account their long-term consequences.
changed by law. The security of tenure necessary for And tradable quotas would seem to be the way to
long-term planning is thus nowhere near what it reconcile the principle ofnot discriminatingamong
appears to be in New Zealand's or Australia's sys- citizens of the Community on the basis of national-
tem-although it must be acknowledged that when ity with the principle of fair allocations among
New Zealand's system came under stress, it was fun- nations. Quotas could be allocated initially on the
damentally altered without compensation to quota principle of fairness, and thereafter the fish could
holders. be taken anywhere (provided it is from the right
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stock), or quotas could be transferred temporarily ably accurate predictions of the future size of the fish
or permanently. stock, with the stock "revealing its abundance" only

The reason that ITQs are not mentioned in this as the fishing proceeds. In such circumstances it
documentprobablyhastodowith theproblemsthe might be better to opt for real-time, on-the-spot
Community has had in implementing the national management, monitoring the catch per unit of ef-
quotas that are a part of its present fishery policy. fort to gauge the size of the stock and thereby the
For the past ten years the Community's fishery man- allowable catch (provided the catch per unit of ef-
agement policy has been to set a total allowable catch fort is a good indicator).
for each stock and to allocate the catch among its Under the present fishery policy of the Euro-
member states according to a formula based mainly pean Community, member countries have consid-
on historical catches in 1983, when the policy was erable leeway in how they manage their fisheries.
first put into place. This system has been notorious The national quotas are allocated at the Community
for its weak enforcement. Some national authorities, level, but each member state can decide how it will
in collaboration with local fishers, have refused to use its quota. Denmark and the United Kingdom
cooperate with the authorities in Brussels in provid- have both considered whether the ITQ system would
ing timely and correct landing statistics. It is widely be an appropriate choice of management system,
recognized that the landing statistics for some spe- and both have decided that it would not. In Denmark
cies are grossly incorrect. In addition, the conditions the opposition to ITQs came mostly from the fish-
in a fishery often make it difficult to implement a ers, who feared that ITQs would result in concen-
quota policy. For example, incidental catches of tration of ownership and absentee ownership. The
groundfish are common in the pelagic fisheries pro- United Kingdom has plans to introduce transferable
viding raw material for the fish meal industry, and fishing licenses. An interesting aspect of the United
in the groundfish fishery many species are typically Kingdom's management policy is that it allocates a
caught indiscriminately. part of the national fishing quota to the producer

The Community proposes dealing with its organizations-fishers associations that enjoy certain
overcapacity problem by licensing fishing vessels. A privileges within the EC system (price support, for
restrictive licensing policy could be used to limit the example)-which then allocate the quota among
number of vessels. The pitfalls of this policy are well their members.
known, however; fishers are good at finding ways to
increase the fishing power of the vessels for which Conclusion
they have obtained licenses. To some extent this can
be overcome by licenses with detailed specifications The active debates being conducted on fishery man-
(cargo capacity, engine power, amount of gear al- agement around the world, and the novel methods
lowed). An advantage of this method is that moni- being tried, originate from the simple fact that the
toring is easy. Fishing vessels can be measured and old order of free access is completely inadequate for
counted, and their movement ancl, to some extent, managing fish resources in the modern world. Open
their activity at sea can be monitored by radio trans- access is certain to lead to the depletion of stocks,
mitters. Even with all its imperfections, a licensing possibly beyond recovery, as appears to have hap-
system could be preferable to an ITQ system that pened in the case of the Atlanto-Scan-dian herring.
cannot be controlled and enforced. Access to fish resources must be limited by some

Enforcement and monitoring are thus key coII- meanis.
siderations in evaluating an ITQ system. If enforce- It is not surprising that so radical an institutional
ment and monitoring are difficult, such as in small- innovation as limiting access to resources considered
scale fisheries in which the catch can be landed with commonly owned is controversial. Some people
no elaborate landing or harbor facilities (by moon- seem to have difficulty even in grasping the need to
light on a beach, for example) and sold to local do so. To better understand this viewpoinit, it may
consumers, an ITQsystem would be useless. Another be helpful for those of us who take private owner-
type of fisheryinwhich ITQswould seem tobeapoor ship of agricultural land for granted to look at a case
choice is one in which it is difficult to make reason- in which private landownership is being established
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in an unsupportive environment. Recently there was meeting. Indeed, the resistance to ITQs on pure
a report in the Financial Times (May 13, 1992) about equity grounds is somewhat surprising and it indi-
a person who had bought a piece of land in the cates that many who oppose them have not recog-
former Soviet Union. After he had planted grass on nized their potential for ensuring fairness.
the land, the farmers from the neighboring collec-
tive farm drove their cows to pasture on the land, References
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For a fishery management regime to be effective, it the fishery management regime is optimizing eco-
must have a monitoring, control, and surveillance nomic rents; the monitoring, control, and surveil-
system. There are two primary reasons for this need: lance system should be able to sustain itself finan-

1. A fishery management regime, by its nature, cially through licensing and fines if the revenues and
imposes restrictions, whether through licenses, quo- costs are balanced, or through some redistribution
tas, or limits on gear. of the economic rents.

2. Fishers the world over are a fiercely indepen- In Canada, where the fishery management re-
dent group of enterprising individuals. They search gime has called for quotas, restrictive licenses, sea-
constantly for ways to get around restrictions and to sonal closures, and gear limitations, there is a need
enhance their incomes and profits. Their indepen- for an extensive monitoring, control, and surveil-
dence and enterprise were instrumental in develop- lance system. The system on Canada's east coast
ing fisheries.Butwhere there has been free and open monitors quotas, catch, landings, activity, and gear.
access to fisheries, these traits have led to cheating Some of this monitoring can be done on shore, but
and illegal activity, and where access has been re- some needs to be done at sea during the fishing
stricted, they have led to unfairness. activity. Because of the cost of running a monitor-

Most fishing nations agree that some portion of ing, control, and surveillance system at sea using
the economic rents provided by a fishery manage- ships, the at-sea component of monitoring has nor-
ment regime should be used to ensure fairness and mally been split into ship-based and the more cost-
an equitable distribution of the available rents. This effective aircraft-based monitoring.
means that monitoring, control, and surveillance are Before Canada's fishery management regime
required to enforce rules, regulations, and laws. was extended over its 200-mile exclusive economic
Monitoring, control, and surveillance are also re- zone, the Canadian Navy provided the aerial com-
quired to obtain the information needed to measure ponent of the monitoring, control, and surveillance
the effectiveness of a fishery management regime system and the federal Department of Fisheries and
and the attainability of its objectives. Oceans provided the ship- and shore-based compo-

Having established that monitoring, control, nent. Soon after the introduction of the 200-mile
and surveillance are an essential part of a fishery limit, the Navy ceased to provide the aerial surveil-
management regime, the next issues are who should lance because of escalating costs, due to an aging
carry out those tasks, and what should be done.The fleet of Tracker aircraft, and a military reorganiza-
answers depend principally on the following: tion that led to a reduction in aircraft. For a few years

* The type of fishery management system no aerial surveillance was carried out. To partially
* The government's organizational structure compensate for this, a fishery observer program was
* The availability of financial resources. instituted for the foreign industrial fleet and the
Financial resources should not be a problem if number of monitoring ships was increased. The
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observer program involved placing an observer on to carry all necessary equipment, and it provides an
board each foreign vessel for the entire time the ves- efficient work environment for a crew of six. The
sel was active in the Canadian exclusive economic King Air (see photo) is capable of handling the worst
zone.The observers were financed through the sale maritime weather; it operates regardless of icing,
of licenses to the vessels' countries of origin, and the freezing, precipitation, or fog. The Super King Air
observers carried out all the required monitoring 200 can be counted on for routine surveillance in
functions while on board. any weather in which fishing takes place, even with

Within a few years, however, it was realized that visibility reduced by fog to 100 meters. This aircraft
an aerial surveillance system was once again needed. combines fast dash speed with high-altitude opera-
The existing monitoring, control, and surveillance tion (up to 11,000 meters) and excellent low-altitude
system was not providing adequate surveillance of performance (down to 15 meters), which is essen-
the domestic fleet, and the incidence of illegal ac- tial for identifying fishing vessels. The King Air 200
tivity was on the rise. The Department of Fisheries has an outstanding reputation for dispatch reliabil-
and Oceans began searching for a new solution. The ity. Over the past five years, only one surveillance
Navy (now part of the unified Armed Forces) was flight has been delayed and then only for an hour.
ruled out as a provider of the services for two rea-
sons. First, it did not have the required aircraft or Search radar
surveillance equipment. And second, even if the
Armed Forces had the right equipment, fishery sur- The Litton APS-504(V)5 incorporates a military
veillance would not receive the necessary priority, anti-submarin-e watch technology to produce excel-
and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans would lent small detection capability with a 370-kilometer
have little control over the timing and coverage of range in high seas (the radar antenna dome can be
surveillance flights-as was the case when the Navy seen in the first photo, on the underbelly aft of the
had performed the task in earlier years. wings, and the radar controls and output displays can

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans de- be seen in the second photo). This lightweight,
cided to contract out the aerial surveillance when it state-of-the-art radar has all the essential features for
realized that the private sector had the capability to fishery surveillance:
provide it. Atlantic Airways, a division of Provincial * Ability to scan different sectors of the compass
Airlines, was selected for the surveillance work about * Ability to scan sixteen frequencies randomly
five years ago and has since been operating three * High resolution
aircraft off Canada's east coast. * High detection capability in high seas

* Digital readout on scope

Surveillance system * Navigation System Interface
* Data Management System Interface.

The Atlantic Airways surveillance system consists of One of the more valuable features of the
five major components: APS-504(V)5 is its ability to make use of all flight

* The aircraft-Super King Air 200 time. Within minutes of takeoff it is providing sur-
* Search radar-Litton APS-504(V)5 veillance data. In five minutes the aircraft can climb
* Precise navigational system-integrated Glo- to 3,000 meters, giving the radar a 220-kilometer

bal Positioning System (GPS) and Loran system range.
* Reconnaissance camera-Agiflite
* Data management system-Atlantic Airways Integrated navigation system

Airborne Data Acquisition and Management
(ADAM) system. A computer-controlled navigation system, the

CCNS-4 (see forward of the copilot in the third
Aircraft photo), is interfaced with the radar, the data man-

agement system, and the cockpit navigation system.
The Super King Air 200 was selected because it has The CCNS-4 provides the precise positional accuracy
a proven offshore capability, its payload is sufficient essential for fishery surveillance. The CCNS-4 is ca-
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pable of integrating navigational sensor inputs from determine whether a vessel is in an area in which
GPS, Loran, Rho/Rho, and Loran C hyperbolic and fishing activities are illegal. In addition, the com-
providing an absolute positional error of less than puter operator has the option of viewing the navi-
half a kilometer. gational and contact information in a tabulated for-

The CCNS-4 was designed for airborne naviga- mat, which permits a quick overview of the precise
tion and is used in applications, such as aerial pho- contact positions (see detailed navigation report in
tography, in which precise positional accuracy is the appendix).
required. It has also been used and proved effective The ADAM system eliminates the need to spend
in many remote areas of the world. time manually plotting all of the radar contacts ac-

quired.As contacts are identified, they are automati-
Camera cally added to the computer's data base through a

direct digital communication link to the radar's
The fishery surveillance aircraft can be equipped current cursor position. This allows the quick and
with a variety of still and video cameras. The primary accurate positioning of all contacts. In addition, the
camera system is the Agiflite specialist aerial camera system produces maps and tabulated reports in hard
(see diagram), the only photo reconnaissance sys- copy in real time. These reports and maps provide
tem in the world designed to be hand-held, and flight crews with an overview of the flight thus far.
tested to full military specifications. The Agiflite is These reports can be faxed, using a high-frequency
interfaced with the navigation and data manage- facsimile transceiver, to other support facilities, such
ment system and provides the visual record of fish- as surface vessels or a shore base.
ing activity required for successful prosecutions.All At the end of a mission the ADAM system auto-
photographs are annotated with time and position matically produces a flight data sheet, a patrol re-
from the CCNS-4. port, a navigational accuracy report, a closed area

report, a target summary report for all identified or
Data management system unidentified targets, a fishing vessel summary, a

commercial vessel summary, and, finally, a violation
The Airborne Data Acquisition and Management report (see appendix for a selected sample). Histori-
(ADAM) system, designed and built byAtlantic Air- cal data stored and archived by the ADAM system
ways, is the heart of the entire surveillance equip- can be retrieved and analyzed for planning and man-
ment package (see photo). The system was devel- agement purposes. The data also can be called up
oped to handle all the data and information during a flight to examine the geographical pattern
requirements of the aircrew and the fishery inspec- and frequency of activity of any fishing vessel.
tors, both in the air and on the ground. With digital
interfaces with the surveillance radar, navigational Costs
equipment, and photographic equipment, the
ADAM system now acts as the information exchange The aerial surveillance system in use off Canada's
oni board the surveillance aircraft, providing real- east coast involves three Super King Air aircraft, all
time data for flight management. equipped as described above. Each aircraft has a

The ADAM system provides the flight crew with usable operating cycle of 2,000 hours a year and
a real-time Mercator projection map, displaying all costs about Can$3,800 an hour to operate. Each air-
contacts in relation to various land masses as well as craft requires a crew of about eight for flying and
other importan t geographic features, such as depth maintenance.
contours, fishing zones, and closed fishing areas (see
appendix). These and other vector-based graphical Success of the surveillance system
overlays are essential for determining and identify-
ing the contacts acquired by the surveillance radar The surveillance system has been very successful at
and navigational equipment. The ability to view the measuring catch effort, locating nursery areas, and
identified and unidentified contacts in this com- locatingspecific fish stocks.The system also hasbeen
puter graphic form helps the flight crew to better shown to be very effective at detecting the use of il-
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legal gear, fishing in closed areas, fishing without a and 100 fishing violations a year, with the number of
license by domestic and international vessels, illegal prosecutions decreasing with time. No legal case has
fishing activity, and illegal use of vessels. Each of the yet been lost in the courts-the accuracy and qual-
three aircraft has successfully prosecuted between 70 ity of the data collected have survived all challenges.
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Super King Air 200 plane
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Radar controls and OtitpUt displays in the Super King Air 200
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Computer-controlled navigation system in the Super King Air 200
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Agiflite specialist aerial camera
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Airborne Data Acquisition and Management system
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Appendix Reports produced by the Airborne Data Acquisition and Management system
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The Maritime Surv1eillance System of Nova Scotia, Ca7zada

Atlantic Airways, CCNS Detailed Navigation Report

Patrol: PAL-92-02 I
Tasked area: 4X/5ZE Date: April 29, 1992

System data GPS data Loran C receivet

Date: 93/04/29 Time of ref: 13:43:50 GRI: 5930 TD Mode SWR Step ASF
Position: N 4330.18 M: (MTOA) 03790.24 4 67 N

Time: 13:43:49 W 06127.03 V:
Altitude: 00021 m W:

Position: N 4330.38 Ground speed: 064.8 m/s X: 13520.66 4 78 N + 3.6
W 06127.15 Track: 058.20 Y: 29146.24 4 76 N + 2.9

-_ _ _ _ _Z: 43080.09 3 03 N +0.7
Sat Eph SNR FH: I

GRI: 9960 TD Mode SNR Step ASF
Ground speed. 068.5 /s 221 Y 7.5 M: (MTOA) 01123.01 4 61 N

G 4 Y 16.0 V:
15 Y 6.5 W: 11708.44 4 68 N -0.4

Track: 061.10 °20 Y 19.5 X: 25271.50 4 67 N + 2.8

25 Y 21.0 Y: 43938.55 3 07 N -0 3
Airspeed: 127.0kts 13 Y 10.5 Z: 60324.01 3 00 N 0.3

Target Id number: V026
Target Id string: VF-
Comments: PHT-026

Ruff & Ready
100350

Atlantic Airways, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Closed Area Report

Patrol: PAL-92-02 I
Tasked area: 4X/5ZE Date: April 29, 1992

Closed area Georges Brown Nursery Silver Hake White Head Total

Time (hrs) 1.7 1.2 2 9
Domestic fishing vessels 27 5 32
Foreign fishing vessels 28 28
Unidentified fishing vessels I
Commercial vessels 2 2
Fishing gear i i
Icebergs 0
Other identifications 0
Unidentified targets I I

Total 0 0 31 34 0 65

Comments:
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Violation Report (No. 918)

Flight number: PAL-92-02 I
Tasked area: 4x/5ZE Date: April 29, 1992

Vessel information

Vessel name: Ruff & Ready
Side Number: 100350
Callsign:
Nation: CA
Type: LL-
Course - speed: 120-
Distance: On top
Time (UTC): 134424

Vessel position Latitude: N 4330.38
Longitude: W 06127.15

Corrected position Latitude: N 4330.32
Longitude: W 06127.17
The navigation check at Cross Island, 163328 (UTC),
was used to calculate the corrected position of the vessel.

Photograph information

PHT.-026

Environmental information

Visibility: 15 NM+ Ceiling: Clear
Sea state: I Wind: 130-10

Navigation information

Checkpoint position CCNS4 position Correction

Reference checkpoint Time (UTC) Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Range Bearing

Halifax survey 114108 N4452.60 W06331.27 N4452.59 W06331.24 0.02 295.20
Runway threshold 06 114544 N4452.15 W06331.50 N4452.1 I W06331.54 0.05 035.30
Cross Island 163328 N4418.71 W06410.13 N4418.77 W06410.11 0.06 193.40
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__ I Recommendations 14

The objective of this Symposium on Fishery Re- fishery operators themselves, which promotes re-
sources Management was to present and analyze the sponsible management.
experience of a number of countries in managing Peru's experience conforms to the general pat-
their fishery resources, especially countries in which tern of fishery development, although its fisheries
the sector's level of development or its problems are have special features that make some aspects of the
similar to those in Peru. It was intended that the policies pursued in other countries not directly ap-
results of this analysis could then be incorporated plicable in Peru.
into the discussions on the legal framework for The general picture that has come out of this
Peru's fishery sector. symposium leads to the conclusions and recommen-

dations outlined below.
Summary

Condusions
The presentations at the symposium suggest that the
exploitation of fishery resources in different parts 1. Experience in different countries indicates
of the world has followed a similar course. Initially, that an effective fishery management system must
the fishing industry developed around an idea that include the following components:
the resources were so abundant that they were inex- * An appropriate legal framework
haustible. The resulting free-for-all led to over- * Information on resources (research)
expansion of the industry and the overexploitation * A monitoring, control, and supervision
of fish resources. system.

The solutions to these problems have varied, 2. Peru's fishing industry is young and diversify-
but in general they have initially involved a reduc- ing, and it is exploiting new resources and areas. The
tion in activity, with the aim first of restricting ex- organization of its fishing operations should be con-
ploitation and then of limiting catches directly. This sistent with this state of development and with cur-
kind of management has been called restricted ac- rent trends in the sector.
cess and takes different forms, including overall 3. Peru's fishery resources are part of the
catch quotas, vessel quotas, and, finally, individual country's shared heritage, and both the state and the
transferable quotas. A common denominator in resource users have an important role to play in their
each of these is an effort to avoid competition integrated and rational management. These roles
among vessel operators, which leads to overexploit- should be emphasized in the sector's management
ation and overcapitalization. system.

The best solution to overexploitation is to give 4. Some countries have oriented their fishery
the responsibility for managing the resources to the sector activities mainly toward products with high
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value added, focusing on exports in order to earn Recommendations
foreign exchange. This strategy could be appropri-
ate for Peru, especially for its underexploited or 1. The new legal framework governing fisheries
potential resources. in Peru must provide for active participation by all

5. The importance of managing fish stocks dis- those involved in the sector in the management of
tributed over different national zones and in inter- the fishery resources.
national waters must be recognized. And if the ob- 2. Because of the tradition and the significance
jective of conserving such shared resources while of Peru's fisheries, the reorganization of the sector
enjoying the benefits from their exploitation is to be must take into account the particular problems of
attained, equity among the countries sharing the fish each kind of fishery and the characteristics of its
stocks must be ensured through international coop- resources. For this purpose, Peru should make use
erative mechanisms. of all the relevant international experience that has

6. Given the potential of the fishery sector to been shared at this meeting and at earlier ones.
generate employment, food, and foreign exchange 3. The suitability of individual transferable quo-
for Peru, and the need for integrated management tas for each type of catch should be examined on a
of all sectors of the economy, fishery development case-by-case basis.
in Peru must mesh with the country's general eco- 4. World Bank support for this meeting was im-
nomic development. This linkage is essential to portant, and it is suggested that the Bank continue
guaranteeing orderly, rational, and sustainable de- its useful and timely backing for the activities that
velopment of Peru's fishery resources in the twenty- will be necessary for the reorganization and devel-
first century. opment of Peru's fisheries.
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